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Editor:’ 
I just received the March, 1984 issue 
of the Maine Alumnus, and it is without 
question the best I have seen since grad­
uation. The article on the Fay Hyland 
Botanical Plantation was of special in­
terest to me.
If memory serves me correctly, on 
Maine Day, 1977, many of my fellow 
members of Xi Sigma Pi (National For­
estry Honor Society) and I worked to fix 
up the entrance to the Fay Hyland Plan­
tation. We erected the sign and planted a 
few trees. As I recall, this Maine Day ac-  
tivity came at a time when many stu­
dents suffered from terminal apathy. 
However, the 76/77 pledge class of Xi 
Sigma Pi was very active, renewing the 
spirit that the forestry students had lost. 
I am still proud to have been associated 
with those guys, but am sorry to say I 
have lost track of them over the years. 
If members of the 1977 graduating fores­
try class are out there, I would sure like 
to hear from you.
Once again, thanks for publishing a 
first-rate magazine.
—Lawrence K. Miller ’77 
Petersburg, Pennsylvania
Editor:
Could I please use your columns to 
solicit interest in a research project on 
the December 6, 1917 Halifax Explosion, 
wherein 2600 tons of explosives blew up 
on the ammunition ship Mont Blanc and 
destroyed much of the city? I have devel­
oped a questionnaire as part of a per­
sonal research project. Could I ask if 
there are any readers of your magazine 
who experienced the 1917 Halifax Explo­
sion and could I ask such persons to 
write to me for a copy of the question­
naire? I would certainly appreciate their 
assistance.
Requests for the questionnaires can be 
directed to:
Alan Ruffman, Vice-President 
Geomarine Associate Limited 
P.O. Box 41, Station “M’ 
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 2L4
Editor:
It was a pleasure to speak with Paul 
W. Pickering, a volunteer for your 
phonathon. He is a fine representative 
of the University of Maine.
My husband, Jeffrey Brushwein—B.S. 
1975, M.S. 1980— and I have come to 
appreciate what a fine education we 
received at UMO and how many fine 
faculty are teaching there. I hope to see 
the Performing Arts Center finally com­
pleted. It was always just a dream when 
we were there.
—Jolene Walker ’75 
Clemson, South Carolina
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Johnson Offered UMO Presidency
University of Maine officials announced 
in June that they would make a proposal 
to offer a two-year contract for the posi­
tion of president to Dr. Arthur M. 
Johnson, acting president of the Univer­
sity of Maine at Orono, during a meet­
ing of the University of Maine Board of 
Trustees on Monday, July 9.
Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy and 
members of the trustees’ Personnel and 
Employee Relations Committee also an­
nounced that a formal search for a new 
campus president would begin Sept. 1, 
1985.
The university officials met with 
Johnson to discuss his staying on as 
president of UMO. The former history 
professor, who repeatedly has made it 
known that he wanted to serve only in 
an interim position, later said he would 
accept the contract, adding, “I only will 
do this if it will help the campus and the 
state.”
Johnson, who became acting president 
in February, is expected to begin ini­
tiating some reorganization of the cam­
pus in July after a brief vacation.
Orwell Wrong, Says Mawhinney
Optimism for the future was the message 
University of Maine at Orono com­
mencement speaker Dr. Eugene A. Ma- 
whinney brought to more than 1700 
graduate and undergraduate degree can­
didates, their parents and friends at ex­
ercises May 12 at UMO’s Alfond Arena.
British novelist George Orwell’s pre­
diction of a dehumanized society in his 
famous book, 1984, was wrong, individ­
ualism is in ascendancy and both 1984 
graduates and the university itself have 
reason to feel optimistic about the fu­
ture, Mawhinney said. A 1947 graduate 
of UMO and a professor of political sci­
ence here since 1959, Mawhinney was 
chosen by a student committee to be the 
commencement speaker.
Honorary degrees were conferred by 
the university on Maine native and 
writer, Dorothy Clarke Wilson of 
Orono, and Patrie Farrell of New York 
City, long-time champion of the arts 
with particular emphasis on Irish 
culture. Both Mrs. Wilson and Farrell 
received Doctor of Humane Letters 
degrees, conferred by Acting President 
Arthur M. Johnson, assisted by Board 
of Trustees’ chairman Thomas F. Mona­
ghan ’54 and board member Harrison L. 
Richardson, Jr. ’52, both of Portland.
Mawhinney, chosen several years ago
According to the announcement, the 
committee members reportedly perceived 
a ‘‘draft Arthur Johnson” movement 
emerging during a series of meetings 
held on campus in recent months to de­
termine a presidential selection process.
The committee members also said they 
recognized ‘‘two overriding concerns, 
the need for continuity and the need to 
fashion a statement of presidential qual­
ifications which would almost precisely 
match those exhibited by Arthur John­
son.”
‘‘The committee has concluded that 
the best way to meet the need for con­
tinuity is to recommend contracting for 
a president in preparation for a full­
search replacement,” stated the an­
nouncement. The action also would al­
low for development of the university’s 
five-year plan ‘‘at a proper pace for the 
most effective management and projec­
tion of resources,” it said.
Regarding his plans for reorganizing 
the campus, which are expected to in­
clude some re-alliance of departments, 
Johnson said the university ‘‘has reached
for the Distinguished Professor Award, 
which recognizes outstanding teaching 
and commitment to students, said in his 
commencement address that a new spirit 
of confidence and competence was afoot 
at UMO. ‘‘It is the spirit of ‘see us’ and 
‘judge us,’ Mawhinney said.
‘‘In my 25 years of teaching here at 
my alma mater, I have felt that the uni­
versity has been too conservative—maybe 
a characteristic of Maine Yankees—in 
telling its story of performance and ser­
vice to the citizens of Maine and the na­
tion,” Mawhinney said.
‘‘I suggest that this 1984 commence­
ment serve as our point of joint dedica­
tion to even stronger days ahead for the 
University of Maine,” Mawhinney said.
Returning to the theme of 1984, which 
forecast a society of automatons con­
trolled by Big Brother, Mawhinney said 
Orwell was writing political satire with a 
warning for mankind, rather than an ex­
acting prophecy. Orwell was giving us a 
nightmare warning about the future of 
human freedom and human values, Ma­
whinney said.
Referring to senior buttons with the 
slogan ‘‘George Orwell was wrong,” 
Mawhinney said, ‘‘You seniors are cor­
rect . . . and he will continue to be 
wrong.”
a new plateau.”
‘‘We’ve dealt with all the immediate 
problems and the university is now into 
a new phase,” he said, adding, ‘‘We 
may continue the same way, but I sus­
pect we might change some things.”
Bangor Daily News
UMich Adopts 
UMaine Cancer Work 
A potential anti-cancer drug, synthesized 
and developed in the University of 
Maine at Orono laboratory of Dr. Bruce 
L. Jensen, associate professor of chem­
istry, has recently been adopted into the 
University of Michigan’s Orphan Drug 
Program.
The drug, Mitometh, was first synthe­
sized by Dr. Jensen and Honors student 
Dana Briggs ’76 of Bangor, several years 
ago as an alternative to existing methods 
of treatment for cancer of the adrenal 
cortex, hyperfunction and Cushing’s 
syndrome. This work was supported by 
the American Cancer Society—Maine 
Section.
Chemistry department chairman Dr. 
Robert Dunlap said it was gratifying that 
Jensen’s work is recognized by others. 
The University of Michigan’s Medical 
School will continue the work in its 
clinical facilities, unavailable at UMO.
The combined data of the UMO re­
searchers prompted the University of 
Michigan Medical School to further in­
vestigate the beneficial properties of this 
drug. Dr. David Schteingart, department 
of internal medicine and an interna­
tionally known authority in cancer of 
the adrenal cortex, will head the con­
templated three-year $317,000 program 
of study at the University of Michigan.
You are entering ‘‘a world character­
ized by hope rather than pessimism, pri­
vacy and individualism rather than sus­
picion and collectivism, and freedom 
rather than repression,” Mawhinney told 
the seniors.
Twenty-eight doctoral degrees, three 
Certificates of Advanced Study, and 135 
master’s degrees were awarded during 
the ceremonies.
The two highest ranking members of 
the senior class, valedictorian Peter A. 
Caradonna of Poland, who earned a 
perfect 4.0 accumulative average as an 
animal and veterinary sciences major, 
and salutatorian Daniel B. Knowles of 
Dixfield were members of the stage party. 
Knowles, who earned a 3.92 average, is 
an electrical engineering major.
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Mariners Sign
Billy Swift, the man who was originally 
recruited as an outfielder by University 
of Maine at Orono Coach John Winkin 
before becoming one of the nation’s best 
college pitchers, was the second player 
chosen in the first round of the 1984 
draft June 5.
Swift was the first college player 
chosen.
“It’s great,’’ said the slender senior 
right-hander from South Portland. “I 
didn’t expect to move up so high after 
being picked 27th (by Minnesota) a year 
ago. It’s a big surprise and being the 
first college player selected is pretty 
awesome.”
Swift became eligible when the Twins 
failed to sign him last year. Swift was 
given an 18-game suspension by the 
NCAA for violating three provisions of 
the NCAA Constitution during negotia­
tions with Twins scout Herb Stein.
“It didn’t matter to me who drafted 
me as long as it wasn’t the Twins,” said 
Swift, who feels things have worked out 
for the best.
“I’m going to get a lot more money 
than I would have last year, I’m going 
to a better organization, and, hopefully, 
I’ll get the opportunity to start in AA 
(with Chattanooga of the Southern 
League),” said Swift, who has also been 
chosen for the United States Olympic 
team. Billy Swift ’84
Swift can sign a Seattle contract and 
still play in the Olympic Games in Los 
Angeles. Concessions and guidelines 
have been made by the major league 
teams in order to allow the collegians to 
participate for the Olympic team.
Swift would have signed with the 
Twins a year ago, but Swift and the 
Twins were $15,000 apart at the bargain­
ing table. The Twins offered $40,000 
and, after having that offer rejected, 
returned with a $45,000 signing bonus.
Swift had sought $60,000 and also 
wanted to begin in AA ball. The Twins 
had indicated that they wanted Swift to 
start in Class A ball.
Being the second player chosen in the 
draft means Swift could command a six- 
figure signing bonus.
He did admit that playing on an arti­
ficial surface in the Kingdome may hurt 
him.
“With my sinker and slider, I give up 
a lot of ground balls and more of them 
are apt to be base hits on artificial 
turf,’’ observed Swift. “But I don’t 
think it’ll bother me.”
Swift concluded his career with a 
four-year mark of 27-8, and the 27 wins 
are a school record. He completed 26 of 
his 37 starts and finished with a spar­
kling 2.61 ERA. In 297 innings, he 
fanned 242 and walked just 135 while 
allowing 216 hits.
He was 5-3 with a 1.77 ERA this year. 
In his last outing, he allowed 11 hits and 
nine runs, eight earned, against Okla­
homa State in the College World Series. 
He lost 9-5, but pitched a complete 
game.
524 UMO Students Donate Blood
University of Maine at Orono students 
continued their tradition of holding the 
state’s most productive blood drives by 
donating 524 units of blood during their 
sixth annual “Greek Week” in May. The 
day-long event was sponsored by the 
American Red Cross Blood Service- 
Northeast Region, University of Maine 
fraternity board, and the Panhellenic 
Association (a group of 25 UMO frater­
nities and sororities).
“They knew what kind of pitcher I 
was prior to the College World Series, 
and I didn’t feel I pitched that badly,” 
said Swift. “Besides, I don’t think you 
can base an opinion on one perfor­
mance.”
Swift could become the second South 
Portland native to play for the Mariners 
some day as a right-hander. Jim Beattie 
is currently with the Mariners.
He said he considers Seattle “a nice 
part of the country.”
—Bangor Daily News
Student Jon Sorenson of Camden and 
Lynn Simard of Saco, were co-chairmen 
of this year’s drive—the largest one day 
drive held this year in the Northeast 
Region (Maine and Massachusetts).
“The blood drive is the highlight of 
our Greek Week festivities,” said Soren­
son, a junior who also serves as publicity 
coordinator for the university’s fraterni­
ty board.
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Pioneering Language 
Study Released
How young children use language—and 
what their talk reveals about their social 
development—is the subject of a new 
book, Children's Talk, by Catherine J. 
Garvey, professor of psychology at the 
University of Maine at Orono and an in­
ternational authority on children’s play.
The new work is a pioneering study of 
how children use language to communi­
cate and form concepts, after they have 
acquired the basic linguistic skills neces­
sary for speech. It is based in part on 
observations Garvey conducted of chil­
dren two to five years of age in her pre­
vious position as senior research scientist 
at Johns Hopkins University in 
Baltimore.
While researching children’s play sev­
eral years ago under a grant from the 
Public Health Service, Garvey became 
increasingly aware of the importance of 
language in both social and solitary play. 
When she finished her book, Play, in 
1977 (Harvard University Press), she 
turned her attention to the study of chil­
dren’s talk, an area not covered in pre­
vious writings on language acquisition.
“The study of ‘talk’ has to do with 
the use of language in all its complexity 
in social and solitary life,” Garvey says. 
“Even very young children use langauge 
to achieve a good play experience,” she 
continues, citing pretending as an excel­
lent example. “In pretending, everything 
has to come from images of transforma­
tions of the real world, and children 
need to be able to communicate those 
images to their playmates so that their 
frame of reference will be the same,” 
Garvey says.
The children who were studied at 
Johns Hopkins were observed both at 
home and in Garvey’s laboratory/play- 
room, and were observed alone (through 
one-way mirrors), with their mothers, 
and with best friends. Audio tapes re­
vealed that even when they play alone, 
children often talk out loud while pre­
tending. Garvey’s research reveals the 
importance of communication to chil­
dren’s social development, not only in 
their interaction with adults, but in their 
contacts with age mates as well.
The importance of this recent research 
has been recognized by scholars in the 
U.S. and abroad. During the month of 
March, Garvey was an invited Visiting 
Professor with the Instituto di Psicologia 
in Rome, a division of Italy’s Council of 
National Research. She presented three 
lectures on topics discussed in Children's 
Talk: “Asking Questions”; “Turn-
Taking and the Timing of Conversa­
tion,” and “Denial and Refusal: The 
Beginnings of Logic and Reasoning in 
Social Interaction.” She also conducted 
working sessions on the social role of 
play and the development of self-identity 
concepts in children.
A native of Oklahoma, Garvey earned 
B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees from 
the University of Texas at Austin, study­
ing English, German, and linguistics. 
From 1955-59, she served as a scientific 
linguist for the Foreign Service Institute 
of the U.S. Department of State in 
Washington, D.C. She subsequently held 
research positions with George 
Washington University in D.C. and the 
Center for Applied Linguistics in 
Washington.
Garvey joined the faculty at Johns 
Hopkins in 1967 as director of the Pro­
gram for the Study of Language Acqui­
sition and lecturer in the department of 
social relations. She became a full pro­
fessor and research scientist there in 
1975, a position she held until joining 
the UMO faculty in 1983.
A guest reviewer and consultant for 
several journals and professional institu­
tions, Garvey is the author or coauthor 
of more than 40 technical articles and 
monographs. Since 1971 she has received 
nine major research grants and has pre­
sented papers at professional meetings 
throughout the U.S. for such organiza­
tions as the American Educational Re­
search Association, the Society for Re­
search in Child Development, and the 
Linguistic Society of America.
Garvey’s book Children's Talk is 
published in hardback and paperback by 
Harvard University Press
First UMO Woman Colonel Honored
Cadet Colonel Jane Merrow of Kenne­
bunkport, the first woman colonel in the 
history of the University of Maine at 
Orono’s Reserve Officer Training Corps, 
was presented the George C. Marshall 
Award May 1 as the most outstanding 
cadet of the year.
The occasion was the annual review 
and awards ceremony of the university’s 
First Maine Cadet Brigade, ROTC, in 
the Memorial Gymnasium. Outstanding 
military and academic achievements are 
recognized at the ceremony.
Cadet Colonel Merrow also received 
the UMO General Alumni Association 
Charles A. Rice Sabre for outstanding 
military and academic achievement. The 
GAA’s Barrows Award for outstanding 
service went to Cadet Major George J. 
Franz III of Strong.
Bears at Omaha
It’s getting to be practically an annual 
ritual; in spring, just as surely as the 
swallows return to Capistrano, the Black 
Bears migrate to Omaha, Nebraska. This 
marks the fourth consecutive year the 
University of Maine at Orono appeared 
in the college baseball world series.
The consistent success of the UMO 
team is little short of surprising. College 
baseball is a warm-weather sport. In 
Maine, there’s little enough of that and 
springtime is virtually non-existent. As a 
result, UMO is forced by circumstances 
to play many games away from home, in 
the South and West, during the March 
vacation break.
And annually, in the world series, 
UMO is forced to compete against teams 
from the Sun Belt where college baseball 
can be played practically year-round. 
For example, Oklahoma State won more 
games this year than UMO played.
Even more remarkable, the Black 
Bears are composed largely of home­
grown talent, young Maine men who 
have mastered the game under often dif­
ficult circumstances.
Much of the credit for their success 
goes to coach John Winkin. He’s a fine 
teacher who stresses fundamentals. As a 
result, Maine teams may be beaten, but 
it is not often that they beat themselves 
with their own mistakes.
But for all their appearances in 
Omaha, one prize has eluded UMO: it 
has never won the world series. Still, win 
or lose, the Black Bears enjoy the sup­
port of all Maine. They are truly our 
team.
—Portland Press Herald
Cadet Colonel Jane Merrow
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Lawrence Davee 22, Raymond Fogler ’15, and Charles Crossland ’17 at reunion breakfast.
Record Contributions 
Announced
“I think Maine is a great institution,” 
said Chancellor of the University of 
Maine Patrick McCarthy at the first-ever 
chancellor’s breakfast for alumni.
McCarthy and members of the Gen­
eral Alumni Association welcomed a 
record number of returning UMO 
graduates to campus for the activities. 
According to GAA President William D. 
Johnson, a record 935 people registered 
for four days of Reunion programs, 
which included guided tours, special 
class field trips, awards ceremonies, din­
ners and dancing.
UMO President Arthur Johnson was 
on hand to report to alumni a record 
$250,747 in Class Reunion gifts for the 
University.
They included: $15,001 from the Class 
of 1924 for their class scholarship fund; 
$8,644 from the Class of 1929 for the 
GAA endowment fund; $500 from the 
Class of 1932 for scholarships for under­
graduates who are members of the Stu­
dent Alumni Association; $61,583 from 
the Class of 1934—the largest reunion 
gift in UMO history for the class’ cul­
tural fund and athletic scholarships; 
$31,000 from the Class of 1939 for aca­
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President Arthur Johnson at Reunion
demics, arts center and athletic pro­
grams; $10,000 from the Class of 1943 
for improvements to the GAA’s records 
room; $55,000 from the Class of 1944 
for the dining room in the new Center 
for the Performing Arts to be dedicated 
to Russell and Barbara Bodwell; $9,229 
from the Class of 1949 for the GAA en­
dowment; $26,676 from the Class of 
1954 for the Performing Arts Center, 
GAA endowment and athletic scholar­
ships; $25,000 from the Class of 1959 
*
for the GAA endowment, computer sci­
ence department and athletic scholar­
ships; $10,079 from the Class of 1964 
for the GAA endowment, a computer 
unit and periodicals for Fogler Library; 
and $8,533 from the Class of 1969 to 
reconstruct the steps of the Fogler 
Library.
The Class of 1934 was awarded the 
University of Maine Memorial Fund Cup 
for the largest percentage of members 
contributing to the Reunion Fund. More 
than half (51 %) of the class donated to 
UMO during reunion weekend.
The Class of 1915 was represented by 
Raymond Fogler, who claims to have 
missed only two reunions since he grad­
uated. Fogler was given the 1908 Cup 
for the class with the oldest member 
registered.
The 20th Century Cup, given to the 
class with the largest percentage of class 
members registered, also went to the 
Class of 1934 with 33 percent registered. 
In addition, this Golden Anniversary 
Class took the President’s Cup for the 
largest number of class members regis­
tered (96 people came to Orono for their 
50th Reunion).
The Class of 1954 won the Class of 
1924 Cup for the Reunion Class of the 
last 30 years with the largest percentage 
of its members registered (six percent of 
this class registered).
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Alumni Honored 
at Reunion
Five alumni, including a member of the 
Golden Anniversary Class of 1934, were 
honored at the University of Maine at 
Orono June 7-10 during reunion week­
end activities.
Russell Bodwell of Plainview, New 
York, a consulting engineer, and Law­
rence W. Davee of Orono, a retired re­
search engineer noted for his design of 
special cinerama equipment, received the 
highest awards of the General Alumni 
Association. Bodwell, a member of the 
Class of 1944, earned the Pine Tree Em­
blem Alumni Service Award and Davee, 
a 1922 graduate, received the Alumni 
Career Award.
Fern Allen Turbyne of Winslow, Class 
of 1934, was awarded the Golden “M” 
Award for class service and leadership. 
Black Bear Awards for service to the 
university were presented to two mem­
bers of the Class of 1933, Marjorie 
Moulton Murphy of Gorham and Free­
man G. Webb of Corinna.
A pops concert by the Bangor Band, 
breakfast with UM Chancellor Patrick 
McCarthy, faculty seminars, a Fun Run 
sponsored by the Class of 1969, and in­
dividual class reunions were highlights of 
the weekend.
A class secretary for 20 years, Mrs. 
Turbyne has served as a catalyst in en­
couraging classmates to give their time 
and services to the university. She was a 
member of the 50th Reunion Commit­
tee. Mrs. Murphy, a Cooperative Exten­
sion Service agent for 37 years, was 
recognized for her fund raising activities, 
including service as a team leader in 
Cumberland County for the university’s 
Second Century Fund.
Freeman Webb, a track team member 
and long distance runner during his stu­
dent days, was the other Black Bear 
Award recipient. Webb was an agricul­
tural economics major who had a career 
in management with the Moosehead 
Woolen Mills. His interest in athletics 
has continued and as president of his 
class he encouraged funding for the Wal­
lace Pool scoreboard.
The GAA’s highest career and service 
awards were presented at the Reunion 
Banquet in the Fieldhouse Saturday. 
Davee, who observed the 60th anniver­
sary of his marriage the same day, re­
ceived the Alumni Career Award for a 
distinguished career which included the 
introduction of a film technique which is 
still used industry-wide. An electrical 
engineering graduate, he joined Western 
Electric, the present day Bell Labora-
Lawrence Davee '22 receives the Alumni Career Award clock from Bill Johnson '56, 
President of the General Alumni Association.
tories, when he graduated and later be­
came a recording engineer and studio 
manager for a number of companies in­
cluding Edison Studios and Paramount 
Studios.
The native of Dover-Foxcroft has also 
received the Samuel Warner Award for 
outstanding development in sound repro­
duction, the 1973 Black Bear Award, 
and an honorary doctorate in 1976 from 
UMO.
Bodwell, a partner in one of the na­
tion’s leading engineering firms, earned 
the Pine Tree Emblem for his special 
contributions to the university and his 
professional and public service achieve-
Muriel Davee '22 and Nancy Morse Dysart 
'60 at the reunion banquet.
ments. Bodwell is the founder of the 
university’s Parents and Friends Associa­
tion, has served on the UMO Develop­
ment Council since 1979, and is a lead­
ing fund raiser for the Center for the 
Performing Arts.
Bangor Alumni Group
In May, ten members of the reorganiza­
tion committee of the Southern Penob­
scot Alumnae Association met at All 
Souls Congregational Church in Bangor 
to plan a new direction for the group.
The name of the group was changed 
to the Greater Bangor Area Alumni As­
sociation. Its purpose: to promote the 
University of Maine past, present and 
future. Membership is open to alumni 
who live within a 25-mile radius of 
Bangor. Dues will be $2.50 per person 
or $5.00 for a family. Meetings will be 
held on the third Thursday of each 
month from September to April.
It was agreed that members of this re­
organization committee would constitute 
the Executive Committee for the first 
year. Committee members are: Chair­
man, Mavorite Hansen; Secretary, Diane 
Roderick; Treasurer, Carol Mower; 
Membership, Cindy Wilcox; and Fran 
Day, Betty and Bud Harrison, Marie 
and Ernie Khoury, Scott Mower and 
Dorothy Hawkes.
The first meeting in the Fall is set for 
September 20 at 7:30 p.m. at the Bangor 
Community College campus. Keynote 
speaker will be UMO President Arthur 
Johnson.
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“The Alumni Association has entered a 
period of exciting challenge,’’ says 
Robert J. Holmes, Jr. ’70G, newly ap­
pointed executive director of the General 
Alumni Association. The announcement 
was made on June 8 by William D. 
Johnson, president of the Alumni 
Association. Since 1974 Holmes has 
been assistant executive director and 
director of the annual alumni fund. He 
succeeds Lester J. Nadeau who resigned 
in April after 11 years as executive direc-
Norah Deakin Davis of Orono has been 
named editor of Maine Alumnus, suc­
ceeding Catherine Palmer ’72, who 
resigned to join the staff of The Times 
Record in Brunswick.
Davis, formerly editor for the 
Cooperative Extension Service at UMO, 
is author of The Father of Waters: A 
Mississippi River Chronicle, condensed 
in the January, 1984 issue of Reader's 
Digest, and At Home in the Sun.
She has written for a number of 
magazines and newspapers, including 
Down East, Maine Times, and Bangor 
Daily News. She holds a master’s degree 
in philosophy from Washington Univer­
sity in St. Louis, and she has taught at 
University of Tennessee, Indiana Univer­
sity of Pennsylvania and, upon moving 
to Maine in 1973, College of the Atlan­
tic.
i
tor of the Association.
Holmes, a 1968 graduate of Norwich 
University, earned a master’s degree in 
mathematics from UMO in 1970 and is 
currently studying for a master’s in 
business administration at UMO. He 
served for three years as a first lieu­
tenant in the U.S. Army in Europe. 
Holmes and his wife Virginia have two 
children, Heather, 6, and Eric, 3 1/2.
“Among the challenges facing the 
General Alumni Association are—for the 
alumni—diverse new services such as 
career placement, and—for the univer­
sity—increased financial and admissions 
support,” Holmes said recently.
The spiraling growth of the Annual 
Alumni Fund, which reached $929,000 
at year’s end and a record of 11,147 
givers, evinces the spirit of success ap­
parent within the Alumni Association.
New Group in NH
»
The first meeting of the Greater Man­
chester, New Hampshire Alumni Group 
was held in May. More than 60 people 
attended a dinner at the Sheraton- 
Wayfarer Hotel. Keynote speaker was 
GAA President Bill Johnson, who also 
presented the movie A Lifetime Expe­
rience—a review of alumni and their ac­
complishments.
The group’s fall meeting will be held 
in September at Durham. There will also 
be a tailgate luncheon before the UMO- 
UNH football game Saturday, Sept. 8.
U.S Route 1 
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Roy Shepard '41
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The name is new. 
But the smiles remain the same.
Now you’ll know Depositors 
and Canal by one name: 
Key Bank.
By joining forces with Key 
Banks Inc., one of the finest 
banking networks in New York 
State, we’ve formed a single 
organization with nearly five 
billion dollars in assets, and a 
total of more than 300 offices.
Our new size and strength 
means we’ll be able to offer 
you expanded, innovative 
services. And provide programs 
for the growth and financial 
security of communities 
throughout Maine.
Yet, while there are a lot of 
changes, you’ll still find the same 
friendly people at the same 
locations—now able to serve 
you better than ever before.
So look for our new signs 
with the bright red key.
It’s a symbol that means a 
lot to us. Because at Key Bank, 
the key to everything we do 
is you.
¥>u’re the
key to everything we do.
Sbank
I OUil "OvUC
LENDER
Involved. Innovative. Professional.
Member FDIC.
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Older and wiser, “adult” or 
non-traditional students are 
returning to school in droves.
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The faces of students at UMO are changing. They are older than you remember. Some students are a little 
older, like Pat Richards ’83, who re­
ceived her bachelor’s degree at age 32; 
and some are a lot older, like Joan 
Brooks ’80G who finished under­
graduate work after she had seven 
children.
You may recall the “adult” student in 
class when you were a student. Sitting 
among all the 18- to 21-year-olds, this 
was the student who made the highest 
grade for class participation.
But mostly they were relegated to the 
night courses and spent few hours on 
campus outside of class time.
But now the “adult” or non- 
traditional student numbers one out of 
every four students on the UMO cam­
pus, or 2,700, and the administration is 
offering more special aid to them.
For instance, Chadbourne Hall, tradi­
tionally the home of 183 UMO under­
graduates, is taking on a new role. 
Beginning in September, the second, 
third and fourth floors of the dormitory 
will provide “non-traditional” housing 
for students.
For $6.50 a night, Ross Moriarty, 
director of residential life, said he will 
provide a “spartanly furnished residence 
hall room” to commuting students. 
These are people taking classes perhaps 
only two or three days a week, or short 
courses, and they need a place to stay 
overnight. This is the same room rate 
charged full-time campus residents.
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Joan Brooks ’80G, 22 years out of school, 
returned for a master’s and a doctorate. She 
and her fellow adult students now make up 
one-fourth of UMO’s student body.
The housing situation on campus is 
shifting in response to the needs and 
makeup of the student body. The 
number of students living on campus 
peaked at about 5,400 in the late ’70s 
and has declined steadily since then, dip­
ping to 4,596 last fall. There’s no more 
tripling of students in dorm rooms, and 
no more busing of students who 
couldn’t be housed at UMO because of 
space limitations.
Statistics from the state Education 
Department show that the numbers of 
high school seniors, traditionally those 
who make up the largest number of new 
campus residents, dropped by almost 
800 from the high point of 15,554 in 
1981. Projections for this decade are 
that this figure will continue to drop.
In the meantime, total enrollment at 
UMO has stayed between 11,091 and 
11,651 during the same period, accord­
ing to the Office of the Registrar.
It is the non-traditional students who 
are filling the gap and the university is 
looking for more of them. These are 
people who don’t begin college im­
mediately after high school. Instead, 
they work full-time, marry, or have 
children. Some of them began college 
but dropped out for a number of years.
For those students, Joyce Henckler, 
associate dean of student affairs, said 
the university offers “everything from a 
spouse activity card which admits 
spouses to campus activities for student 
rates; to a Friday night babysitting ser­
vice so student parents can attend cam­
pus events; a child-care facility; and 
noon-hour courses covering such topics 
as time management, study skills, single 
parent roles and career exploration.
The shift toward more non-traditional 
students is a fairly slow one and it 
follows a nationwide trend. These 
students made up 20 percent of the 
population at UMO in 1976 and 1980— 
and although they’ve increased by only 5 
percent since then—they are more visi­
ble, taking the daytime classes and earn­
ing degrees.
Henckler said that the non-traditional 
students “are more focused in terms of 
their goals. They want to get their 
money’s worth.”
They are people like Ron Bolstridge 
’85, who returned to college full-time 
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after working almost seven years in the 
sulfite department at Great Northern 
Paper Co. in Millinocket. Now at age 
28, he’s paying his own way through 
school and it’s taking him three years 
and some transfer credits from the 
University of Maine at Presque Isle to 
get his degree in business administration.
He said he was the oldest person in 
his speech class, but didn’t feel out of 
place since there were others close to his 
age. But he said he sees a shift toward 
more non-traditional students now than 
when he went to college more than seven 
years ago.
Henckler said UMO gets a lot of non- 
traditional students through Bangor 
Community College.
According to alumni activities director 
Nancy Dysart, the Alumni Association 
“is just moving into the non-traditional 
student area, studying ways to help them 
financially, with alumni resources, and 
finding job opportunities.”
One of the needs not being met, 
Dysart said, is scholarships for non- 
traditional students. Although Richards 
received a small scholarship from her 
union, the Maine State Employees 
Association, it wasn’t until she was a 
senior and a full-time student, that she 
got$l, from UMO and some aid
from the state. Bolstridge received a 
small scholarship from the Maine Incen­
tive Program. And the Orono Chapter 
of the American Association of Univer­
sity Women offers a book scholarship to 
three non-traditional students, according 
to Henckler. But few scholarships are 
available to students who attend college 
less than full-time.
This is despite the fact that many of 
the non-traditional students are high 
achievers, said Dysart. Richards took her 
degree in social work from UMO and 
earned a master’s degree from Boston 
College the following year. Brooks 
earned a master’s degree at UMO in 
1980 and is now in the Individualized 
Ph.D. Program.
“There is a seriousness of purpose 
that these students bring to campus, 
whether they are older students returning 
or first-time students,” said Dysart. 
“They are parents, some single parents, 
and these people come here wanting 
something very significant. They need to 
make every minute count; every penny 
count.” □
Adams teaches journalism at the University 
of Maine at Augusta.
They Came Back
Pat Richards
Pat Richards ’83, could be considered 
a typical non-traditional student. Mar­
ried one year after her 1969 graduation 
from Dexter Regional High School, she 
went to work at the Bangor Mental 
Health Institute. She said she reached 
the “top of the state system” for clerical 
workers as an administrative assistant in 
1975.
After her divorce that same year, she 
began college classes at night. Six years 
later she was working 27 to 30 hours a 
week and going to college half-time.
“It puts a real crimp on your social 
life. You have to figure out your 
priorities between work and school,” she 
said.
She is the only one of the four 
children in her family who went to col­
lege. Her brother graduated from high 
school while her sisters both earned 
equivalency degrees.
At a recent dinner of the UMO 
Boston-area alumni, Richards’ en­
thusiasm for UMO and the Phi Beta 
Kappa key on her necklace so impressed 
UMO President Arthur Johnson that he 
made her the topic of his speech that 
night and talked about non-traditional 
students.
Ron Bolstridge
Ron Bolstridge ’85, a native of 
Ashland, dropped out of the University 
of Maine at Presque Isle in 1976 after 
his third year as an English major.
“I knew I wouldn’t get a job,” he 
said. “Then I worked for Great North­
ern Paper Co. for six or seven years and 
I was making a lot of money, but I 
realized there was something more to 
life.”
He chose to re-enroll in college, this 
time as a finance major in the business 
school at UMO.
“I wanted something practical,” he 
said.
A senior at age 28, Bolstridge is 
manager of the UMO Student Federal 
Credit Union, which offers some bank­
ing facilities to students and student 
groups.
He said he doesn’t feel uncomfortable 
in class because he is older than most of 
the undergraduates. “I suppose if I’d 
done this 10 or 11 years ago, I’d have 
been standing out. Now I don’t feel so 
conspicuous,” he said, adding that some 
of his fellow students were in their 40s.
Pat Richards ’83
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When Joan Brooks ’80G went back to 
college to finish her undergraduate 
degree, it was with the cooperation of 
her husband, Paul, and their seven 
children, all of whom were living at 
home in Eddington.
Brooks had left St. Mary’s Dominican 
College in New Orleans in 1953, her 
senior year, went to work as a chemist, 
then married and moved to Maine.
Why did she go back after a 22-year 
absence? “I had always said, ‘One of 
these days I’ll go back and finish,’ ” she 
recalled. And one of her neighbors 
called her bluff.
“I was a little leery before I started 
the classes . . . and then I found that the 
younger students were extremely suppor­
tive in many ways. They tutored me,” 
she said. Her oldest son was a freshman 
on campus during her second year there.
She transferred her UMO credits to 
St. Mary’s and received her chemistry 
degree in 1977.
Brooks went on to get her master’s in 
resource utilization at UMO in 1980 for 
designing and installing a small peat 
wastewater treatment system at her 
home. Now a Ph.D. candidate at UMO, 
she has received a $119,144 grant from 
the National Science Foundation to fur­
ther her studies of peat. She is also a 
research associate in the department of 
civil engineering.
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Maine Bound
By Terrilyn Simpson
“We encourage, we congratulate and 
we cheer them on. . . . With rock climb­
ing you’re learning how to deal with 
yourself, how to cope, discovering 
yourself. And at the end of a climb you 
have a person standing there saying, 
‘Boy, I did it—I didn’t think I could, 
but I did and I feel great!”’
Liz Dunn, Maine Bound 
rock climbing instructor
Moments like those—at the end of a climb—are what Maine Bound Program Coordinator Kevin Slater waits 
and works for, what he calls the 
“teachable moments.”
Recreational activities such as 
weekend ski trips, sports equipment ren­
tals and scuba diving classes have been 
available at the university for years, but 
Maine Bound is a fledgling concept on 
campus. Under Slater’s direction, the 
program has just reached the end of its 
first successful year.
Its participants include library ad­
ministrators, childhood psychologists, 
nurses, custodians and college students, 
ranging in age from the teens to the 60s.
Courses offered include ski tours, 
cross country ski workshops, a 
hypothermia and frostbite seminar, a 
class in outdoor emergency medicine, a 
weekend of winter wilderness camping, 
whitewater canoeing and rock climbing. 
The only course that requires previous 
experience is a winter mountaineering 
trek on Mount Katahdin.
“If you believe what the Carnegie 
Council on Higher Education has to 
say,” said Slater, “which I do, at the 
turn of the century this country was ex­
perience rich and information poor. And 
now the opposite is true.
“There is a trend in this country to go 
overboard in hard academics and 
background with no creative problem­
solving skills at all.
“There needs to be a balance.”
Slater was speaking at home, dressed 
comfortably in torn suntans and a faded 
flannel shirt. All about him, inside and 
outside his house, were strewn symbols of 
his trade—canoes, maps, odds and ends 
of camp gear. He is a man who has the 
obvious luxury of living his love.
Slater came to UMO with a degree in 
outdoor education from Pennsylvania 
State, extensive experience with Outward 
Bound, and knowledge and love of the 
Maine woods gained the several winters 
he’d spent working here. He grew up in 
the mining community of Union Town, 
Pennsylvania and described his passion 
for personal challenge and achievement 
in the outdoors as an avocation he has 
been lucky enough to convert into a 
vocation.
Last year, as he began graduate 
courses at UMO, he was hired by Dean 
William Lucy, associate dean of student 
activities, to teach whitewater canoeing, 
winter camping and skiing. He brought 
in guest speakers and began to gear the 
program toward personal development.
He also hired two dozen student in­
structors, providing staff training in com­
munication, group meeting facilitation, 
safety procedures, and basic human 
relations.
A brochure on Maine Bound describes 
it as an “outdoor education program 
sponsored by the Office of Student Ac­
tivities. Courses are open to all UMO 
students, faculty, staff and community 
residents. Maine Bound courses are 
structured to provide safe, fun and en­
joyable experiences in the outdoors. Par­
ticipants frequently find that they learn 
as much about themselves and working 
in a group as they do about the 
wilderness. No previous outdoor ex­
perience is necessary and anyone in 
average physical condition can par­
ticipate. The only prerequisite is a will­
ingness to try new things and a commit­
ment to do your best. Courses are 
designed to be challenging; it won’t be 
easy but it will be rewarding.”
Rock climbing, more than any of the 
other program activities, said Slater, is 
very much like a “microcosm of life— 
the way they react to life is the way they 
react to the climb.”
There was one young woman in par­
ticular, said Slater, who admitted that 
she customarily gave up easily in her 
daily pursuits and activities, and that 
tendency surfaced on the climb. After 
setting her goals she got discouraged and 
was ready to give up. But, said Slater, 
she was supported and encouraged by 
the group and “she finally gave her hun­
dred per cent and finished the climb.”
Slater has many goals in mind for 
Maine Bound. He’d like to see the pro­
gram continue to expand. He sees it as 
an obvious plus to the forestry and 
wildlife programs but is hopeful that in 
the future possibly the College of Educa­
tion will recognize the merits Maine 
Bound fosters in self-awareness, inter­
personal communication skills, and ex­
perience in setting and achieving per­
sonal goals. “It could be a very valuable 
asset to the College of Education,” he 
commented.
Maine Bound, using the woods, 
mountains and streams of Maine as 
classrooms, offers, as Slater said, a 
microcosm, a series of truly teachable 
moments, all opportunities to learn how 
to approach life. □
Simpson is a free-lance writer in Bangor.
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The Older Grad
By Sue O’Neil
May 12: One by one, the speakers at the podium gave tribute to the University of Maine at Orono’s bright 
young graduates and their parents. And 
even though I sat among the honored, 
dressed as those around me in a dis­
posable cap and gown, I felt the familiar 
discomfort.
Where was the tribute to my family— 
and to the others who, like them, had 
weathered the experience of putting an 
older student through school?
In this season of graduations, I’d like 
to pay tribute to the forgotten ones, the 
older student and his or her long- 
suffering family. As one who’s been 
working for a B.A. through 15 years 
and three children—as one who finally 
got to hold that diploma folder (they 
send the diploma later, folks) in my 
hand—I feel qualified to give them/us a 
hand.
When a student at UMO starts sprout­
ing gray hairs and liver spots, he or she 
is categorized as a “non-traditional stu­
dent.’’ Although I’ve never liked being 
defined in the negative—“non-tradition­
al” has an uncomfortably close kinship 
to “undead”—I must admit that older 
students do break with tradition in cer­
tain ways.
Older students seldom live in dorms or 
frat houses. They seldom get letters 
from mom and dad stuffed with $10 
bills. They aren’t easily intimidated by a 
professor’s dark allusion to the “real 
world.” They come home to malfunc­
tioning furnaces, chickenpox-spotted 
children, discontented spouses and out- 
of-balance checkbooks more often than 
to studious roommates. When he or she 
finally graduates, it’s a rare older stu­
dent who gets a new Turbo Z—or even a 
set of Samsonite.
What the older student most often 
does get is an education. It’s a slightly 
different one from that of younger stu­
dents. Younger students lay a base from 
which to launch themselves into the 
“real world.” Older students seek infor­
mation they’ve found they need; they’re 
weathered consumers who will face a pro­
fessor down, if necessary, to get that in­
formation for which they’re paying dear­
ly in time, money, and stress.
Older students also get a generous 
helping of alienation. The campus is a 
hotbed of youth, with all its musk and 
bravado. Older students are sometimes 
left to feel as if they’ve been dropped 
unawares into an era that isn’t theirs.
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It’s eye-opening to arrive on campus 
with your lip full of Novocain, after 
tearing the dishwasher apart, dropping a 
screaming child off at day care and hag­
gling with the bank about a disagree­
ment in your arithmetic, only to be con­
fronted by a sweet young sorority sister 
who announces that she’s just landed a 
summer job as a lifeguard on Fire 
Island.
The youth-with-age clash can age an 
older student even further beyond his or 
her years. You can get haggard watching 
your younger peers flounder through 
late adolescence; you can get nostalgic. 
You see all that you could do with your 
knowledge now, if somebody gave you 
back that youth; but at heart you realize 
that, given it to do all over again, you’d 
probably make the same old mess of it 
that they do. Take my word for it, it’s 
not easy fielding your mid-life crisis 
while those about you are still slapping 
on Clearasil.
In short, the younger student lives col­
lege as an era, often a cherished one. To 
the older student, it’s one more hurdle 
to jump in life. I salute the older student 
and his or her stamina. Kermit the Frog 
to the contrary, sometimes it is easier be­
ing “green.”
Tribute is overdue, to the family be­
hind the older student. The confusion 
they face—the role disruption! Parents 
expect to suffer studying children; they 
grit their teeth and face it, knowing it’s 
part of the job.
But kids and spouses? One day, the 
family is coasting happily along, secure, 
cared for. Then comes the first day of 
the semester, and it’s pizza night after 
night, Christmas cards sent in February, 
unmade beds, snowdrifts of crumpled 
paper around the kitchen table, post­
poned vacations, junior high band con­
certs unwitnessed (due to night classes), 
aborted social engagements, cookies 
from the store and a pile of bills wedged 
between the desktop and the ceiling.
The wonder is, families do make it. 
Mine did. The returns aren’t in yet, but 
I think they might have even profited by 
it somehow.
And so, somehow late, kudos to this 
year’s older graduates and their kin. 
And, somewhat early, kudos to those 
who will someday take to the hurdle in 
spite of all the jump entails. □
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O’Neil is a 1984 graduate of the University of 
Maine at Orono.
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IThere once was a man from South Paris, 
Anda gal who was West Baldwin’s fairest.
UMO’s 68,
They share a like fate,
With kids of 4-H they’re the rarest.
Though they’ve never met, BrianBean and Connie Wood hold more in common than many who are husband 
and wife. Both graduated from UMO in 
the class of ’68. Both are crazy about 
kids and farm animals. And, since 
finishing school, both have dedicated 
good chunks of their lives to leading 
4-H clubs.
The clubs are the youth education arm 
of UMO’s Cooperative Extension Ser­
vice. In each county 4-H activities are 
led by volunteers with the help of Exten­
sion agents.
Wood and Bean live in adjoining 
counties, about 20 miles apart as the 
crow flies. Wood’s 4-H group draws 
youngsters from all over Cumberland 
County, and she teaches them the 
subtleties of raising dairy cows. In 
neighboring Oxford County, Bean works 
with local 4-H’ers interested in horses 
and oxen.
Bean’s Abe Lincoln beard frames a 
boyish smile. Every other week, in jeans 
and worn Stetson, he rides around a 
practice ring, directing the 12 members 
of the Tally-Ho Club in such intricate 
drill steps as “Thread the Needle” and 
“Full Pivot.” The youngsters, who 
range in age from 7 to 17, often finish 
the exercise in precision riding by doing 
the “Eastern States Drill.” They pass in 
a single file, divide at the end, and re­
form in 2’s, then 4’s, then an 8 and a 4.
At a Friday evening practice, Bean 
suddenly reins in, turning his horse with 
a flourish. The big chestnut dances 
around, almost kneeling. Horse and 
rider whirl, dance to the knees again, 
whirl again. Later, asked the name of 
this drill step, Bean replies with a grin: 
“Showing off.”
The Tally-Ho drill team performs at 
fairs, parades, and shows. The riders , 
dress in dungarees, white shirts, and 
green 4-H jackets. The horses are decked 
out in green 4-H saddle pads and cavalry­
style neck ropes fashioned by the club’s 
2 boys and 10 girls.
After one parade, in 1981, the Tally- 
Ho’ers rode their horses to a local nurs­
ing home. Some residents were able to 
come outside in wheelchairs, others 
crowded to the windows. One who 
watched with special interest had himself 
been a 4-H leader. The horses parading 
by had been his when they were colts.
Club members visit nursing homes in 
the winter too, putting on indoor pro­
grams. Sometimes community service ac­
tivities also help the club’s finances. 
Each year Tally-Ho members clean up 
area roadsides, removing litter and at the 
same time turning in bottles and grain 
bags to earn money for their drill out­
fits.
This year for the clean-up, Bean plans 
to take a pair of oxen and a cart. 
Another 4-H club he leads is called the 
“Twisted Sticks Working Steer Club.” 
Oxen, up to the age of 3, are known as 
“working steers.”
Bean was a 4-H’er himself from his 
youth through his freshman year at 
UMO when he joined an Orono club. 
Taking an associate degree in animal 
science, his hope was someday to own a 
farm, and today farm animals are his 
hobby. He works as an auto parts 
salesman, but his real love is at home on 
his 35 acres of rolling pasture and 
woodlands, where he keeps 2 Belgian 
draft horses, 8 saddle horses, 3 pairs of 
oxen, 1 goat, 4 dogs, 4 cats—and 2 
children.
Lance (12) and Lori (9) are both ac­
tive in Tally-Ho, as well as three other 
4-H clubs—working steer, dog, and 
honeybee—all led by members of the 
Bean family. Lance has also been active 
at times in dairy, for which his father’s 
education has come in handy.
Besides learning to ride and develop­
ing poise and self-confidence from show­
manship, Tally-Ho members receive in­
struction in animal husbandry, horse 
nutrition, harness craftwork, and, most 
importantly, the economics of raising an 
animal, trading and selling. The initial 
investment for horse and saddle may 
total more than $900. Feed, trucking, 
and veterinarian expenses can easily add 
another $1,000 a year. Each member 
keeps daily records on grain and hay 
consumed.
Many 4-H clubs, instead of focusing 
on animals, foster particular skills such 
as photography or the performing arts. 
Some are devoted to such subjects as 
mechanical or environmental science. 
Whatever the focus, 4-H fosters leader­
ship and improved family communica­
tions. Youngsters learn to get along with 
peers and parents.
The volunteers who lead 4-H clubs are seldom professional educators. Connie Wood is an exception. Holding 
both a bachelor’s and master’s of edu­
cation from UMO, Wood is a substitute 
teacher in Baldwin. Still, she frequently 
calls upon Extension educators to pre­
sent programs to her All-Star 4-H Dairy 
Club. Through such programs the 29
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4-H’er Scott Hussey and leader Wood: persuading a reluctant heifer to pose.
members of the club get to know uni­
versity personnel such as Extension 
Dairy Specialist Cal Walker.
The university helps 4-H by pro­
viding programs and materials. Wood 
says it’s a two-way street. Clubs like 
hers help UMO recruitment. When 
her 4-H’ers visit the campus for a 
Dairy Science Day, they are exposed 
to the university. They learn their 
way around. When the time comes to 
select a college, they may well opt for 
UMO—as Wood did. She credits her 
choice to childhood 4-H trips to 
Orono.
She also believes 4-H could help UMO 
even more if people were more aware of 
its connection to the university. Unfor­
tunately, she believes, many fail to 
associate the two.
This—despite the visibility of clubs 
like Wood’s All-Stars, who appear at 
numerous jamborees and fairs around 
the state.
To prepare for shows, the dairy en­
thusiasts spend hours learning to clip, 
wash, and lead their animals. Clinics are 
held at local farms. Once a year club 
members also travel on out-of-state 
tours. Visiting farms in New England 
and Canada, they have the opportunity 
to see different management practices, 
housing set-ups, and breeding and feed­
ing programs.
At the club’s monthly meetings, held 
at the North Gorham firehouse, the All­
Stars study bovine anatomy and how to 
judge animals so as to make intelligent 
decisions when purchasing. These meet­
ings are family affairs. Parents often at­
tend, appreciating the chance to enlarge 
their own educations.
“In this day and age,” says Wood, 
“the main reason to join a dairy club is 
not to be a dairy farmer. But it’s a good 
activity in itself. It teaches responsibil­
ity.” Every morning a living animal is 
waiting to be fed. Not once or twice a 
week, but every day. Day in and day 
out.
Even if the club’s 18 boys and 11 girls 
don’t choose agriculture as a career, 
they experience firsthand the problems 
faced by farmers. Wood says she can see 
her 4-H’ers grow and change.
“Every one of them is an individual. 
You have to encourage different ones to 
different activities. Some love our ‘quiz 
bowl,’ others hate it. Most love show­
ing.” Given 4-H’s wide age spread, 
younger children have a chance to see 
what older ones are doing. “It’s kids 
teaching kids,” says Wood. “The little 
ones learn faster that way. ’ ’
The youngsters plan the events too. In 
1981 they produced a slide show called 
“Preparing to Show.” One wrote and 
recorded the script, two took the photo­
graphs. Today clubs all over the state 
borrow it, and a copy resides at the na­
tional Holstein office.
Wood, whose degree is in physical ed­
ucation, finds her background helpful in 
organizing large groups like the dairy 
club. She spends three out of four 
weekends on 4-H activities, plus at least 
one evening a week. Since 1980 she has 
also produced a monthly newsletter to 
stay on top of the numerous events.
How Wood keeps up with her other 
activities is a mystery. In addition to 
substituting, she teaches a gymnastics 
class in winter and a recreation program 
in summer. An energetic community 
leader, she is youth chairperson of the 
Southern Maine Holstein Club, serves 
on the town youth league baseball-soft­
ball committee and on the agricultural 
fair planning committee. She is an ad­
visor to the Pinetree Junior Holstein 
Club and works for the Oxford and Frye­
burg fairs. Somehow she also manages 
to raise a 7-year-old. Kurt, whose man­
ner of expression is very grown-up, says 
that he is “not a cow man.” He seldom 
goes along with his mother on 4-H ac­
tivities.
Being busy seems to be the lot of a 
4-H leader. Bean’s son Lance says, “For 
the past month we’ve had something 
every night.” Some evenings, he says, 
the family has to choose where to go.
Is it all worthwhile? Both Bean and 
Wood seem to think so. They’ve been 
leading 4-H groups for years now. 
Granted sometimes things don’t go 
smoothly. Bean remembers one parade 
in particular, in Harrison: “I had 
Senator Cohen in a wagon.” The con­
veyance, a three-seater, was at the head 
of the parade. Following behind were 
the 4-H’ers and their oxen. The three- 
seater was loaded—overloaded—with 
Cohen, the senator’s wife, daughter, and 
son. Bean, handling the reins, was 
dressed in tails, ruffled shirt, and 
stovepipe hat.
The mare pulling the festive wagon 
party suddenly rebelled. She reared up. 
Both shafts broke and the wagon tilted 
over. The senator wanted to know if he 
should get out.
Bean answered with the kind of re­
sponse he’s known for in Oxford County: 
“You should, if you want to see the end 
of the parade.” □
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FALL ATHLETICS
FIELD HOCKEY
September 8
UMPI Invitational at Presque 
Isle 9:00
September 9
UMPI Invitational at Presque
Isle 12:30
September 11
New Hampshire at Durham
3:00
September 15
Boston College at ORONO
11:00
September 22
Northeastern at ORONO 11:00
September 26
UMPI at Presque Isle 3:30
September 28
Holy Cross Invitational at
Worcester 4:30
September 29
Holy Cross Invitational at
Worcester 1:00
10*
October 3
Bates at Lewiston 3:00
October 6
Massachusetts at Amherst 
11:00
October 7
Providence at Providence 1:00
October 12
Southern Maine at ORONO 
3:00
October 13
Plymouth State at ORONO
11:00
October 17
UMF at Farmington 3:00
October 20
Vermont at ORONO 11:00
October 24
Colby at ORONO 3:00
FOOTBALL
September 8
New Hampshire at Durham 
1:00*
September 15
Richmond at Richmond 7:30/
1
September 22
Rhode Island at ORONO 1:30*
September 29
Boston University at Boston
6:00*
October 6
Lafayette at ORONO 1:30*
October 13
Delaware at Newark 1:30*
October 20
Massachusetts at ORONO
1:30*
October 27
Connecticut at Storrs 1:00*
November 3
Northeastern at ORONO 1:00*
November 10
Howard at Washington 1:00f
November 17
Holy Cross at ORONO 1:00*
*tailgate picnics 
tentative tailgate picnics
SEPTEMBER 1984 OCTOBER 1984
*WOMEN'S
CROSS COUNTRY
I
September 8
^Connecticut at Storrs 12:00
September 15
Bowdoin Invitational at
Brunswick 10:30
September 22
New Brunswick at ORONO 
10:30 /
September 29
Vermont at ORONO 10:30
October 5
New Hampshire at Durham
October 20
Maine Invitational at
Brunswick
October 27
New Englands at Boston
November 10
N.C.A.A. Regionals, Penn 
State at State College, PA
(■
f.I
t
MEN'S
CROSS COUNTRY
September 8
Connecticut at Storrs 12:00
September 15
Bowdoin at ORONO 11:00
September 22
New Brunswick at ORONO 
11:00
September 29
Vermont at ORONO 11:00
October 1
Maine Maritime Academy at
ORONO 3:30
October 5
New Hampshire/Colby at
Durham 3:00
October 13
Maine Maritime Academy at
Castine 2:00
at Presque
October 20
Easterns at Bryant College, 
Smithfield, Rl 2:00
October 27
Maine Invitational at 
Brunswick
November 3
New Englands at Boston
November 10
N.C.A.A. Regionals, Lehigh at 
Bethlehem
at Presque
SOCCER 
September 8
UMPI Invitational
Isle 1:00
September 9
UMPI Invitational
Isle 10:00
September 15
Rhode Island at Kingston 
11:00
September 18
Southern Maine at Gorham 
3:30
September 21
Boston College at Chestnut 
Hill 7:00
September 23
New Hampshire College at 
Manchester 1:00
September 26
Thomas at ORONO 3:00
September 29
Boston University at ORONO 
1:00
October 5
New Hampshire at Durham 
3:00
October 7
Southern Connecticut at New
Haven 1:00
October 10
Bowdoin at ORONO 3:00
October 13
Plymouth State at ORONO 
1:00
October 16
Husson at ORONO 3:00
October 20
Vermont at ORONO 10:00
October 24
UMPI at ORONO 2:00
October 27
Colby at Waterville 11:00
November 2
Providence at Cumberland, Rl 
7:00
November 4
Massachusetts at Amherst
1:00
WOMEN'S TENNIS
September 18
Colby at ORONO 3:00
September 21
New Hampshire at Durham 
3:30
September 22
Central Connecticut at
Durham 1:00
September 25
Bowdoin at Brunswick 3:15
September 29
Vermont at ORONO 11:00
October 3
Bates at Lewiston 3:00
October 5
Colby at Waterville 4:00
October 13
Maine Invitational at
Waterville
October 24
Bowdoin at ORONO 2:00
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Deaths
1905 SAMUEL BICKNELL LINCOLN, 101, of 
West Harwich, Massachusetts, died February 19, 
1984. Civil engineering. Honorary Doctor of 
Engineering degree, 1958, UMO. President and 
board chairman, Lockwood Greene Engineers, Spar­
tanburg, South Carolina.
1914 WILSON MONTGOMERY MORSE, 92, of 
Waterford, died March 29, 1984. B.S. animal 
husbandry. Phi Kappa Sigma. Owner, Morse Or­
chards. Member, UMO College of Agriculture ad­
visory council and honored by the university as an 
Outstanding Farmer.
]
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1917 HAROLD NEWCOMB CURRIER, 90, of 
Braintree, Massachusetts, died January 11, 1984. 
B.S. chemical engineering. Phi Kappa Sigma. 
Chemist. Bandleader of the University of Maine 
Band (103rd U.S. Infantry) which served in WW1. 
First Bassoon, Schenectady and Berkshire Sym­
phonies.
1919 VERNON HOWARD WALLINGFORD, 86, 
of Ferguson, Missouri, died May 8, 1984. B.S. 
chemical engineering. M.A. 1920 and Ph.D. 1922, 
Harvard. Senior scientist and director of organic 
research, Mallinckrodt, Inc., St. Louis He de­
veloped the contrast agent, Urokon.
1921 LUCY HELEN KILBY, 90, of Eastport, died 
April 23, 1984. B A horticulture. M.A. Columbia 
1923. Phi Mu. Biology teacher for 47 years, Shead 
Memorial High School.
1922 HUGH MONTGOMERY WILLIAMS, 85, of 
Hagerstown, Maryland, died March 31, 1984. B.S 
mechanical engineering. Phi Gamma Delta. 39 years 
with Western Maryland Railroad. Surviving are 
brothers Matthew ’28 and Edwin *31.
1924 JAMES GORDON ANNETT, 82, of York, 
died April 25, 1984. B.A. chemistry. M.A. New 
York University. Theta Chi. Chairman, science 
department, Hackensack (New Jersey) High School.
1924 CLIFFORD SANFORD REYNOLDS, 84, of 
Bar Harbor, died April 22, 1984. B.A. history. 
Teacher, 44 years with Bar Harbor schools. Surviv­
ing is his wife, Mollie Farrin ’56.
1924 HARVEY RICHARD TRASK, 82, of Kenne­
bunk, died March 7, 1984. B.S. mechanical engi­
neering. Beta Theta Pi. Aircraft engineer, General 
Electric Company. Among survivors is his son, 
Frank ’56.
1924 REGINA SPARKS TRIEST, 81, of New York, 
New York, died April 14, 1984. B A. French.
1925 RACHEL GORDEN, 81, of Augusta, died 
May 8, 1984. B.S. home economics. Pi Beta Phi. 
Teacher.
1925 THAYER LEVENSELLER ROYAL, 82, of 
Georgetown, Delaware, died November 29, 1983.
B. S. dairy husbandry.
1926 JOSEPH BENNETT PIKE, 78, Bridgton, died 
April 20, 1984. B.S. forestry. M.S. Yale, 1928. 
Alpha Gamma Rho. Entomologist, U.S. Dept, of 
Agriculture. Among children surviving are Thomas 
J. ’54 and Nancy Pike Elhehiawy ’51.
1926 ROBERT EDGAR TURNER, 79, of Reading, 
Massachusetts, died April 14, 1984. B.S. biology.
C. L.U., American College of Life Underwriters, 
1962. Phi Eta Kappa. Estate planning advisor. Pres­
ident, Boston UMO Alumni, 1957. Surviving is a 
daughter, Eleanor Turner Noyes ’56.
1927 MARION COOPER, 78, of Augusta, died 
March 7, 1984. B.A. history. Alpha Omicron Pi. 
Director of publications, Maine Dept, of Education.
1927 MARGARET WHITE NELSON, 80, of Win­
terport, died April 27, 1984. B.A. Spanish. Delta 
Zeta. Teacher.
1931 FREDERICK LINNELL MOSSLER, 74, of 
Dover-Foxcroft, died March 7, 1984. B.A. math­
ematics. M.Ed. 1955. Phi Mu Delta. Superintendent 
of Schools, Dover-Foxcroft, for 22 years.
1932 JOHN ROBERT FEELEY, 72, of Brewer, died 
March 17, 1984. B.A. zoology. M.D. Boston Uni­
versity, 1936. Theta Chi. Physician.
1933 ROBERT JAMES INGRAHAM, 73, of Kittery 
Point, died March 2, 1984. B.S. chemical engineer­
ing. Theta Chi. Chemical engineer, Thiokol Chem­
ical Corporation.
1933 THEODORE WILLIAM PRESCOTT, 71, of 
Libertyville, Illinois, died December 23, 1983. B.A. 
economics. M.B A. Harvard, 1935. Sigma Nu. Sales 
manager, Harrison Conference Centers, Lake Bluff, 
Illinois.
1933 FRED McLELLAN SANBORN, 72, of West 
Hartford, Connecticut, died January 11, 1984 B.S. 
civil engineering. Beta Kappa. Engineer
1934 ROBERT ARTHUR HILL, 69, of Greenbelt, 
Maryland, died January 29, 1984. B.S mechanical 
engineering M.S., M.I.T. 1935. Patent examiner, 
U.S. Patent Office, Washington, D.C.
1936 PHILIP SHEPARD WEBBER, 69, of San 
Antonio, Texas, died January 24, 1984. B.A. 
economics
1937 CLIFTON LEWIS CARROLL, 70, of Rock­
ville, Maryland, died February 18, 1984. B S. 
forestry Phi Mu Delta. Cartographer, U.S Coast & 
Geodetic Survey.
1938 THOMAS WILLIAM OWENS, 66, of Gor­
ham, died February 11, 1984. B S. agricultural 
economics Phi Eta Kappa Accountant. He was 
predeceased by his twin brother, Albert ’38, 
December 5, 1983.
1939 LAURA CHUTE DANFORTH, 66, of Brewer, 
died April 19, 1984. B S. home economics. Alpha 
Omicron Pi. All Maine Woman. Customs Inspector, 
Bangor International Airport Surviving is her hus­
band, Hazen ’40 and son, Hazen W. ’71
1940 ROBERT JOHN HAMILTON, 68, of Bridg­
ton, died March 25, 1984. B S. mechanical engineer­
ing. Phi Gamma Delta. Marketing manager, Mobil 
Oil Company. Among survivors is his wife, Miriam 
Goodwin ’41
1940 FRANKLYN LEWIS JONES, 65, of Lexing­
ton, Kentucky, died November 29, 1983. B S. 
forestry. Phi Gamma Delta. Retired Cmdr., U.S 
Navy. Chief pilot, Hurst-Rosche Engineers. Among 
survivors is his wife, Manon Borden ’39.
1940 JAMES COPLE SHIRO, 65, of Old Town, 
died April 11, 1984. B.A. economics Tau Epsilon 
Phi. Owner, Old Town Hardware. Among survivors 
are his brother, Samuel ’36 and sister, Dorothy 
Shiro Sockol ’34.
1943 DONALD FRENCH BRYAN, 60, of Dayton, 
Maryland, died March 17, 1984. B.A. business ad­
ministration. U.S. Dept, of Defense, retired.
1944 FLORICE DUNHAM LYON, 60, of Midland, 
Michigan, died April 20, 1984. B.S. zoology. M.S. 
Purdue University 1948. Teacher. Named Outstand­
ing Educator by Michigan State Teachers Assoc., 
1981.
1945 CLIFFORD DORIS SOUCY, 60, of Methuen, 
Massachusetts, died March 14, 1984. B.S. 
agronomy. Data security analyst, Internal Revenue 
Service. Owner, Soucy’s Greenhouse.
1947 WALTER CHARLES HINDS, 57, of Fernan­
dina Beach, Florida, died April 1, 1984. B.S. 
engineering physics. M.S., M.I.T. Sigma Alpha Ep­
silon. Consultant, Hinds Associates. Former vice 
president, GenRad, Inc., Concord, Massachusetts.
1949 ALBERT AUGUST MEYER, 59, of Palm 
Harbor, Florida, died January 11, 1984. B.S. 
engineering. Tau Kappa Epsilon. Fleet supervisor, 
Texaco Oil Company. Among survivors is his wife, 
Marion Young ’48.
1950 PHILIP QUENTIN FLAGG, 60, of Perry, 
died April 27, 1984. B.S. education. M.Ed. 1955. 
Principal, Calais High School.
1950 BERNARD ALFRED KING, 49, of Oakland, 
died April 29, 1984. B.S. education. M.Ed. 1955. 
Director, Kennebec Valley Vocational Technical In­
stitute.
1951 JOHN JOSEPH CELLA, 57, of Springvale, 
died April 19, 1984. B.S. education. Theta Chi. 
Field rep., Maine State Lottery Commission.
1951 LEONARD FRANCIS KEENAN, 54, of 
Manassas, Virginia, died April 30, 1984. B.S. 
forestry. Phi Kappa Sigma. M.B.A. Syracuse 
University. Deputy Budget Director, U.S. Army. 
Among survivors is his wife, Beverly Bouchard ’53.
1952 JOHN DONALDSON MacDONALD, 56, of 
Danbury, Connecticut, died November 1, 1983 
B.A. business administration. Delta Tau Delta. 
Manager, General Electric Credit Corporation.
1956 PEARL BEARCE LANPHER, 83, of New­
port, died January 11, 1984. B S. education.
1958 CHRISTOPHER ARENTZ MOEN, Jr., 48, of 
Portland, died April 13, 1984. B.A. business & 
economics. LL.B. University of Michigan, 1961. At­
torney.
1958 ETHEL WARD QUIMBY, 81, of Scarborough, 
died March 24, 1984. B.S. education. Farmington 
Normal School, 1923. Teacher.
1959 GRACE HIGGINS CLOSSON, 80, of 
Ellsworth, died April 26, 1984. B.S. education. 
Teacher, 33 years.
1959 JAMES MERTON RANDALL, 53, of Auburn, 
died March 12, 1984. B.S. education. Phi Gamma 
Delta Assistant superintendent, Auburn Schools.
1959 THOMAS LAVON SEZAK, 47, of Weston, 
Massachusetts, died April 16, 1984. B.S. Cornell,
1960 Beta Theta Pi. Vice president, Smith, Barney, 
Harris, Upham, Inc. Recipient, Block “M” Ac­
tivities Award, 1983; member of the President’s 
Development Council and the Graduate M Club. 
Among survivors are his parents, Ethel Thomas ’31, 
Samuel ’31 and sister, Mary Ann Sezak Davis ’74.
1960 HELEN ELLIOTT ROWE, 64, of Oklawaha, 
Florida, died April 15, 1984. B.S. education. 
Teacher.
1961 ELSA GOODMAN COHEN, 60, of Bangor, 
died April 15, 1984. B.S. education. M.L.S. 1970. 
Teacher/libranan. Among survivors are her 
daughter, Joellyn Cohen Pollock ’68 and son, An­
drew L.’74.
1961 PAUL DECRAN GULESIAN, 46, of Browns­
burg, Indiana, died March 4, 1984. B.A. zoology. 
Kirksville College of Osteopathic Medicine, 1965. 
Physician. Among survivors are his wife, Susan 
Hillman ’62 and a brother, Albert J. ’57.
1961 BARBARA DOROTHY KILBRIDE, 66, of 
Lincoln, died February 2, 1984. B.S. education. 
Teacher, 40 years.
1962 ROBERT JOSEPH BLOUIN, 59, of Sanford, 
died April 16, 1984. B.S. education. Athletic direc- 
tor/coach, Sanford High School.
1962 HELEN MORTON JOY, 79, of Topsham, 
died May 19, 1984. B.S. education. Teacher.
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1963 ROBERT McNAMARA LEAVITT, 42, of
Millinocket, died May 15, 1984. B.S. mechanical 
engineering. M.S. 1964. Class valedictorian.
Research engineer, Great Northern Paper Company. 
Among survivors is his brother, Louis ’57.
1965 DAVID YOUNG HOLDEN, 53, of South 
Freeport, died April 5, 1984. B.S. business ad­
ministration. Business manager, Portland School 
Department.
1970 ELIZABETH MacLEOD STAPLES, 54, of 
Gardiner, died May 14, 1984. B.A. English.
Teacher. Surviving are her husband, Thomas '60 
and daughter, Anne Staples Tessari ’75.
1972 STEPHEN BRUCE HONER, 34, of Lynn­
field, Massachusetts, died April 19, 1984. B.S. 
economics, M.B.A. Northeastern University. Mort­
gage department mgr., Bank for Savings, Malden.
1972 RICHARD RITENOUR RHODES, 36, of 
Worthington, Massachusetts, died May 1, 1984. B.S. 
education. Phi Gamma Delta. Teacher, Gateway 
School, Huntington, Massachusetts.
1980 KENNETH ROGER CHICK, 26, of South 
Berwick, died May 7, 1984. B.S. business ad­
ministration. Kappa Sigma Payroll clerk. Port­
smouth Naval Shipyard.
FACULTY
HERSCHEL L. BRICKER, 78, Professor of Thea­
tre at the University of Maine for 42 years, died 
May 20, 1984. He was a graduate of Coe College 
(Iowa) in 1928 and recipient of a Rockefeller Foun­
dation Fellowship in 1936. Among his many accom­
plishments, he was founder and director of the 
Camden Hills Theatre School, founder of the West­
ern Maine Arts Institute, organized theatre into an 
academic curriculum at the University at Farmington 
in 1970-74, was a recipient of the Arts Award from 
the Maine Arts Commission in 1976, received the 
alumni Merit Award from Coe College in 1978 and 
received honorary doctoral degrees from Colby Col­
lege and UMO in 1970 and 1983. Donations may be 
made to the Herschel Bricker Theatre Scholarship 
c/o General Alumni Association, Orono, ME 04469. 
Surviving are his wife, Cecelia, and a son, Gary.
PEARL S. GREENE, 96, head of the department of 
Home Economics for nearly 25 years, died March 9, 
1984 in California. She received a B.A. degree from 
Northwestern University in 1909 and an M.A. de­
gree from Columbia in 1923. She came to the Uni­
versity in 1923 as assistant professor and became 
department head in 1927. She also handled home 
economics research in the Agricultural Experiment 
Station. During her tenure Merrill Hall was con­
structed to handle greatly expanded enrollment and 
curriculum.
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Class Notes
17 Edith Ingraham Glover 
2001 South Quebec Street 
Arlington, Virginia 22204
1 was glad to hear that 1917 had a reunion this year 
as usual Among those present were Charles 
Crossland, Ruth March Dolloff, Claire Partridge 
Shannon with respective spouses, Noel Godfrey and 
Garth Nojes, whose wife was in the hospital and to 
whom we extend our sympathy. Your secretary, 
recovering from illness, was unable to return to 
Maine this year. Garth arranged for a luncheon at 
Pilots Grill on Friday of Reunion Afterward, all 
were invited to rest and relax at the Crosslands’ 
home before the class dinner at the campus 
Speaking of the Crosslands, Charles and Idella 
observed their 65th wedding anniversary at a family 
party held at their home on May 28 Their children, 
Donald ’47, Thelma Crossland Robie ’49 and the 
Rev Elton M ’50 and their spouses arranged the 
event
A letter from Caroline Beckler Doolittle, daughter 
of Warren Beckler, tells of a visit with Malcolm 
Barker recently She and her daughter, Leslie, at­
tended his 90th birthday party in Lansdale, Pennsyl­
vania As a result, Leslie has applied to and been ac­
cepted by UMO in the Class of 1988 Warren 
Beckler and Malcolm Barker were members of the 
Maine National Guard and were together at the 
Mexican border and in France during World War I 
Mr Barker’s address is Room 112, St Mary’s 
Manse, Lansdale, PA 19446 He spends most 
weekends with his daughter who lives nearby
18 Francis Head
The Village Inn
Lenox, Massachusetts 01240
Francis Head has made good use of his spare time 
during the past year, researching and compiling a 
booklet called “A Walking Tour of Historic Lenox, 
Massachusetts ” He has expanded a 1976 publica­
tion which covers many changes in locations and 
shops If you plan to be in the area and enjoy a 
good walk, Francis would be delighted to supply 
you with both map and guide
21 Margaret Blethen
1253 Beacon Street
Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
From Bernard Bornstein: “1 have not been back to 
the campus since graduation, but two years ago 1 
saw Bob “Bifl” Cohen, my former roommate, 
whom I hadn’t seen lor 60 years Naturally I was 
overjoyed, but unfortunately he died soon after We 
have a winter home in Palm Springs where the tem­
perature reaches 130°, but by then we are back in 
Cohasset, Massachusetts. We have two beautiful 
daughters one an actress in Hollywood, the other 
has a good job in Boston ” Thank you, Bernard, 
for this welcome news after the long silence
George Ginsberg asked me not to publicize his 
children’s doings, but I know our classmates will 
share his joy in them. “Our son is a vice-president 
and senior editor of William Morrow & Co., Pub­
lishers Our daughter Sandra is the director of Proj­
ect Re-Entry at the Career and Voluntary Advisory 
Service in Boston Lee and I are still around I gave 
up driving a car upon a doctor’s advice. This was a 
long winter, but we are thankful for everything ’’ A 
note from Marion Bragg says: “I’d like to visit the 
Museum of Fine Arts once more, see the American 
Wing of the Met and other new buildings in New 
York and the addition to the Smithsonian, but shall 
be content to visit the Art Museum in Roanoke’s 
new Center on the Square Although retired, I find 
the days too short As extras 1 try to read a little 
early (800 A.D.) and medieval church Latin (c
1490) and some medieval French. Am beginning 
work on designs for my Christmas note paper ”
Roger Castle has sent me a news clipping report­
ing the death of Lucy Kilby at a nursing home in 
Eastport. Until her health failed, Lucy had been an 
avid traveler over the world in addition to her many 
years of teaching. I remember that Lucy was one of 
the brightest in our class when we graduated. In 
Roger’s note he says: “Hunker” Harold Sawyer 
called me yesterday He sounded as if he had a case 
of cabin fever, as he wanted to come up to visit for 
a few days He probably heard of my cooking If he 
likes baked beans, that is what he will get. I raise 
my own baking beans and confess they are good!” 
(According to a newspaper clipping, Harold was a 
guest of Roger’s at a Rotary Club meeting in 
Damariscotta )
My only recent personal excitement to report is a 
“whale watch” trip with the Maine Audubon So­
ciety in June as the guest of my niece and husband, 
Marcia Blethen and Stephen August ’68, and daugh­
ter Rachel The Augusts live in Canaan, New York.
Please send me word that you are still among the 
living even if you feel you have no real news 1 need 
your help in this column
Francis Head ’18
24 Ann Robison
554 South Forest Drive
Teaneck, New Jersey 07666
What a sixtieth reunion' We “filled the steins to 
dear old Maine” and we relived our “careless 
days ” This “Spring in its glorious happiness” was 
94° Instead of “drinking to the girls who will love 
us some day,” we drank to the girls and boys who 
have loved us lor decades
Because of the sizzling weather our first class 
meeting began as soon as our ice buckets were filled 
as we sang the piaises of our past, present and 
future class president, Hazen Ayer.
In the general alumni activities and the many and 
good speeches we found a new answer to “How do 
you spell relief?” IN CONCLUSION. Including 
wives and one husband (mine) we were about forty. 
Ruth Waterhouse and I (both from Old Town) were 
the only co-eds. We talked little about “the good 
old days” except for this story told by an alumnus: 
“When my wife and 1 were married, the wedding 
cost $35 and lasted 50 years so far; our daughter’s 
wedding cost $10,000 and lasted 52 days ”
The following was written by classmates They 
followed instructions to write impressions ol the re 
union and other thoughts that fitted on the 8x4 
foolscap. Theodore Carville: “It was well worth the 
trip from Ohio to enjoy this well-arranged reunion.” 
Bruce Davenport, impressed by the maturity of the 
group “No old age here ” Bernie Plummer enjoyed 
the busy reunion and is grateful to have lived so 
long and be in such good health and be able to en­
joy life (Bernie had been at the University for 43 
years It did not take him that long to graduate—he 
was a professor.) Philip Sargent: Outside of the fact 
that this was the first reunion I attended alone, 1 am 
glad to be here. I feel the loss of two of our class­
mates who have passed on in the last six months, 
Ethelyn Percival Howard, our efficient class 
secretary, and Howard Reiche, whose piano playing 
added much to previous reunions ” Philip Woods: 
“We had the time of our life; all have been friendly 
and jolly. The University receptions have been out 
of this world.”
Most valuable and of great interest was the speech 
delivered at our class dinner by Mark Hall, the assis­
tant to the acting UMO president. He said that the 
reason for the decline in students is the fact that 
there are fewer college-age youth So there has been 
instituted a novel recruitment process—to look for 
those who would not otherwise seek higher educa­
tion. A new task force is at work to make this the 
best land and sea grant college in the country UMO 
already has the best engineering program in New 
England To stimulate more income, plans are afoot 
to extend the academic day to 12 hours—not exten­
sion type, but regular academic programs. This 
would be a convenience for employed people UMO 
has a faculty of 726 for 1000 graduate students and 
10,000 undergraduates.
Hillis Holt: “I am grateful for the longevity you 
mentioned in your talk at the class dinner. 1 took 
advantage of the visit to consult with UMO profes­
sors and expect to come again in 1989 ”
SO DO WE ALL!
25 Mildred Brown Schrumpf
84 College Avenue
Orono, Maine 04473
Lots of good news! Our class’s 60th Reunion is next 
June 6-9, 1985.
More good news—Frank Hussey has asked Stan 
Bailey to be class president, and Stan said “Yes ” 
(Stan was pictured in the fall Alumnus, along with 
Ray Burton.) Stan and his wife attended Reunion 
Weekend. Also registered for the weekend were the 
old faithfuls, Velma Oliver, Alice Hill Hallock, 
Frank Hussey and your class secretary. Missing was 
Chet Baker and Eunice as they were attending 
Eunice’s 60th at Bates College. Chet is our vice 
president, Velma is treasurer and your secretary is 
the same, and is still looking for news from class­
mates The officers plan to meet with Stan this sum­
mer in the vicinity of Waldoboro, Stan’s residence in 
summer. So, if you have any suggestions for the up­
coming 60th, please drop a note to your secretary. 
The Class of 1924 had 19 registered for their 60th— 
let’s plan to top that! Hope Norwood Bannister is 
back in Southwest Harbor for the summer and we 
plan a get-together to catch up on her winter trips. 
Joining the Omega Chapter from our class in recent 
months was Rachel Gorden.
27 Peg Preble Webster
93 Norway Road 
Bangor, Maine 04401
The red carpet was out for the reuning classes and 
the Senior Alumni Wish more of our class could 
have attended the annual Senior Alumni Breakfast 
and heard the treasurer report that for the fourth 
year in a row, 1927 was first in the amount given to 
the Senior Alumni Association Scholarship Fund 
and first with the number contributing. The six 
members of our class present welcomed the ap­
plause Marion Farrington Gero, Al Nutting, Lucy 
Farrington Sheive, the Websters and Clara and 
Stuart Chapman. The Chapmans are active in UMO 
alumni affairs in the Sarasota-Venice Association.
While on the subject of scholarships I’m happy to 
report that this year the interest from our 1927 
Scholarship Fund amounted to $4250 and was 
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awarded to five students. One student is a nephew 
of classmate Milton H. Clapp.
With sorrow we report the death of Maurice 
Sedgley. Students, faculty and alumni were honored 
at the annual recognition dinner of the UMO Col­
lege of Forest Resources. One of the two alumni 
honored was Henry C. Waldo of Lincoln, New 
Hampshire, land management consultant. Congrat­
ulations, Henry.
Andy Wiswell sent a welcome letter from Aiken, 
South Carolina where he and his wife are living 
since his retirement in 1973. Andy’s life has been 
music. He came from a family of musicians who 
used to “run dances in Eastern Maine.” He at­
tended the University of Maine for two years before 
transferring to Yale where he played in an orchestra 
with Rudy Vallee. After graduation he toured the 
States and Europe as a trombonist with such famous 
band leaders as Vincent Lopez, Abe Lyman and Ed­
die Duchin. Eventually he went into radio produc­
tion, became vice president of Muzak, worked with 
Sears, Roebuck to record the Silvertone records, 
went to Capitol Records and finally to RCA with 
original cast recordings. Andy has 10 gold records to 
his credit, among them: Judy Garland at Carnegie 
Hall, Fiddler on the Roof, Music Man, 29 original 
cast albums, and 5 New York State Theatre record­
ings. Now it is memories of an outstanding musical 
career to mix with golf.
It is hard to think of football and Homecoming in 
this 90° weather, but I hope to see many of you 
there on October 19-20. If you aren’t there to be in­
terviewed for news and you want to read ’27 news in 
the next issue start writing. Once the cottage doors 
start swinging I have no time to write to you and 
ask for news. Fair warning!
29 Mary R. McClure
45 Sixth Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
Only 25 classmates came back to our 55th reunion. 
Friends came from as far away as Washington State, 
Mississippi, Florida and up the eastern seaboard to 
New England. Though we received no attendance 
cup, we enjoyed being together once more and 
wished that more had been able to come.
Rod O’Connor, who was unable to come to our 
50th because of illness, did come with his new wife. 
We were very pleased to welcome her to our class 
and wish them both much happiness. This is my 
swan song for writing the column. At the business 
meeting, Helen Moore was elected to take over and 
will begin with the September issue. Helen has re­
cently retired to Hancock after teaching math in 
public and private schools in Connecticut. At the 
business meeting, it was voted to turn over our re­
union contributions of over $8500 to the Alumni 
Endowment Fund.
Thank you for all your helpful clippings and let­
ters and please keep them coming for Helen. Hope 
to see some of you back for Homecoming in Oc­
tober.
30 Jeanette Roney Pero
11 West End Avenue
Westboro, Massachusetts 01581
Our well is dry. If you want our classnotes to appear 
in the Alumnus, you must write me. We are hoping 
to put together some sort of biographical material 
for our 55th. We would appreciate any ideas and 
your response.
We were sorry to hear that Thelma Shea Shaw of 
Upton, Massachusetts had been ill and wish her a 
quick and complete recovery. Eleanor Clark 
Gesner’s son is writing interesting articles on the 
theatre. Perhaps you have run across some in your 
reading.
With regret we report the death of Wyatt Burke in 
Boothbay Harbor and Ermond “Deke” Lewis’s sis­
ter, Marion ’32. The sympathy of the class is ex­
tended to their families.
Horace Croxford and Bea Carter Cushman at­
tended the Senior Alumni meeting as members of 
the executive committee.
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31 Kay Whitcomb Butler
17 Young Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
Even though we live in Bangor, Paul ’32 and I move 
into a UMO dormitory for Alumni Weekend. The 
friendships we renew each year grow more precious. 
This year seemed the best ever, more alumni back 
than ever, meals excellent, music each evening, and 
the spirit on the campus refreshing. ’31ers, where 
are you? Ethel Sezak arranged our private luncheon, 
Bill Wells poured the champagne, and the class 
presented co-presidents Sam and Ethel Sezak with a 
memorial gift for the Thomas Sezak Athletic Schol­
arship Fund.
A welcome letter from Elliott R. Barker, Jr., 2 
Christian Lane, Whatley, Mass. 01093. Elliott was 
one of the few married students with a son when he 
entered UMO. He worked for Hollingsworth and 
Whitney until 1953 when he, with his father and 
brother, started Deerfield Plastics Co. Still going 
strong, the company is now owned by Elliott’s two 
sons. One, Elliott R. Barker 111 is a UMO ’54 
graduate. “The happiest memory of UMO was my 
contact with Paul Butler ’32. We were very near of a 
size and there was a little horse play at times.” Paul 
says “he was built more like a bean pole, was a 
brilliant student and tried his best to help me pass 
mechanics from Scissors Weston.” Paul was as 
pleased as I was to hear from you, Elliott.
From Louise Ricker Boothby (Mrs. Laurence B. 
’30, RFD 2, Livermore Falls 04254): “I cannot 
imagine what news you want from me. We built our 
house across from the home place and spent our 
years on the family farm. Laurence has raised po­
tatoes, apples, dairy products, etc. I have raised 
four children, helped with eight grandchildren and 
one great-grandchild. Five of the grandchildren are 
in college with dean’s list ranks. We have a travel 
trailer and have been in all but three states. None 
could top Maine. We have been to Europe twice. I 
am just finishing a hooked rug for each of my grand­
children.” Louise, that is just what I wanted from 
you and I thank you.
Charles A. Brown writes from P.O. Box 21. 
Bridgton 04009: “Jobs were scarce for electrical en­
gineers and it was in 1933 that I was glad to start 
working for the U.S. Forest Service. Ken Young ’30 
and I joked about his majoring in forestry and 
working for N.E. Telephone and I having majored 
in telephony working for the forestry service. 
Charlie gave up driving four years ago so does not 
get around much, but he would like to hear from all 
of the following: Herman Allen, James Fales, Roger 
Brown and Stacy Billings, all class of ’31, and all 
Beta Kappas.
Anyone need new wooden gutters? If so, contact 
Charlie Wakefield. We all should know about his 
book, Trademark: Music in its fourth printing. I 
was surprised to see a full page article with several 
pictures of Charlie and the tools he uses in making 
oldtime wooden gutters. The article was in the Ells­
worth American.
A brief note from Stacy Billings, 271 Portland 
St., Rochester, N.H. 03867. Stacy spent 25 years as 
salesman for Ford and 20 years selling Chevrolets. 
Both his sons attended UMO. A letter from Carl A. 
Brooks, who married Barbara Spurling, sister of 
CDR. Nelson E. Spurling. Carl was employed by 
Maine State Highway Commission, bridge division, 
retiring in 1970. He mentions several high points in 
his career, but the letter sounds as if he and his wife 
have thoroughly enjoyed retirement on Cranberry 
Island, he as part-time assessor/selectman (and er­
rand boy). Until the last few years they both guided 
friends from away over the mountains of Acadia 
National Park. Sorry the doctor had to order you to 
desist.
There will be a ’31 mini reunion in 1985. Do come 
or start making plans for 45th in 1986. I always 
welcome letters from you all.
32 Linwood S. Elliott
85 Leighton Rd.
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Sometime ago I wrote a dozen classmates to get 
some news. One was Katherine Elliot Penney who 
just sent me a reply. She was cleaning the house and 
found my postcard! She was a teacher after grad­
uation, married Willis ’42, had three children (2 
boys and a girl) and now she has 8 grandchildren. 
She lost her husband last spring while snow-blowing 
the driveway. Katherine is comfortable, but doesn’t 
get about too much as she doesn’t drive. How about 
writing her at P.O. Box 102, Hanover 04237.
About 30 classmates and spouses went to June 
mini-reunion. Arthur Jack sent his regrets as he was 
hospitalized 39 days for back surgery. Now feeling 
better daily. Herb Trask will be off to Germany in 
September and Polly and Alden Denaco had a big 
travel tour in Belgium, Switzerland, Netherlands and 
Germany which was a delight. Edith Talbot Ness 
spent two weeks on a tour of Ireland, Wales, Scot­
land and England. Anna Lyon Sims couldn’t make 
it. She passed the word that she, her daughter, son- 
in-law and granddaughter will be traveling soon in 
England and Scotland.
The business meetings as usual were full of mo­
tions, counter motions, money for this and that— 
“What shall we do with this sum?” Smurf fund is 
$225, deposit $2800, $1000 due in 30 years. Scholar­
ship fund is $24000. $500 was withdrawn to give to 
the Student Alumni Aid Fund, and $2000 added to 
the Win Libby Scholarship Fund. The election of 
class officers was: President, Clarine Coffin Grenfell 
and David Hanaburgh; for vice president, Dr. Jim 
Crowe and Abbie Sargent Neese, and the same old 
secretary and treasurer, L. Elliott and Bob Vickery.
If you think this news is old and dull, please write 
me some personal thrillers!
33 Marj Moulton Murphy
RFD #3, Box 370 
Gorham, Maine 04038
My stay at reunion activities in June was, of neces­
sity brief, but saw a few ’33ers. It was a time of 
graduations, weddings, and annual meetings.
I did see Jim McClure, but had no chance to con­
gratulate him on the fine article about him in the 
Bangor paper of March 22. It was the 100th year of 
the insurance business founded by his grandfather, 
James Waldo McClure. Our James Wiley 
McClure was the third generation to carry it on. 
(Editor’s note: James W. McClure died July 18,
1984. See December deaths.) We know how depend­
able and efficient Jim was—he was our class 
treasurer for many years.
I received information that Carl Hand lives in 
Danville, California. He mentioned how proud and 
pleased he was to get a job after graduation for $35 
a week! That was wealth indeed! Tom Desmond 
notified me that he would not be in Orono this 
June. He did not go to Florida last winter, but 
stayed at Chatham. He said “never again!” I do not 
believe he finds winter in New England exhilarating! 
According totTom we should see Stan Prout in 
Maine this summer.
Thank you Edith Dean Spear for a nice letter in 
May. She and her husband were leaving home, 
Yucca, California, for the summer at their Embden 
Lake cottage in Maine. Edith states they are seven 
miles from North Anson. Had a great communica­
tion from Johnny Wilson. In answer to some of my 
remarks, he noted that it was up to those of us who 
were voters in Maine to do something about our 
University! Amen!
Ruth “Bunny” DeCoteau has had another pain­
ful, and frustrating year. She was recovering from a 
broken hip a year ago at reunion. Before she really 
felt good she had all sorts of complications. Hope­
fully, she will be able to throw away the crutches 
and enjoy some good health. Eleanor Yerxa attend­
ed the joint St. Petersburg-Sarasota Alumni Meeting 
in March. She reported that ’33ers Margaret Eaton, 
Ray Jackson, Henry March, Evelyn Plummer, and 
Joe Penley were all there looking much less than 50 
years from graduation! It was great to have the Fred 
Andersons in Augusta again for the legislative ses­
sion. Meritta joined our ’33 groups that gets 
together for lunch several times a year. It includes: 
Blanche Henry, Grace Corey, Luthera Dawson, Inez 
Howe, Mary Alden, Dot Bohnson, Evelyn Mac- 
Keen, Eleanor Yerxa, Bunny DeCoteau and myself.
We do have a wonderful time’ If you get in this area 
just give one of us a call and we shall be ready!
Remember me when you hear, read, or make 
news! Start planning for Homecoming.
34 Fern Allen Turbyne
70 Boston Avenue
Winslow, Maine 04901
Thanks to Ed DeCourcy for writing this column. 
Our 50th reunion has indeed passed and what a 
memorable weekend it was' We look forward to 
mini reunions each year and to participation in the 
program of Senior Alumni
The Class of 1934 made a clean sweep of the 
awards at the 50th reunion, June 7-10 We won the 
Memorial Cup for the greatest percentage of class 
members contributing to the class gift (which ex­
ceeded our goal of $50,000, was more than $60,000, 
and is still coming in), with 51% of the living 
members contributing We won the 20th Century 
Cup for the greatest percentage of class members at­
tending the reunion, and the President’s Cup for the 
greatest number attending There were 97 Fern 
Allen Turbyne was awarded the GAA’s Golden M 
Award for having done the most to keep the class 
together during the past half century. It was the se­
cond time this award had been given
The class voted to add $50,000 to the Class of 1934 
Cultural Activities Fund, and use the remainder to 
establish a Class of 1934 Athletic Scholarship Fund 
Stan Searles was reelected class president; Ed De­
Courcy, vice-president, Pete Karalekas, treasurer, Dr 
Joe Massaro, class agent; Merle Hildreth, co­
ordinator, Fern Allen Turbyne, Alumnus correspon­
dent, and Claire Sanders, secretary
Dr. Arthur Johnson, acting president of the Unis er 
sity of Maine, addressed the class banquet, with an 
update on what is going on and what he hopes to ac­
complish The reunion committee, which was com­
posed of the class officers plus John Stinchfield, 
Swank Osgood, Alice DeCourcy and Wayne Rich, will 
meet September 12 to begin planning a mini-reunion 
The class voted to have a mini-reunion each year until 
we all come back for our 55th
Swank Osgood’s 52-pagc memory book entitled 
How True The Dream > won plaudits from class 
members for its report on what the class members 
are doing, plus features on who has been honored 
by the University, who served in the armed forces, 
who served in public office It also includes an arti­
cle on what we did and the conditions we faced dur­
ing the half century since June 11, 1934, the damp 
day when we graduated
Classmates Phil and Dot Davis Parsons, Don 
Favor, Irving Grodin and Ken Foster came all (he 
way from California, and Lew Hardison and Mai 
Goodwin came from Texas. They all received 
flowers at the banquet
From the alumni office the following correction 
was requested in the 50th Reunion Directory compiled 
by the Class of 1934 Lawrence E. Tompkins and 
Pauline Sibley have four children; Larry G ’58, living 
in Houlton, Dr Ann Tompkins Dvorak ’59, Beth Is­
rael Hospital, Boston, Jane Tompkins Miller ’65, 
Orono and Dr. James L ’65, Presque Isle. They also 
have nine grandchildren
35 Virginia Trundy Stone 
Saturday Cove, RFD #1, Box 935 
Belfast, Maine 04915
Dorothy Frye Kane and husband Tom ’40 of Scar­
borough are retired They celebrated Dot’s recovery 
from a lengthy illness last year by touring Alaska, 
spending four days on the “Love Boat” and visiting 
Seattle. They have two sons and two grandchildren. 
She attends UM Alumni meetings in Portland and 
occasionally sees Hope Coffin Mitchell from 
Gorham. Thanks to Dot’s letter we have a few news 
items of former classmates. Miriam Linscott 
Kirkland moved from Massachusetts to Newscastle 
after the death of her husband and now lives near 
two of her four children. Ruth Todd Farnham and 
husband Raymond of Bath are retired and spend 
winters in Florida Ruth is a golf enthusiast.
Joel “Swampy” Marsh, our president, was a spe­
cial guest of the Class of 1934 which celebrated its 
50th reunion this past June. “Swampy” learned 
much from this experience and immediately ap­
pointed a planning committee to make preparations 
prior to our 50th in June, 1985. Members are: Frank 
Myers, chairman, Donald Stewart, assistant chair­
man, Virginia Trundy Stone, committee secretary, 
Carl Whitman, reunion fund, George Carlisle, vice 
president, “Huck” Sawyer, antique cars, Phillip 
Pendell, historian, Basil Staples and J. Winston 
Hoyt, Aroostook County reps., Ruth Shurtleff 
Goodwin and others to be named. “Swampy” is ex 
officio
36 Robert A. Burns
P.O. Box 1125
East Dennis, Massachusetts 02641
Commencing at the top of the alphabet, Actor 
Abbott underwent extensive surgery early this year 
to remove a malignancy on the tongue and neck 
areas This was followed by five weeks of daily ra­
diation treatments. Happily, Actor reports, the prog­
nosis has been excellent. His only gripe: the daily 
round trip to Maine Medical Center in Portland (60 
miles each way) While we’re visiting the O.R., you 
should know that Polly Butler is recovering at an 
Albany, New York hospital from her second total 
hip replacement operation At least there are no 
more hips, but the latest surgery did keep Polly 
from attending a granddaughter’s wedding in 
Portland.
On the fun side, Alice Crowell Lord toured merrie 
England, Scotland and Wales this summer with 
daughters Karen and Janice Jim and Dot Nutt 
Packard Hull have sold their home in Moorestown, 
New Jersey, and have moved into a new condomin­
ium at 611 Rushmore at Medford Leas, Medford, 
N J 08055 They planned to spend the summer at 
their cottage at Hope Pond as usual. In between sell­
ing the house and moving, they were planning a trip 
to Jim’s college reunion in Indiana, and a visit to 
his son in Georgia Dot’s granddaughter, Joy Kiely, 
has been accepted at USM for fall ’84.
From Faith Webster, the secretaries’ fairy god­
mother in the alumni office, comes these two items: 
Gerald Beverage has retired as a commissioner of 
the Augusta Sanitary District, a position he has held 
for the past 18 years. A former city councilor, Ger­
ald retired as manager of the Central Maine Power 
Co real estate and claims division in 1979. Item 2 is 
a note from Karl Oxner announcing his marriage to 
Jacqueta Mallon in July 1983. “We enjoyed a de­
layed honeymoon in January. A cruise of the South 
China Seas aboard the Pearl of Scandinavia, plus a 
week in Honolulu on Waikiki Beach ”
Julie Burns, daughter of Alice and Bob Burns, is 
to be married October 6 in Hyanmsport, Massa­
chusetts to Dr David C. Doll of Cummaquid, Mas­
sachusetts. Julie earned a master’s degree in com­
munication disorders from St Lot is University, and 
is a speech-language pathologist ir the rehabilitation 
department of Cape Cod Hospital Dr Doll is an 
anesthesiologist on the hospital staff They will 
make their home in Cummaquid on the north shore 
of the Cape.
You see, when you don’t write, you get news of 
the Burns clan So let this be a lesson to you. In­
teresting things must be happening to many of you 
out there. Open up. Share the good news with your 
classmates This job is lonelier than being a 
lighthouse keeper with an unlisted number.
Hope to greet a number of you in person at 
Homecoming in October—that is, if the dates do 
not conflict with the wedding day. With my 
luck . . .
37 Emery N. Wescott
16 Alderbrook Road 
Andover, Massachusetts 01810
Those among you with an ounce or two of compas­
sion will be happy to learn that 1 have reached an 
interested reader. Ralph Beisel read the March col­
umn and was stirred by the fact that half of our 
classmates contribute too little to be on the Alum­
nus mailing list. He suggests that the real live in­
dividuals in the other half assume the responsibility 
of contacting people about our impending 50th re­
union. Ralph also suggested three possible avenues; 
by sorority, fraternity or athletic team; by geograph­
ic proximity; or by field of interest.
In my opinion there is nothing wrong with using 
all three methods and i’ll be glad to send address 
lists of any sub-groupings you may request. Duplica­
tion can do no harm so choose your weapons The 
June column lists members of the committee with 
whom your efforts should be coordinated. By the 
time you read this we will have 33 months to get it 
done. Thank you, Ralph, for caring that we do our 
very best.
I would like to offer a guest “columnistship” to 
any of you who attended a mini-37 reunion in June. 
Just jot down who was there and your recollections 
of the event I’ll send it in verbatim or rewritten, as 
you wish, and I will not nominate you for class 
secretary unless you beg!
The alumni office sent me a Don Hoyt column 
from The Telegraph Journal of St. John, New 
Brunswick dated May 4, 1984. The subject is U.S.- 
Canada relations in general and the University of 
Maine Canadian Studies program in particular. Nat­
urally our own Dr. Alice Stewart is featured since 
she was involved in its beginnings. The column has 
much of interest and I will be happy to send a copy 
to interested classmates for my usual fee (news).
Inasmuch as you obviouisy prefer to read the con­
tinuing saga of the Wescotts in retirement to fur­
nishing something better, here are the latest 
episodes.
For my birthday celebration our two elder sons 
took Bobbie and me and their own families to see 
Victor Borge at Boston’s Symphony Hall. I soaked 
up at least three handkerchiefs (I cry when I laugh) 
and the younger, more sophisticated generations 
seemed to enjoy the show as much as we. If Victor 
shows up in your area you should consider sacrific­
ing even Dynasty or Hill Street Blues to go see him.
After 47 years in the Boston area we finally paid a 
visit to the arboretum during lilac time—miles of 
easily accessible beauty. If, like us, you find prox­
imity a synonym for procrastination, take a day off 
and see something your town is famous for.
A note on the 50th—the period between this 
Alumnus and the next is ideal for getting a list and 
reaching your sub-group with Christmas messages.
38 Miriam Hilton Coffin (Mrs. John)
10209 Montgomery Avenue 
Kensington, Maryland 20895
Hello, classmates! Jo Profits is a tough act to 
follow, but I shall do my best to bring you the news 
and hope that you will help out by writing to me. 
This time, 1 have items by courtesy of the alumni 
office and Bob Fuller.
Bob sent a story about Buzz Sherry’s appointment 
to vice presidency of Ash Associates, Inc., a Denver­
based restaurant and hotel management company. 
Buzz, a 35-year veteran of the hotel and convention 
industry, is a former president of the Denver and 
Colorado Convention and Visitors Bureau. Bob and 
his wife, Beth, drove to New Orleans in March and 
met Dwight and Betty Lord there, after which they 
went to Venice, Florida, where the Lords spend 
much of their time. In Florida the Fullers also saw 
Dune and Midge Cotting and Bob and Betty 
Loveless, and talked with Sparky Troland.
Bob Fuller asked me to announce that anyone 
near Camden on September 15 is invited to attend a 
mini-class reunion. Contact Bob at 207-781-4056 or 
Dwight Lord at 207-763-3271 for details. (I hope 
your Alumnus reaches you in time for this!)
Two of our classmates are candidates for the 
Maine State Legislature: Ralph Clifford of Orono, 
from District 129, and Phil Peterson of Caribou 
who is running for a fifth term. Ralph is a profes­
sional forester and has served on school boards in 
Ashland and in Orono and is on the Orono town 
council. Phil has been active in community affairs 
and now serves as chairman of the Northern Maine 
Regional Planning Commission. A clipping tells us 
of a retirement party in honor of Olive Conley in
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Ellsworth. Olive’s retirement ends nearly 41 years in 
the field of education, including 25 years as teacher/ 
librarian at Old Town H.S. and 16 years as head li­
brarian at Ellsworth H.S. During this time she has 
helped thousands of students broaden their horizons 
through the library.
A release from the University of Connecticut Co­
operative Extension Service tells of the receipt by 
Arland Meade of the Connecticut Distinguished Ser­
vice Award for 20 years’ accomplishments in Exten­
sion information work. Arland is professor of agri­
cultural publications at College of Agriculture and 
Natural Resources, University of Connecticut, 
Storrs. A note to alumni office from Norma 
Lueders Baker brought news of the death of Robert 
Harris whose widow Mary resides in Norma’s home­
town of Marblehead, Massachusetts. She didn’t give 
a date of death. An alumni office list of “un­
published deaths’’ includes our classmate Hiram 
Leroy Smith, who died February 14, 1981.
Also included in material from the alumni office 
was a note from Helen Wong Huang, who said, 
“Attending our 45th reunion gave me a big boost in 
UMO spirit. It was gratifying to see how our monies 
are spent and to see the growth in the physical plant 
and enrollment—-quite a contrast to 1938.” I think 
this sentiment is shared by all of us who were at reu­
nion and should inspire us to start planning now to 
be at Orono in 1988.
Arland R. Meade 38
As you can see, John and I are still living in Ken­
sington, Maryland. We have no plans to change our 
residence. We took a trip last fall to visit our son 
and his wife in Cary, Illinois and we plan to go to 
Maine in August for our 50-year high school re­
unions in Hinckley and Skowhegan. Anyone visiting 
the Washington, D.C. area is invited to call us at 
301-949-0931. We enjoyed a weekend visit in June 
from our son (Allen) when he came to attend the 
graduation (Magna Cum Laude) of his daughter 
Carole from University of Maryland, Baltimore 
County. Needless to say we are very proud of our 
granddaughter’s accomplishments; she was honored 
as the outstanding senior in early childhood educa­
tion at a student recognition assembly and is listed 
in Who’s Who in American Colleges and Univer­
sities.
39 Polly Davee Hitchings
3 Half Mile Road
Darien, Connecticut 06820
You missed it, those of you who didn’t come to Re­
union in June. It was HOT, but we had a marvelous 
time anyway. The boat ride down the Penobscot 
with 70 of us and the ’49ers and ’59ers was great; 
music, food and beverages while we basked in the 
sun or sought the shade to cool off. Our Friday 
night private banquet with clams, lobster, corn and 
blueberry pie was pure Maine. During dinner Harry 
Halliday announced our gift to “academics, athletics 
and the arts” for the GAA. Many thanks to Ruth 
Pagan and Joe Hamlin for the Happy Hours each 
night. We talked a blue streak the whole time. Anna 
Anderson Clapper announced the new officers: 
Spike will continue as president, vice-president is 
Helen Philbrook, treasurer is Tib Parkman, 
secretary and class agent is Barb Corbett Barker.
Tib will be trying to get news out of you all to 
assist Barb with class notes. I felt I was too far away 
to work efficiently. News releases from the alumni 
office get a bit too impersonal at times. So when 
you have some news, WRITE TO BARB AT 49 
Captain Road, Longmeadow, Mass. 01106.
Donald Perrin writes that he was recently in Los 
Angeles to visit his daughter. Russel Gamage is with 
Northrop Corp, in Los Angeles and will retire soon. 
Our well-known Gwilym Roberts has announced his 
candidacy for the Democratic nomination for the 
state house of representatives from Farmington and 
New Sharon. Since his retirement from UMF, he has 
served as college historian and has developed an ex­
tensive travel program for UMF alums. Probably the 
alumna who came from farthest away was Anna 
Anderson Clapper, Oklahoma City. Ken Clark has 
had a room named for him at Fort Fairfield H.S. 
Clem Smith said he certainly didn’t expect he would 
still be milking cows after 45 years. Alice Pierce 
Weaver has traveled to many stations with the army. 
She lives in Maryland.
Charlie Holbrook retired from TVA. Mel McKen­
zie wrote that his youngest was graduating from 
high school and so he couldn’t come. Marion Bor- 
don Jones also traveled with her U.S. Navy hus­
band. They live in Hawaii and flew to the Philip­
pines and Japan. Roger Clement received the Scot­
tish Rite Degree recently in Kirkwood, Missouri. 
This is the highest honor a Mason can achieve. 
Roger traveled from Missouri for the Reunion. Ross 
Nason lives in Olga, Washington and was unable to 
come because they were sailboating to Alaska. Hard 
to compete with. Iris Allan Lowe came and said she 
had lived some of the time in Nairobi, Kenya. Bar­
bie Whittredge has a new name as of October ’82— 
Durland. She still is in Utica, New York. Priscilla 
Libby Warren finished her degree with her daughter 
in 1962. Congrats.
Barbie Grace Gerrish had to go to Seattle and 
Edna Louise “Squeeze” Harrison Dempsey had to 
do a wedding for her daughter. Please forgive me 
for anyone I overlooked. BE SURE to put June 
1989 on your calendar NOW. If our 45th was so 
great, the 50th will be terrific.
See you at Homecoming.
40 Alice Ann Donovan Poeppelmeier
650 Sibley Forest Drive 
Marietta, Georgia 30067
Helen Warner Mandel wrote the alumni office that 
she had been in Kenya for a few months sharing the 
joy of success of former students. She was also there 
for the 20th “Jamburi” (independence day) celebra­
tion. Helen reported it was beautiful to see the 
ongoing development in additional housing, schools, 
expanded industrial parks, offices and shopping 
plazas. Vin and I hope to go to Kenya in January of
1985. Perhaps we will find Helen there again!
Herbert Heughan retired as associate professor of 
mathematics at North Carolina A&T State Universi­
ty in 1981. A nice article in the Business Digest of 
Central Massachusetts about J. Parker Rice, Jr. and 
his office supply firm in Valley West Plaza in Fitch­
burg, Massachusetts. Parker is president of Hyland/ 
Rice Office Products, Inc., the largest supplier of 
office goods in central Massachusetts (250,000 pop­
ulation). Parker and his wife, Mona, live in a 1796 
red brick colonial on an 80 acre farmstead atop an 
Ashburnhaip hill from where they can see Boston. 
The Rice family consists of two daughters and a son 
all grown and away from home. At home with 
Parker and Mona are two cats, a gold retriever and 
a 24-year-old quarter horse! Space does not permit 
more of the excellent article which forecasts a bright 
future for Parker and his business.
A note from our President, Charlie Weaver, saying 
that he and Alice were going back to Orono for 
Alice’s 45th reunion—hopefully Charlie will get 
some ideas to use for our 45th which I hope you are 
all planning to attend! We should begin to plan and 
pass the word to classmates whenever and wherever 
you may meet. Personal contact seems to be the key 
to getting interest for returning. Ray Palmer is making 
a trip back again this year to see all his old buddies— 
Norm and Barbara Fay, Basil and Rae Smith, Ted 
and Peggy Ladd and others. Ray plans to be with us 
at our 45th—says he feels fine and is still making 
history at Stanford Medical Center.
Stan Gates sent me an obituary of Thomas Scan- 
lin who died in Bangor. He had lived in Holden. 
Tom had been employed by the B&A R.R. as a traf­
fic analyst. He served as a first selectman in Hermon 
and was a former tax assessor for the town of East 
Holden. Surviving besides his wife, Constance, are 
one son, Michael, and two daughters, Mrs. James 
Greer of Brewer and Mrs. Allan Colpitis of Nashua, 
New Hampshire. Stan wrote that after 30 years in 
Pennsylvania he had retired to South Paris. Stan is a 
widower of six years and has three children, William 
in Maryland, Karen in Kansas and Alan in South 
Paris. Stan says his life now revolves around the 
organization SCORE and advising area Key Clubs. 
Our sympathy to Mrs. Scanlin and thanks to Stan 
for getting the information to us.
41 Lib Peaslee Cain
25314 Oak Drive
Damascus, Maryland 20872
When Ed Kozicky retired last year as director of 
conservation for the Winchester Group of Olin 
Corp, in Illinois, one of his personal resolves was to 
write a book. With backing from the Kleberg Insti­
tute and Max McGraw Wildlife Foundation, he be­
gan his research for the book by visiting hunting 
preserves in Florida, Georgia, Texas, California, and 
the midwest. Ed is a recognized authority on game 
farming and has written numerous publications on 
pheasants, bobwhite quail, wild turkeys, rails, and 
other species, including a column on touring hunting 
preserves for Wildlife Harvest magazine. Ed earned 
his master’s and Ph.D. in forestry and zoology at 
Penn State University in the 1940s.
42 Marion Libby Broaddus
40 Oakland Avenue 
Westbrook, Maine 04092
Thanks to all those classmates who responded to my  
plea for a 1942 Prism. Now I can unveil the mystery 
as to why one was needed. A few years ago Howard 
“Bucky” and Edith ’43 Merrill lost their home by 
fire, along with all their precious collections and 
mementos. Their daughter and son-in-law started a 
search to replace lost high school and college year 
books and contacted the alumni office and me for 
help. Howard and Edith’s recent letter told of the 
joy that was theirs when the Prism was presented to 
them. What a very thoughtful family!
Maddie Banton Brackett is recovering from a re­
cent heart attack. She is now at home at 41 North 
St., Newport 04953. We are all wishing you a com­
plete recovery, Maddie. President Dottie and Gor­
don ’43 Erikson spent part of the winter in Florida. 
Gordon had heart surgery early in the year and from 
all reports he has recovered very well. How fortu­
nate we are that a classmate, Bernard Lown, has 
contributed so much to heart research. Florence and 
Arthur Worster have moved to Flat Rock, North 
Carolina. Sorry I do not have their complete ad­
dress. Arts has retired from his many years with 
Ingersoll-Rand and now will be doing some consult-
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mg work. After living for many years in Painted 
Post, New York they moved to Davidson, North 
Carolina. This gave them a great chance to see and 
visit with Mary Louise and Don Griffee in 
Matthews, North Carolina. Florence and Art were in 
Southwest Harbor for the summer. You both may 
live m the south, but I am sure you will never lose 
your Yankee heritage.
The alumni office has sent a list of classmates 
who do not receive the Alumnus. The list is long 
and since it would be impossible to contact each and 
every one, 1 am asking for help from you who do 
receive the magazine If you know of any classmates 
who do not receive the Alumnus please pass on the 
information that a donation to the annual fund will 
insure that they will receive the magazine. I am 
beginning to run out of news The information 
forms from our last reunion are just about depleted. 
Please tying me up to date about jobs, retirements, 
grandchildren and whatever
43 Betty Bearce Harrison
86 Grant Street
Bangor, Maine 0440!
In the pouring rain 15 loyal UMO fans boarded a 
bus in Old Town and headed for the baseball college 
world series in Omaha, Nebraska Included in our 
group was Bananas, the UMO mascot He was a 
good PR person for the University In Omaha we 
met many fans who had flown out, and fans who 
now live in the area. Dave Adams ’42 told us his 
wife, Rita Cassidy Adams is a social worker for the 
state of Nebraska’s Society for Crippled Children 
Dave retired as a Colonel in the Air Force and now 
works for New York Life Insurance Co They live in 
Bellville, Nebraska, have five boys, one girl and nine 
grandchildren. Though Maine lost its first two 
games, we all had a great time The team was well 
received and many people said they hoped Maine 
would be back next year Arrived home in time to 
join members of the class for our mini reunion 
There were 25 classmates present along with nine 
spouses and three student hosts A good time was 
had by all Hope more of you will join us next year 
Our deepest sympathy to the family of Don 
Bryan. He passed away March 17, 1984 He is sur­
vived by his wife, Patsy, one son and two daughters. 
Don took a lot of pictures at our reunion last year 
Dwight and Frances Drew Moody have traveled to 
Europe, England, and the west coast since Dwight 
retired as biology and chemistry teacher in the West 
Hartford, Connecticut school system They keep 
busy taking care of the eleven grandchildren their 
eight children produced Both of them help at the 
historical society in Canton where they reside 
Dwight is finishing the house they started several 
years ago. They summer at Mattanawcook Lake in 
Lincoln and have taken up water skiing Hugh 
Witham retired last year after 30 years as an 
engineer for General Electric to start a business 
restoring antiques in Hinesburg, Vermont He has 
three sons and a daughter Stoughton Atwood re­
cently moved to Jacksonville, Florida to start a new 
job after 15 years as a sales trainer in the Brunswick 
area. He enjoys model railroading and photography. 
He has two sons, a daughter and six grandchildren 
Talked with Gloria Ferland ’48. She told me her 
sister, Victoria McKenzie Chappell, lives in 
Blacksburg, Virginia. “Tone” is supervisor of the 
school lunch program of the state dept, in Virginia. 
Her husband Bill is a retired V.P.I. professor and 
has a private consulting business
J. Maynard Austin, first town manager of Wil­
liamstown, Massachusetts, was honored to be asked 
to serve as interim town manager until a replace­
ment can be found. Maynard makes his home in 
Bennington, Vermont after retiring as town manager 
of Franklin, Massachusetts in 1983. Bob Keniston 
retired m June as plant engineer from the Diamond 
Match Co. at Dixfield. He enjoys hunting, fishing 
and woodworking. He and his wife, Virginia, have 
two sons, three daughters and nine grandchildren. 
Last winter Olive Rowell Taverner was one of those 
honored for community service in the Augusta area 
by the American Legion Post in Augusta. She 
teaches at Cony H.S Don is busy with Kiwanis and 
Masons. They have two sons. With the split up of
AT&T, Virginia Conant decided it was time for her 
to split from the telephone company. She retired last 
November after 37 years with the company As a 
past president she is active in the Altrusa Club of 
Bangor, an international service club. She still knits 
and crochets and now finds time to travel.
For the 36th year this summer, Phil Hamm re­
turned as assistant director of Maine’s Easter Seal 
camp operated by the Pine Tree Society for Crip­
pled Children He winters at Holiday Travel Park, 
Rte 3, Box H, Fort Myers, Florida 33908. Phil is re­
tired after many years as professor of math at UMO 
and the Maine campus at Brunswick. Gordon Erik­
son has retired from the board of directors of Op­
tronics, which he founded in 1968. Over the years 
Gordon has founded and directed a number of cor­
porations in the high tech field. He and Dottie 
Brewer ’42 live in West Boylston, Massachusetts and 
have a summer home in Bar Harbor. Their sons, 
Gordon Jr ’68 and wife Donna ’68, Carlton ’76 and 
wife Cathy ’75 and daughter Nancy Ann Ladd ’66 
are all UMO graduates Gordon is a past president 
of the GAA and is now a member of the Worcester 
Academy board of trustees Ed Potter is still a prac­
ticing dentist in Concord, New Hampshire. He did 
retire after 36 years from the U S.N R. He then 
joined the Shrine Drum Corps He and his wife, 
Martha, have a son, two daughters and five grand­
children They enjoy skiing and golfing
44 Doris Kilburn Spach
RR 1, Box 168
Yarmouth, Maine 04096
Reunion weekend, despite the heat (95 in the shade) 
went together beautifully, from registration Friday 
of 95 classmates plus husbands and wives, to a spar­
kling day on Sunday for those who went to Bar 
Harbor for a cruise
Two of the most impressive highlights were the 
presentation at Saturday night’s banquet by Class 
President, Charlie Stickney, of the Class Reunion 
Fund Gift of $61,000 (ultimate goal $100,000) to be 
used for the dining facility in the Performing Arts 
Center now under construction, and the award from 
the GAA of the Pine Tree Emblem to Russ Bodwell 
in recognition of his many years of work and 
countless trips to Orono on committees and proj­
ects. Russ has been one of the chief proponents and 
supporters of the construction of the Performing 
Arts Center
A goodly number of us enjoyed a clambake at 
Hirundo Wildlife Refuge Saturday noon arranged by 
Charlie Stickney, and the opportunity to chat with 
classmates and friends not seen, in many cases, for 
forty years 1 can’t include everyone in this issue, 
but will make a beginning Phil Spiller, recently 
elected mayor of Westbrook who had to return there 
for a parade and speech Saturday I >obel and Steve 
Jacobs of Dexter, now retired. Joy iveney and Joe 
Ingalls, living in Turin, New York. When Joe retires 
in ’86 they plan to spend summers in Maine at Boy­
den’s Lake in Washington County Edie Anne 
Young ’48 and Al Hutchinson, still living in 
Danvers, Massachusetts, but spending time visiting 
children in Maine and/or their camp at Little 
Ossipee Lake Ginny and Jean Hufnagel, living in 
Connecticut, but also visiting Camden and enjoying 
their children and grandchildren Huff looked much 
the same. In fact, the majority of your classmates 
seem to have weathered the years in good shape 
Mary and Bob Hoover came fiom Houston where 
he is president of Hoover, Keith and Bruce, Inc , 
consultants in acoustics. Franny Dorr Henderson 
lives in Endwell, New York where she has retired 
from elementary school teaching.
Recording Secretary “Togg” Thorpe Rice gave me 
a copy of her minutes from our class meeting I 
share the report’s highlights with you here.
“The gift to the Performing Arts Center will be 
designated as *a gift from the Class of 1944, in 
honor of Russell and Barbara Bodwell.’ Elizabeth 
Noyce was welcomed, with a standing ovation, as an 
honorary member of the Class. The following slate 
of officers was elected1 president, Alfred Hutchin­
son; vice president, Irving Broder; treasurer, Waldo 
Libby; recording secretary, Arietta Thorpe Rice; cor­
responding secretary, Doris Kilburn Spach. During 
the meeting ‘prizes’ were presented to Bob Smith, 
Russ Bodwell and Irving Broder for attending the 
most reunions—8; to “Shume” White for coming 
the greatest distance—Washington State; for being 
the most recently married, Bob Angell; for changing 
the least, Berna Burnett Butler and Carroll Richard­
son; for having the most children, Margaret Hall 
and Richard Morrill—Il children; and the most 
grandchildren, Shume White and Ray Amsden tied 
with 15 each. A social period followed with Donald 
“Bucket” Taverner sharing his Down east humor.”
I will close with thanks to everyone who worked 
so hard to plan and execute the many details in­
volved in this extremely successful reunion. Surely 
Anita and Charlie are high on the list, having 
ordered the good-looking polo shirts with a Maine 
’44 logo and also are responsible for the compilation 
of the 1984 Reunion Reflections which those of you 
who returned the biographical questionnaires will be 
receiving by mail. Al McNeilly did a lot of organiz­
ing and also chaired and emceed the Class Meeting 
Friday night. Don Presnell and Al Hutchinson also 
worked on the committee.
45 Babs Haines Pancoast
260 Edgebrook Dr.
Centerville, Ohio 45459
Just too late for the last issue was the welcome news 
from Byron and Theresa Young of their daughter 
Gail’s selection as UMO homecoming queen last 
fall. Gail was a zoology major and graduated this 
spring—a lovely young lady. Her three older 
brothers also graduated from UMO. Byron owns a 
hardware store in Fort Kent and Theresa is a school 
teacher Frank Clifford has been promoted to vice 
president and controller of the First National Bank 
of Damariscotta, where he and Barbara live A sum­
mer resident of Southport, he is a member of the 
Southport Yacht Club.
Bernard Rines, a resident of Biddeford, made the 
news this spring when he entered the race for the 
newly-formed District 28 state senate seat. Since 
graduation Bernie has spent several years on the 
faculty of UMass and formed an agricultural engi­
neering company which is still active. He also has 
been busy in his community, having served on 
Gorham’s town council, school board, board of 
voter registration, and charter commission. Lots of 
luck, Bernie! Al Smaha is still making the news, 
too In April he was the surprised recipient of a 
“Roast or Toast” party at the Penobscot Valley 
Country Club. His wife, Jeanne, planned the event 
in celebration of Al’s 60th birthday and managed to 
round up all the Smaha sons and daughters, as well 
as a goodly number of friends and business asso­
ciates. It sounds like a big evening!
Later that same month, Bob pulled a surprise 
family celebration for my 60th, too. All our girls ar­
rived from around the country, plus one of our two 
nieces, and we had our own big time. The next week 
we left for two weeks in northern California and 
Oregon. After a week at home, 1 flew to New York 
for a week with our daughter Judy ’71, who is a fi­
nancial executive with MacMillan in New York City 
and lives in Greenwich, Connecticut. My bags are 
packed and at the door once more—ready to leave 
for the airport m a half hour. This time I’m off to 
North Carolina and grandmother duty. After July 4, 
I’ll be at home for the rest of the summer, so be 
sure to stop if you pass through the Dayton area on 
your vacation travels
46 Jo Greenwood Franz
RFD 1, Box 1904
Hampden, Maine 04444
A letter from “the luckiest guy in the world” ar­
rived just in time to beat the class notes deadline 
and rescue this column from being among the miss­
ing again. Biff Elliot (Leon Shalek from Presque 
Isle) by way of his wife Connie’s typewriter, reports 
that for the past 15 years he has been an acting 
coach, and for the last 11 has done radio sports- 
casting for CBS radio network. He started out in 
1942 in our class (he and I suffered through the tor­
ture of Prof Bailey’s course in beginning speech),
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but he actually graduated in 1949 when he returned 
to Maine after WW1I. He married Elizabeth 
“Bette” Dole ’50 of South Brewer, who died of 
cancer in 1974. Her career as a fashion model and 
Biffs in live television began in New York City, 
where he was “discovered” by Hollywood. He has 
appeared in 25 motion pictures and “too many 
television shows to count,” most recently in an 
episode of Chips. Some of you may be seeing him in 
a current Midas Muffler commercial, as I did—you 
can’t miss that voice! This summer he will be inter­
viewing athletes at the Olympic Village during the 
Los Angeles games. Sounds like an interesting life, 
Biff. Thanks for writing!
We were sorry to hear that Barbara Foley Dwyer’s 
husband, George, died of heart failure in January of 
this year. He was the father of Thad, Hugh, and 
Wendy, graduates of UMO, and Blair and Dane, 
graduates of UMF. Thad is on the athletic staff at 
UMO.
As I write this during a sweltering heatwave in 
early June, I try to think cool thoughts about foot­
ball, Homecoming, and crisp fall days when you will 
be reading it. Between now and then perhaps some 
of you will direct a note to my mailbox?
47 Barbara Mills Browne
15 Somerset Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
June means commencements, black flies, and the 
Alumnus deadline for the fall edition. I am writing 
from the family farm in Aurora where I’m taking a 
break from the flies and all the wrap-up activities at 
Bangor H.S. which finally come to an end on June 
18.
Speaking of commencements, we ’47ers should be 
especially proud of Dr. Eugene Mawhinney, who 
was the speaker at UMO commencement exercises 
on Saturday, May 12 at Alumni Field. Eugene has 
won many honors in his illustrious career. Among 
them, he was named recipient of UMO’s highest 
award for teaching effectiveness and commitment to 
students, and as professor of political science 
specializing in public law, he has been a consultant 
to Maine governmental agencies and commissions 
addressing problems affecting executive, legislative 
and judicial branches of state government. In fact, 
four governors have called upon Eugene’s expertise 
and experience, and this eminent professor is one of 
the few lay members of the Maine Judicial Council. 
Currently he is doing research on a history of the 
Maine Judiciary which he is in the process of 
writing.
Maureen Shields Carruthers and her husband, 
Charles, also have been taking bows for producing 
the Olympic silver medal skating team of Kitty and 
Peter Carruthers at the Winter Olympics in Sara­
jevo, Yugoslavia. Maureen and Charles must have 
had a tear or two in their eyes as the American flag 
was hoisted in honor of their talented children. Con­
gratulations!
Pauline Russell Snowman writes that she is still 
working for the town of Bar Harbor and that hus­
band Sewall is still with the U.S. Postal Service. One 
son is in security work at McGraw-Hill in New York 
City and another is with Prudential in Bangor. Dur­
ing the UMO reunion weekend, many of us “old 
Masque theatre folk” were looking forward to at­
tending an open-house reception in honor of our 
mentor professor Herschel L. Bricker, but we 
learned with sadness that Herschel passed away on 
May 20 (see Deaths). Bob and I visited Cecelia and 
Herschel in Farmington about three years ago and 
loved hearing anecdotes and such references as, 
“You might like to hear about that young 
fellow—what’s his name? Peter Brook? and what 
he’s up to in London.” Many of us treasure the 
memories of the Little Theatre in Alumni Hall (now 
part of the TV complex) and the magic it produced.
Along with other Mainers, Bob and I have long 
been drooling for warm weather both for our spirits 
and our pocketbooks, but when it finally arrived on 
June 9 after days of rain, we were so surprised that 
we hardly knew what to do with it. One plan we 
have, however, is to visit our daughter and son-in- 
law in Greenwich, Connecticut, who recently gave us 
a granddaughter, Amanda Mills Nelson, to go with 
our grandson, Erik.
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The Elms Girls
Helen Howard Cromer ’56 got up last June and 
made donuts just like she used to when she was 
breakfast cook at “The Elms” over 25 years ago. 
Only this time Helen was making donuts for the 
first reunion ever of the Elms Girls to be held that 
Saturday in Brunswick.
If your years at UMO were between 1940 and 
1961, you will remember that the “Elms” was 
located just this side of the bridge into Orono on 
the hill by the Stillwater—a Victorian-style estate 
once owned by the lumber baron Ebenezer Webster. 
After a stint as the Phi Kappa fraternity house, it 
became the cooperative dorm.
Living at the Elms was considered scholarship aid, 
but life there was so much more. It couldn’t help 
but bind us together into a close group. Fifty-six of 
us cleaned, cooked, waitressed, washed pots and 
pans (no dishwasher there) and otherwise kept our 
35-room home-away-from-home in reasonably good 
shape. You not only learned to cook liver and 
onions, you learned to like it!
We studied hard, but it’s the social times and 
sharing with others that we remember best. We 
swapped gowns, dresses, coats, hats to fit the occa-
48 Gloria Mackenzie Ferland
48 Cottage Road
Millinocket, Maine 04462
I’m grateful to those who have returned the update 
sheets I’ve sent. Thanks for making our column! 
Congratulations to John Bibber, Brunswick town 
manager since 1961, for being named Maine Public 
Administrator of the Year by the Maine Chapter, 
American Society for Public Administration. This 
award was given for his outstanding contributions 
on a sustained basis. His 23 year longevity as 
Brunswick’s town manager was recognized as un­
usual in Maine where the average tenure of a town 
manager is less than five years. John was com­
mended for the growth of the town’s total assessed 
valuation from $36 million to $292 million during 
his tenure.
Assorted news from classmates: Frank Stevens, 
Jr., semi-retired after 19 years as music director for 
the Winthrop schools, has opened a driving school 
in Winthrop and is teaching driver education courses 
at Leavitt Area H.S. We wish him success in his new 
endeavor. News from Barbara Vaughn Lemay, 2848 
Wofford Road, Charleston, South Carolina 29407, 
about busy years as a mother to Stephen, now in 
Atlanta; Susan, a registered nurse in Warren, Ohio, 
and Linda; a lawyer in Charleston. She and hus­
band, Dick ’47, plan to stay in Charleston after re­
tirement since they enjoy the climate and their home 
there. Nita Kittridge Young, 9 Evergreen Rd., Sud­
bury, MA 01776, is a first grade teacher, looking 
back on 24 years in education and ahead to retire­
sion. Heaven forbid, we should all have to dress up 
at once! There were nights when roommates hid on 
the back stairs to open the door for the late arrivals. 
Can you imagine a 10:30 curfew on weeknights and 
12:10 on weekends? I’ve always wondered what that 
extra ten minutes was for: the mile-long walk to 
campus which turned into a quick “hitch” on the 
corner at 7:50 for an 8 o’clock class?
I guess one always wonders if they will remember 
names and recognize faces after so many years. We 
found that the voices, the laughter, the mannerisms 
hadn’t changed a bit. We reminisced, gazed at 
yellowed snapshots perused Mrs. Readon’s scrap­
book, listened to “Remember Whens,” gathered for 
the group picture and when the day was over, - 
wondered where the time had gone.
There was a true camaraderie at the Elms. We all 
still felt it. Each time one of us passes the spot 
where that lovely old house stood, there’s a feeling 
for the place, the people, and the times. We came 
away from our reunion knowing our lives were 
enriched because of these friendships and feeling a 
special pride in having been an “Elms Girl.”
Carolyn Bull Dahlgren ’56 
Millie Simpson Stewart ’62
ment and moving back to Maine.
A newsy letter from Sona Averill Wyman, 38 Rose 
Avenue, Patchogue, Long Island, New,York 11772, 
brings us up to date on a busy 36 years. For the past 
25 years, Sona has worked in positions related to • 
school libraries. She has earned a master’s in Li­
brary Science from Case Western Reserve, and 
Ed.D. from Hofstra University and is starting work 
on a Ph.D. in psychology. Daughter, Susan, is cur­
rently associate minister at Bloomfield Congrega­
tional Church, Connecticut. Son, Steven ’79, holds 
a degree in anthropology and a M.B.A. He is a 
systems analyst in Hartford. Husband, Henry ’50 
became minister of the Congregational Church of 
Patchogue 16 years ago, after earning his M.Div. 
from Hartford Seminary. Both are looking forward 
to returning to Maine after retirement. Sona’s com­
ment: “We love and miss Maine!” An update from 
Helen Beckler and Brian Mooers finds Helen a part- 
time nurse with the Androscoggin Home Health Ser­
vice in Auburn, and Brian a self-employed electrical 
engineering (power) consultant after 23 years with 
Diamond International. Their family includes Brian, 
Jr., with New Hampshire Public Service; Martha, a 
pharmacist; and Jennifer, a dental hygienist in 
Bangor. They enjoy their cottage on Orr’s Island.
Gerry Hermanson, 21 Carisbrooke Road, Welles­
ley, MA 02181, writes that he is president of 
Technical Papers Corp., importers, brokers, and 
sales agents for a variety of papers, plastics, and 
pressure sensitive tapes. He has been with the com­
pany since 1948. He and his wife of 35 years, 
Marietta, formerly of Vienna, Austria, enjoy sum-
mers at their home in Truro, Massachusetts and 
usually travel to Europe in September. Daughter, 
Jody, who spent two years at UMO is now a crim­
inal lawyer in New York. Their son, Andrew, is a 
salesman for Technical Papers.
Bonnie Andrews Slager, 4411 Chene Glen Trail, 
Stone Mountain, GA 30083, writes of a most re­
warding trip to India to meet Mother Theresa in 
New Delhi, where she visited orphanages, a leper 
colony and The Home of the Dying Destitute, 
staffed by Mother Theresa’s “Sisters of Mercy.” 
She brought back four adopted orphans to their new 
parents in the USA. The 46 hour trip back to the 
States became complicated when the children, who 
had never seen chairs, had to be strapped into seats 
for landings and take-offs. Bonnie is currently 
managing a hospital gift shop and husband, Hank, 
is director of in-flite department for Eastern 
Airlines.
We have news of Ann Harmon Drieson, Gastel 
#2, The Netherlands, who for the past 14 years, has 
been living in the The Netherlands with husband, 
Gerard, an economist. Making up their family are 
daughter, Helene, who is in banking, two sons. 
Phillip, an English teacher and Paul, a professional 
soccer player. Ron Zimmerman, 97 South Shore 
Drive, South Yarmouth, MA 02664, is owner­
manager of an ocean-side motor lodge and would 
welcome any ’48ers who mught be traveling.
Please keep the news coming! What may seem 
“hum drum” to you might be great news to old 
friends and classmates who have lost touch over the 
years.
49 Dorothy Averill Hawkes
296 Mt. Hope Avenue 
Bangor, Maine 04401
My first class reunion attended in thirty-five years 
and guess what? 1 was elected your class secretary 
and personals editor So bear with me as I attempt 
to relate reunion events and “what’s happening” 
with the Class of ’49
The first big event of the reunion weekend was a 
delicious lobster dinner. Seated at the head of the 
table were Class president Dick Mcserve and his 
lovely wife, Jean Frye Meserve, also our reunion 
committee co-chairmen Margaret Libby Grant and 
Jerry Rudman with wife Judy Our thanks to both 
of them for doing such an excellent job of making 
our 35th an event to long be remembered.
At the business meeting following dinner, your 
new class officers elected were Ralph Barnett, pres­
ident; Bill Barron, vice president; Evelyn Ellsworth 
Dearborn, treasurer; Dorothy Averill Hawkes, sec­
retary and Doug Collins, class agent. Among those 
attending the dinner were Dr. George Higgins, Mary 
Curtis Betts, Fred Glover, Don Collins and Char­
lotte Alex Schneider. Class members voted to pre­
sent the GAA with a class gift of $8,000. The re­
mainder of the evening was spent socializing with 
classmates. Les Botka who came the farthest (Seat­
tle, Washington), led the group in a sing-along Les, 
now retired from Boeing Company, sings with the 
Seattle Opera Chorus Other out-of-staters included 
Clyde Adams and wife Tish from Arizona Clyde is 
retired from A.I.D (State Dept.) and tells us that he 
has worked in nine Asian and African countries, vis­
ited all but three states and over thirty other coun­
tries during the past 35 years. Dave Anderton and 
wife, Sue, from Liverpool, New York, is also retired 
from Nabisco, Inc , and plans to devote more time 
to playing trombone in a dance band Tom Fowke 
and his wife from Deerfield, New Hampshire Tom 
works for the Public Service of New Hampshire. 
Dan Hatch and his wife from Bedford, Massa­
chusetts Dan works for Raytheon.
On Saturday, favored by temperatures in the 90’s, 
the ’49ers, along with ’39 and ’59, enjoyed a cruise 
aboard the Mt. Katahdin down the beautiful Penob­
scot River to Fort Knox and back. The day was 
spent listening to Dixieland music, eating and rem­
iniscing with old friends. I enjoyed talking with Phi 
Mu sorority sisters Alice Raymond Coughlin, who 
came with husband Tom from Walpole, Massachu­
setts, and Jane Silbey Elliott, who came with hus­
band, Bob, from Bucksport. Memories of 1945-46 
were swapped with Ramona McLaughlin Dentre- 
mont when the girls occupied the houses on frater­
nity row before the boys returned from WWII to re­
claim them. We thank Ramona for handling the col­
umn these past five years.
I sat with Evelyn Ellsworth and Vance Dearborn 
at the Saturday night Reunion Banquet. They are 
living in Orono and both are employed at UMO.
A wealth of news was sent by classmates unable 
to attend the reunion weekend activities. Perry 
Amsden retired from the Bangor schools in 1978 
and is now with the College of Education at UMO. 
Helen Reed Baker writes us that in spite of a three- 
year interruption due to an aneurysm and stroke in 
1977, she obtained her M.B.A. from Boston Univer­
sity in 1980 She has been a physicist and electronics 
engineer and served as Hanscom AFB’s first federal 
women’s coordinator. She credits the Air Force for 
encouraging her recovery efforts and making pos­
sible further development of her engineering man­
agement skills. Morton “Pete” Bartlett has been a 
microbiologist for 25 years at Abbott Labs in Liber­
tyville, Illinois. Jane Hanson Bartley has retired 
from teaching at Stearns H S. to paint and enjoy 
life. “Oh, it is good to be retired and m good 
health,” Art Buswell writes “Tell everyone not to 
stay on the job too long, for there is more to life!” 
The Buswells drove to Alaska, their home for 20 
years, to visit children last spring.
Well folks, going alphabetically, I’ve yet to finish 
the B’s and space forbids further news for now. 1 
promise to continue with more in the next issue.
50 Ruth Holland Walsh (Mrs. William M.)
4 Sloop Lane
Mystic, Connecticut 06355
I had a nice letter from Priscilla Roberts Chapman 
(14 Morse Street, Westboro, MA 01581). In addition 
to being a full-time family economics department 
chairman at Westboro, teaching a consumer eco­
nomics class at UMass (Amherst) and studying to be 
a certified finance planner, she does personal re­
source counseling—helping people develop a person­
alized money management plan. Harold is depart­
ment chairman of natural sciences at Worcester 
State College. Both look forward to retiring back to 
Maine and Belize, where they are part of a marine 
environmental teaching institute Busy couple!
Speaking of retirements, Sanford “Bear” Trask 
retired as of 31 August after 18 years as principal of 
Waterville H.S Though he has no specific plans, 
“Bear” and wife, Alice, will summer in Popham 
Beach and he will delve into his hobbies of Maine 
history and genealogy His ancestors were settlers at 
Edgecomb in 1743 Charles A. Beattie (2 Storer 
Street, Sanford 04073) also retired on 31 August 
after 12 years as superintendent of the Sanford pub­
lic schools He previously headed the Southbridge 
and Charlemont (Massachusetts) public schools and 
has served the educational community for 33 years. 
Charlotte Lenentine Melvin recently retired from the 
UM Presque Isle where she was special programs co­
ordinator Prior to going to UMP1, she was aca­
demic coordinator for Unity College and had 
worked 20 years as a history professor and depart­
ment head for Ricker College in Houlton Charlotte 
has also been active with the Maine Humanities 
Council Samuel Fuller retired in February from the 
Maine Dept of Transportation where was traffic 
engineer for division 111 of the system. Allen and 
Marguerite Jones Brackett are enjoying his retire­
ment from the Naval Shipyard in Portsmouth They 
live at 9 Page Street, Kittery 03904 and find it easy 
to stay busy with trips to Salt Lake City to visit 
daughter Allane ’76 and her husband Stephen Ball 
’77 and their grandsons ages 4 and 1
Mel Lavine is a producer for the CBS News pro­
gram Sunday Morning. He has worked in network 
television for 20 years and as a newspaper reporter 
before that. George Gonyar is president of the 
Maine Association of Broadcasters and is vice pres­
ident and general manager of Community Broad­
casting Services—WAB1 radio and television in 
Bangor. Norton Sinert (P.O Box 4902, Hollywood, 
FL 33083) is working in the investment field and has 
become a tennis buff in his spare time He would 
love hearing from any classmates who are in his 
neck of the woods. Larry Poulin was recently 
awarded the Ellsworth Kiwams Club’s first Distin­
guished Citizenship Award. He was recognized for 
voluntary leadership and for achievements as a 4-H 
agent of the Cooperative Extension Service in Han­
cock County. Larry is active in the National 
Association of County Agricultural Agents, and is 
National Chairman of the 4-H and Youth Commit­
tee.
Dick Preble wrote that he is a principal with 
Mercer International, a division of Marsh and Mc­
Lennan, specializing in the provision of consulting 
advice to multinational companies on all phases of 
their foreign compensation and employee benefit 
programs. He and his wife, Janet, have two sons, 
Don 17 and Tom 16 and live southeast of Los An­
geles (4032 Maple Tree Drive, Anaheim, CA 92807). 
Hope you are planning to lead the California con­
tingent back East for our 35th reunion, Dick! It will 
be here before we know it!
51 Pepper Burbank Milbank
37A Aspinwall Rd.
Loudonville, New York 12211
Our class has two members running for the legis­
lature this year. Marie Johnson Holt is running for 
the Maine House of Representatives District #74 
seat. Mana is an anti-nuclear activist and is inter­
ested in health effects from exposure to radiation. 
She has worked with the Maine Dept, of Education’s 
cultural services to establish regulations for home 
school programs as well as serving on the board of 
the Community Health and Nursing Services. Maria 
lives with her husband, Alfred, and is the mother of 
five grown children.
Beverly Trenholm of Lubec will seek the Repub­
lican nomination for the Maine House of Represen­
tatives District 137. Beverly worked for 24 years for 
the Maine Dept, of Educational and Cultural Ser­
vices. He is now involved in promoting new bus­
inesses and expanding existing businesses in the 
Lubec area. Bev lives in Lubec with his wife, Leone. 
They have three grown children. Gene Gammon is 
seeking the office of Piscataquis County Commis­
sioner. Gene is the proprietor of Rowell’s Garage in 
Dover-Foxcroft. Active in community affairs, Gene 
is married with two daughters and a granddaughter.
The Butler Twins Floral Center in Farmingdale, 
owned by Richard Butler, was one of the recipients 
of the Kennebec Valley Chamber of Commerce 
awards in the spring. Twin brother Robert is an 
Episcopal priest in Houlton. Phillip J. Ames, to­
gether with partner John Wyand, opened Ames & 
Wyand Associates in Brunswick in February. The 
firm assists companies m relocating employees whose 
jobs have been eliminated. Phil was with G.E. be­
fore joining Wyand last year. He is married with 
three children and lives on Five Islands. Frances 
Lawrence was recently made sales manager for York 
County Biscuit Co. in Biddeford. He has been em­
ployed there covering Maine and New Hampshire 
since 1954. He and wife, Barbara, live in Lewiston. 
Daughter Deborah is married with two children.
Congratulations to Eva M. Raton Osier and 
James E Osier, who were recently remarried. Eva is 
a retired school teacher from the Gardiner school 
system. The couple will live in Washington, Maine.
Be sure to put Homecoming in your plans for fall 
and send me all the news.
52 Harriet Johnson Currie 
Box 49, Rt. 2, Morris Rd. 
Hockessin, Delaware 19707
Eleanor Mahoney Zdanowicz writes that her daugh­
ter, Ann, has been named the State of Maine Home 
Economics Teacher of the Year, 1984. Ann teaches 
at Mt. Ararat H.S. m Topsham. Eleanor is a home 
economics teacher in North Andover, Massachu­
setts.
Newspaper articles help to keep this column cur­
rent once again. Lionel D. Kelley, who operates 
Kelley Construction Engineering of Pittsfield, is also 
the state president of the YMCA. He was named to 
the board of directors of the national council of that 
organization m the spring of this year. He and his 
wife, Jean, have four children Raymond C. Blais­
dell was promoted to plant engineer at the East
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Millinocket mill of Great Northern Paper Co. Phil 
Harris, now retired, lives in Skowhegan, after serv­
ing as principal of Skowhegan Area H.S. and Wil­
liam H.S. in Oakland. He had coached basketball in 
years past both at Skowhegan and also at Madison 
H.S. He is a past president of the Kennebec Valley 
Athletic Conference.
Jack Merry has been appointed manager, research 
department, of Bethlehem Steel Corp.’s technology 
group. Jack and his wife, Manly, have one daughter 
who lives in Allentown, Pennsylvania. She is a loan 
interviewer at a bank (’82 reunion news). Jack is a 
life member of the Association of Iron and Steel 
Engineers. In the Bethlehem area he is recording 
secretary of the Council for International Student 
Hospitality. For relaxation there is a summer home 
on Lake Huron in western Ontario where they enjoy 
fishing. Before moving to Bethlehem in 1982 Jack 
had been located in Buffalo for 27 years. He last 
saw John LaFlamme, now living in Lynnfield, 
Massachusetts.
A.J. Merry '52
Also a resident of Pennsylvania, Richard A. Lam­
bert, from Lancaster, has been working for RCA 
picture tube division. He and wife, Betsy, have three 
children and one grandson. Kenneth Earl Naugler, 
from Ramsey, New Jersey, is a senior sales rep for 
B.F. Goodrich Chemical Group. Golfing is his pas­
time. He has two sons. Sarah Jane Bouchard Pyne 
and husband Jim still talk about the fun they had at 
the 82 reunion. She wrote then that they live in 
Riverhead, New York, where she is a housewife, 
mother and home economics teacher. She and Jim 
have one son, two daughters and one granddaugh­
ter. In her spare time Sarah sews, bakes, reads, 
travels, and writes letters. She last saw Voncille 
Leonard St. Marie, who lives in West Point New 
York.
Dave Remick, from Camillus, New York, has 
been an engineer for over thirty years. He and wife 
Muriel Buckley ’51 have three sons, one daughter 
and one grandson. Son Donald is a ’78 UMO grad­
uate. Among other things Dave finds time to ski 
patrol, teach first aid, volunteer at his church and 
scuba dive. He last saw Frank Haley, from Keene, 
New Hampshire. Gilbert LeClair lives in Wauwa- 
tosa, Wisconsin working as a sales engineer for 
NDH Brgs. Div. Gen. Motors Corp. He likes to ski 
and play golf. He has two daughters and one grand­
child. Carter Bragdon, from Norwalk, Ohio was the 
last '52er Dave had seen in ’82.
ATTENTION!
This reporter will soon have NO news—-not even 
OLD news—to put in the ’52 column unless some­
one writes either to yours truly or to the alumni of 
fice. HELP PLEASE!
54 Miki McInnis Lavoix
78 Oak Street, Apt. 3 
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
I extend the appreciation of the Class to Martha 
Barron-Barrett for her excellent coverage of the ’54 
members over the past years. Thanks, Marty.
Our 30th reunion was a whopping success. The 
class won an attendance cup again as we did at our 
25th. Many old faithfuls were present—Jean Wyman 
and Bob Weatherbee, Peg and Lefty ’52 Homans, 
Jean Grindle Carville, Mark Cohen, Bev Heal Balise 
and yours truly who received a miniature stein for 
attending the most reunions. 1 am your new class 
secretary and am feeling rusty although I wrote the 
column in the 1960s. Many classmates sat up until 
the wee hours Saturday playing “Trivial Pursuit” 
and had a ball! To name a few of the sharp ones— 
Allen Bingham and spouse, Lew Clark, Charlotte 
Gilinas DesJardins, Priscilla and Brian Simm, 
Carlton MacLean, yours truly and a few strays from 
the Class of ’69.
Mary Jean Chapman Leeper and husband, Sid, 
are farming in Missouri. They raise pure-bred Sem- 
mental Cattle, alfalfa hay and Missouri Burley 
Tobacco. Mary Jane is retired as preschool director/ 
teacher to full-time farm manager. Gorham Hussey 
has been named president of Dold Foods, Inc. in 
Wichita, Kansas. He has extensive experience in pro­
ject management and marketing. His most recent 
position was with Spencer Beef Division of Land O’ 
Lakes, Inc. He received his Ph.D. in agricultural 
economics from Purdue University and his master’s 
degree in business administration from Harvard. He 
and his wife, Mary Jane, have three sons. Pat 
Hamblet Petry and husband, Jonathan, are living in 
Surry. He recently joined the Knowles Co., a real 
estate and insurance firm on Mount Desert Island. 
Your new secretary recently graduated from nursing 
school and is evening charge nurse at Collier’s 
Health Care Center in Ellsworth.
55 Hilda Sterling
472 Apple Valley Drive 
Belford, New Jersey 07718
With another summer at the Hughey family’s New 
Hampshire “get away” at an end, Sandra, 18, has 
traded her bikini for a freshman beanie. Susan, 19, 
is a Boston College sophomore, while Russ, 20, is in 
his junior year at the University of New Hampshire. 
Todd, 15, a sophomore at the Rivers School, 
Weston, Massachusetts, keeps tabs on dad and 
mom—Dave and Betty Connors Hughey.
We wish Bill and Suzanne Bockus ’57 Mack 
“Happy Retirement” with their challenging and in­
teresting project—The Norsecraft Import Shop in 
Searsport. He wound up his army career last No­
vember. They hope to see old friends at our 30th 
Reunion next June!
A recent issue of The Puppetry Journal, the na­
tional publication of The Puppeteers of America, 
Inc., featured an article, “Puppetry and A Medieval 
Mystery Play” written by Howard Danner, Jr. He is 
pictured with one of the persona/mask/puppets he 
designed and built for his production of The Second 
Shepherd’s Play staged in The Great Hall of Shel­
don Art Gallery on the Lincoln campus, University 
of Nebraska. Following in the footsteps of her sis­
ters—Annemarie ’82, Katherine ’84 and Jennifer— 
Norma Jean Stetson has enrolled at UMO. Her dad, 
Norman Stetson, writes proudly of her high school 
basketball accomplishments and selection as an 
East/West State of Maine All-Star.
Who is Jack Jordan? He is a man seeking another 
term as Hancock County commissioner, a post he 
has held for 14 years. With his business—E.G. Jor­
dan, Inc.—political life and fraternal and service 
organizations, he is a busy fellow. Jack has always 
lived in Seal Harbor except for a year at the Univer­
sity and four years as a pipefitter in the Navy.
56 Ann Keyo Lounsbury
128 Bennoch Road 
Orono, Maine 04473
This month the class of ’56 column is being written 
by Vaughn H. Holyoke, Rt. 1, Box 414, Brewer,
Gorham Hussey '54
Maine 04412. Ann needed a brief vacation and I 
thought that I could scratch up news as I traveled 
around New England. I didn’t find much news, but 
I did find out that people are reluctant to write 
about themselves. Just in case I write the column for 
the next issue, please send along some news.
Hans Van Leer, 201 12th St., Apt. #5, Palisades 
Park, NJ 07650, writes from the far east as he com­
pletes a five-week trip to Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Singapore and Korea. Hans says that world travel is 
fun, but it’s about time to find a quiet domestic 
job. I note in the press that Bob Foster is again 
making news in Machias. Bob and some associates 
have recently established The Maine Wild Blueberry 
Co. which grows, packs and markets those good 
Maine lowbush blueberries. Art Thompson has gone 
back to school at American College in Bryn Mawr, 
Pennsylvania, where he earned a diploma in finan­
cial services. This added background will help to 
better serve the customers of Thompson Associates 
in Presque Isle. Dick Cahill has left his job at Bath 
Iron Works to take over as town manager in Ken­
nebunk. Actually the change is a move back into 
public service because Dick has previously worked in 
Freeport, Rockland and Auburn.
Grace Richards Additon, who writes a weekly col­
umn for the Portland Sunday Telegram, has a new 
cookbook hot off the press. The book is called the 
Pantry Shelf Cookbook and contains 345 pages of 
great ideas. I saw Ed Plissey recently and he tells me 
that his son Paul had had an excellent year of dis­
tance running at Boston College. Last year Paul was 
the outstanding high school distance runner in 
Maine and that talent is helping to pay his way 
through BC.
57 R. “Jiggs” Cecchini
4 Heather Lane
East Granby, Connecticut 06026
George Karnedy was recently promoted to vice- 
president of sales and marketing for the Rock of 
Ages Corp, in Barre, Vermont. George joined the 
company in 1958 as a district sales manager in the 
midwest. In 1969 he began working in the corporate 
service office of the Iowa National Bank and in 
1972 began his own retail memorial shop in Iowa. 
He returned to Barre and Rock of Ages in 1976 as 
director of sales and marketing. George and Patty’s 
four children are Mike, 25, who works for a com­
petitor of dad’s and will be married in September; 
Scott, 23, an ’83 graduate from Babson, is working 
for a radio station in Claremont, New Hampshire; 
Jodie, 21, graduated from Champlain College and is 
pursuing a career in child care in Barre; Gary, 18, is 
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a freshman at UVM majoring in business.
Bill Earle of Gardiner is a new co-director of the 
adult education program in SAD 11. He has been 
involved in the Gardiner-based program the past 
seven years as the guidance director. Eastman 
Kodak of Rochester, New York has announced the 
appointment of William J. Levesque as department 
head, payroll, timekeeping, cashier’s office and mail 
services, U.S. Apparatus Div. Levesque joined 
Kodak in 1962 and his most recent position with the 
company was general supervisor.
Dale L. McLaughlin, a long-time teacher, is the 
unopposed candidate for the Republican nomination 
for the newly-formed house district 44 (Gray and 
New Gloucester) He has taught history and govern­
ment in the Gray-New Gloucester schools for 27 
years Surveyor Llo)d Rowe claims people are the 
major cause of pollution in China Lake Rowe’s 
area of expertise is the way things get into the lake, 
not what happens when they get there. He has 
worked on hydraulics, hydrology, water movements 
over land and the overall study of watersheds He 
has known the China Lake area since his family 
moved to Vassalboro in the mid-40’s. School union 
43 (Monmouth-Richmond) has announced the ap­
pointment of Rod Spearin as its new superintendent 
Rod is currently superintendent of SAD 30 and 
Union 110, but applied for his new position when it 
opened. This was like going home for him He 
began his career at Monmouth Academy in 1957, 
taught science and math and coached With a 
master’s degree in counseling (UMO ’61), he spent 
eight years as a counselor. In 1969, Rod accepted a 
job as director of guidance for SAD 28 in Camden 
and in 1972 became assistant superintendent in that 
district In 1979, he moved to Rangeley as superin­
tendent before taking his present position in 1982 
Alden G. Small of Winthrop has been named 
deputy commissioner tor highways for the state The 
bureaus of project development, planning, mainte­
nance and operations will be in his charge, along 
with the office of policy Alden is a 27-year veteran 
of the Maine Dept, of Transportation and has been 
bureau director since 1981 Ken Perrj, principal of 
Nokomis Regional H S is the newly elected pres­
ident of the Maine Secondary Schools Principals 
Association. Ken has been a member of this orga­
nization for 24 years and has served on and chaired 
many MSSPA committees He has served as princi­
pal at Nokomis since its inception in 1968 He began 
his career as a teacher-coach at Thornton Academy 
Hopefully, upon reading this, you will have en­
joyed a fruitful summer and be inspired to drop me 
a line
58 Jane Ledyard Lazo (Mrs. Leo M.)
49 Martin Street
West Roxbury, Massachusetts 02132
Married in Grace Episcopal Church in Bath on 
February 11, were Arthur F. Majo III and Martha 
F Huotari Martha is employed by the Bath Iron 
Works and Art is owner of Mayo’s Funeral Res­
idences in Bath and Wiscasset Allan Smallidge has 
been named Winter Harbor town manager and be­
gan his new position on July 1 Since 1967 Allan, 
who holds his M Ed. from UMO, has been an En­
glish dept director for the Shrewsbury, Massachu­
setts public schools. Michael A. Donnelly accepted a 
position at Wright-Pierce Architects and Engineers 
of Topsham Mike, who has 25 years of experience 
in the design and planning of water and wastewater 
facilities will be in charge of a wastewater treatment 
plant renovation in Spencer, Massachusetts Acting 
as an instructor for a six-week course m meal prep­
aration with less fat and salt was Mary Fleming of 
Bucksport Mary is a registered dietician and is di­
rector of dietetic services at Maine Coast Memonal 
Hospital. Mary has been there since 1970 John 
Bush writes that he is with Lockheed, engaged in the 
testing of experimental ballistic missile defense 
systems at Kwajalein, Marshall Islands
Classmates running or about to get involved in 
campaigns are Stephen Law and Chapman “Chip” 
Bull. Steve is owner-operator of construction equip­
ment and sporting camps at Sebec Lake and owner 
of a tree farm at his home in Milo. A former town 
manager of Milo and director of engineering on
South Tongass National Forest in Alaska and Jeffer­
son National Forest in Virginia, Steve is a candidate 
for representative from house district 106. Chip has 
resigned his position with the Dept, of Agriculture 
in Washington (has been with them since 1977) in 
order to run for U.S. Rep Snowe’s seat in the 2nd 
congressional district
Asad note to report—John Allan Thibodeau of 
Bath died January 4, 1984 after a valiant fight 
against cancer.
That lovely cool weekend of June 8-10 in the east 
anyway (who am I kidding, could have fried the 
proverbial egg on the sidewalk) 1 spent at my 30th 
class reunion at good old Morse High in Bath. Saw 
Patti and Paul ’61 MacDonald (son John welcomed 
a new baby to his household in February); Paul and 
Carla McCourt; Bob and Peggy Carmichael; and 
Art and Martha Mayo. Bob is athletic director at 
Bucksport H S and he announced that the girls’ 
softball team had taken the state title that morning 
making four teams to win state titles this year—the 
above said with a big, proud, grin—really pleased 
for his team All of us are a little older, a little 
grayer, and are still hale and hearty with that certain 
flair only granted to the class of ’58.
DROP A POSTCARD—PLAN FOR OUR 30th.
59 Nancy Roberts Munson
30 Tanglewood Drive 
Glastonbury, Connecticut 06033
The class of ’59 gathered, 60 strong plus spouses, 
for our 25th reunion on a hot, 96° weekend in June 
in Orono For those of you who were there, it was 
fantastic to see you, for those who weren’t we cer­
tainly missed you and you missed a marvelous time 
It was absolutely mind-boggling to think that it had 
been 25 years since we left the hallowed halls of 
UMO and, of course, none of us had changed at 
all!
The weekend started with a steak and lobster din­
ner with our own class followed by a business meet­
ing. Newly elected class officers are. Torrey 
Sylvester, president; Nonni Hilchey Fitzgibbon, vice- 
president; Nancy Roberts Munson, secretary, Jack 
Prewitt, treasurer; George Lovett and Will Farn­
ham, class agents.
Saturday we breakfasted in the field house and 
heard reports on various phases of the University. 
One of the highlights of the weekend was our cruise 
down the Penobscot River on the Mt Katahdin, 
which we shared with the classes of ’49 & '39 It was 
truly a great afternoon featuring a buffet and fan­
tastic music with our own Hal Wheeler and his jazz 
group We tried to keep cool by consuming lots of 
fluids' Saturday night featured the reunion banquet 
in the field house Special times were the gatherings 
in the dorm lounge to reminisce and catch up on 
everyone’s doings for the past 25 years. We talked 
non-stop and there were even a few late night trips 
to, you guessed it, Pat’s' Those who traveled the 
farthest to be with us were Muffy Campbell Murphy 
from Spokane, Washington, Jolean Flint Quimby, 
from Boise, Idaho and Clay Hardy, from Alaska It 
was just wonderful to see everyone from near and 
far
Special plaudits are due to Nonni Hilchey Fitz­
gibbon and the reunion committee who worked so 
hard to make the weekend great We all appreciate 
your efforts, Nonni, we love you!
I am not including any individual news this time 
as Nonni will be doing a newsletter from all the 
returned information forms It will be forthcoming, 
she promised!
60 Judy Ward Lessard
542 Mitchell Road
Cape Elizabeth, Maine 04107
The accomplishments, friendships and good fortunes 
of the class of 1960 continue—
Albert Elwell, institutional research specialist for 
the University System of New Hampshire chancel­
lor’s office, has been named assistant superintendent 
for school administrative unit 56, having been 
chosen from a pool of 65 applicants on the merit of 
his “very strong facihtative skills ” Charles Simones 
recently celebrated the 25th anniversary of his or­
dination to the Greek Orthodox priesthood. His 
wife, Joan, works as music dept, secretary at Con­
necticut College, New London, and they have two 
sons, Gregory, a May graduate of Skidmore College 
and Tom, a student at Hellenic College, Brookline, 
Massachusetts.
Retiring after 33 years of teaching, Mrs. Leslie J. 
Souviney writes that her daughter, Renee Gray, and 
her husband, Keith Gray, graduated from UMO 
with B.S. degrees m chemistry and English/math 
respectively. Jon H. Whitten, Sr. has been promoted 
by the Maine Dept, of Transportation to division 
engineer of the Fairfield Division, which has respon­
sibility for maintenance of highways in Kennebec 
and Somerset Counties. Jon lives in Clinton with his 
wife, Estella, who runs a nursery school and their 
three children, Jennifer, Julia and John, Jr. Nancy 
Morse Dysart has received her third honor from the 
National Council for the Advancement and Support 
of Education in Washington, D.C. From among 26 
nationwide entries, the award was presented in rec­
ognition of student organizations which promote 
student awareness or improve relations between 
alumni and students Nancy Waisanen Galway of 
Newark, New Jersey writes that her daughter, 
Cindy, has entered Albany State, Georgia in her 
junior year under the early entrance program. David 
P. Dorr of Camden was recently honored on his 
retirement as supervisor of education of the visually 
handicapped, Maine Dept, of Education. When state 
education supervisors of the blind were organized 
nationally, Dorr was elected their first president 
Richard Ray has purchased controlling interest in 
Superior Concrete Co., the largest precast concrete 
company m northern New England. Ray joined Su­
perior 16 years ago, working his way up from sales 
representative to president. He resides in Winthrop 
with his wife, Debbie, and their three children
Ann Burke Murph) continues to excel in tennis. 
She ranked #1 in both the women’s over-40 singles 
and mixed doubles by the New England Lawn Ten­
nis Assoc , and with her daughter Kim, #7 in the 
mother-daughter by the USTA nationally Kim will 
be married in the fall; daughter Suzanne will be a 
senior at UConn. Ann is working at Phoenix Mutual 
Ins. Co. as a systems analyst. Ralph Calcagni is en­
joying great success as president of Tacoma and 
Lakes Realty, a Century-21 agency Many of the 
agencies’ representatives have joined the Million- 
Dollar Club and sales have risen 75% since 1983. 
Nona Rae Higgins Franson is office manager and 
personnel director of Trotter Treadmills, Inc , a 
United Medical Corp. Co. and in addition is in bus­
iness for herself as a Dorcaster Fashion Consultant 
making the top 40 list in the country during her first 
year. Her husband, Paul, continues as an adminis­
trator in the Holliston, Massachusetts school system. 
They have three children: Peter, Kristina and Dana.
In March, Jean Bertolini Brown and I spent a 
memorable week vacationing at St. Petersburg 
Beach, reminiscing about the “Good Old Days” at 
UMO. Bett) Colle) Shibles will return as class notes 
editor beginning next issue. I have enjoyed the last 
few years as your representative to the Alumnus as 
it has given me an opportunity to “keep in 
touch”—a special thanks to all who contributed.
61 Judy Ohr Guilmartin 
15430 Baybrook Drive 
Houston, Texas 77062
News reached me that John Bouchard has been 
selected general manager of the newly established 
Washington, D C. office of the Moller Steamship 
Co His business address is Suite 350, 1667 K Street 
NW, Washington 20036. Nanc> Rich Marbury spent 
part of her summer at a Fulbright-sponsored teach­
ers’ seminar in (he Netherlands. She was in Amster­
dam to study Dutch history, current politics, and 
culture Nancy and her husband Luke live at 29 
Warrenton Rd , Baltimore, MD 21210 where Nancy 
teaches history at the St Paul’s School for Girls.
Edward Haggert, a colonel in the U.S. Army, is 
stationed at Armed Forces Staff College, Norfolk, 
Virginia with fellow alums—Robert Frost, Stan 
Schrader ’62 and Charles Murphy ’63 Ed and his
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wife Carol took a summer vacation to Maine last 
year and toured the campus with their two youngest 
sons. Gail Schade (M.A. ’61) has been promoted to 
the academic rank of associate professor at Thomas 
College, Waterville. Gail teaches English and de­
signed and implemented the writing workshop at the 
college. Gene Graves, long-time principal of Kenne­
bunk Junior High, left the teaching profession to ac­
cept a position with Gerrity Co., a Boston-based 
lumber firm. Gene will be a sales representative in 
the York County area. He lives in Kennebunk with 
his wife Cynthia and their two children.
I had an interesting summer; took a mini-vacation 
with the kids to San Antonio and attended the Re­
publican Convention in Dallas with other members 
of the Houston Republican Women. Prior to the 
convention I attended a luncheon (with a thousand 
other women) honoring Mrs. Reagan. It’s a lot 
easier being a Republican in Texas than it was in 
Alabama.
It’s not too early to think about Homecoming. 
Also drop me a line about your summer vacation 
and/or brag about your kids.
62 Diane Ingalls Zito
24 South Hills Drive
Bedford, New Hampshire 03102
Millie Simpson Stewart, director of volunteers at the 
Regional Memorial Hospital in Brunswick, was one 
of two New Englanders to receive the President’s 
Award for Outstanding Program Development in a 
health care facility. Millie won the award for her 
organization and coordination of an advocacy com­
mittee for the elderly. One of the unique aspects of 
this program is a Lifeline home alert system that im­
mediately notifies the hospital in case of emergency. 
Volunteers also help the elderly with information 
about a wide variety of topics, including laws, taxes, 
finances, insurance and home care. Congratulations, 
Millie on a job well done!
Richard A. Tracy has been named operations 
manager of the Scott Paper Co. in Winslow. Dick 
joined Scott Paper in 1964 as a project engineer. 
Since that time he has worked for the company as, 
finishing foreman, control engineer and department 
manager. Stanley E. Walker had been promoted to 
vice-president of the E.C. Jordan Co. in Portland. 
Joe Pease received his doctorate in administrative 
education from Vanderbilt University. Joe, principal 
of the elementary school in Turner for the past six­
teen years, did his dissertation on “Effective 
Characteristics of Inservice Education Programs.”
John Barclay writes that he and his family have 
returned to Stillwater, Oklahoma. John, a wildlife 
ecology professor at Oklahoma State University, 
spent the last two years on a leave of absence. Dur­
ing that time, he was on assignment in West Virginia 
as part of the Eastern Energy and Land Use Team. 
Lorraine Stubbs is working for the Maine State 
Dept, of Marine Resources. In her capacity as sci­
ence educator, Lorraine speaks to groups through­
out the state explaining different aspects of marine 
life. The International Reading Association has 
awarded a certificate of merit to Bangor Daily News 
reporter Tom Shields for his article, “Reading 
Aloud to Children Is the Best Cure for Illiteracy.” 
This article, which first ran in October 1983, was 
based on an interview with author Jim Trelease.
Keep in touch!
63 Priscilla Sawyer Frederick
6 Bridge Street
Salem, New Hampshire 03079
In Embden, about 12 miles from Skowhegan, is the 
beginning of something terrific. Guy Hunnewell is 
determined that there will be a facility for world 
class skaters right on his farm. He is building a 
speed skating rink!
Craig Milne has worked as an appraiser of real 
estate for the past 18 years and is currently with Ap­
praisal Associates in Portland. He and his wife, San­
dy, have three children. L. William Demaso, vice 
president for Merrill Bank in Bangor, was recog­
nized several months ago with an award for out­
standing community service. Richard W. Ambrose, 
after 20 years of service in communications in New
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York and Pennsylvania, has come home to Maine to 
accept the position of community information spe­
cialist for Aroostook Mental Health Center. David 
L. Rolfe, wife, Nola, and two children are living at 
855 Cumberland Street, Westbrook where David is a 
plant manager for S.D. Warren, his employer for 
over 20 years. Steve Dewick is now a vice president 
for Kimball Chase Engineers at their Bath office. 
Marilyn Russell Kisabeth, husband Jerry, and their 
three children live in Ponca City, Oklahoma. Bonita 
Caro Stagers is teaching American history at Metro­
politan State College in Denver, where she is living 
with husband Ron and Nicholas, 5.
Thomas L. Goodwin, who is associated with the 
district attorney’s office in Auburn, is a life master 
in bridge. The Goodwin family reside in Lewiston 
where Tom also writes a column about bridge—of 
course! Jim and Joni Hanson write of their new 
home at 2105 San Fernando Drive, High Point, NC 
27260. Jim is the district sales manager for the 
Norton Co. Sympathy to the family of Gary A. 
Thomas, who passed away on December 1, 1983.
64 Elsa Anderson Sanborn
21 Main Street
Gorham, New Hampshire 03581
The stalwart 15 of our members who made it to 
Orono for reunion in June agreed that I should con­
tinue as class secretary. See what happens when you 
aren’t there? Last minute problems prevented our 
attendance, so we ate hamburgers at home and wished 
for the lobsters we were missing.
The GAA’s faithful crew reports that our new 
class president is Lawrence W. Emery, Jr., our vice 
president is Anne Roundy Lammert, our treasurer is 
Carole Johnson Bombard, and our executive com­
mittee members are Kenneth Beal, Joyce Harburger 
Bennett, Ann Taylor Versteeg and Marilyn Glew. 
Larry has promised to write a letter to all of us 
soon.
Now a salute to classmates who live in Maine. We 
have bankers: Ewen Farnham has been elected se­
nior vice president for lending at Bangor Savings 
Bank and Craig Lund, president of City Auto Parts 
in Biddeford, has been named a trustee of Bidde­
ford Savings Bank. In a closely related field is Amos 
Orcutt, Old Town, a loan officer for the Farmers 
Home Administration. Douglas Hutchins, father of 
Michelle, 11, and Laurie, 7, is a veterinarian in 
Lyman; Charles Drew, father of Chad, 5, Sarah, 6, 
and Jennifer, 8, is an orthodontist in Yarmouth. 
Sterlin Clockedile, who lives in Brunswick with wife, 
Pat, daughter, Sandra, and son, Robert, is config­
uration manager at Bath Iron Works; Tony 
Yuodsnukis, also in Brunswick, is Customer Service 
Manager for S.D. Warren. Peter Thompson is 
mayor of Augusta.
Many of us are passing our education along to 
others: Barbara Lawrence Yuodsnukis is a reading 
tutor in Brunswick, (yes, she goes with Tony); Lois 
Martin, “the best principal in the world” according 
to one of her second-graders, has retired after 36 
years in the Old Orchard Beach school system; Lin­
wood Townsend teaches history at Medomak Valley 
H.S.; Janice Hood Cerebona, mother of Marc, 13, 
and 16-year-old twins Teri and Sue, teaches pre­
schoolers in Eliot. Sara-Jane Poli is curriculum 
director in Biddeford; Adriann Tucker is a math 
teacher in Turner; Ed and Mary Newell Morrison 
live in Winslow with sons Carl, 7, David, 9, and An­
drew, 11, where she includes chairmanship of the 
school board in her long list of activities.
Deborah Hanna Crawford “feeds our family 
(Mark, 18, Laurie, 16, Adam, 7), all year from our 
organic garden” and makes quilts to sell; Ken and 
Susan Goodridge Crane, sons Jonathan, 9, and 
Galen, 10, live in Poland and Rockland, Marcia 
Hebert Doherty, John, 11, and Jay, 8, live in Scar­
borough; and Roland Paradis, wife, Phyllis, sons 
Jean Paul, Patrick and Thomas are in Frenchville 
and Roland, Jr. is in the U.S. Army.
Give Homecoming a try this year! Black Bears 
football, beautiful fall foliage, nostalgic get- 
togethers and more await you. And put me on your 
holiday card list so that your news can appear in the 
next Alumnus.
65 Sylvia Tapley
82 Euclid Avenue 
Stamford, Connecticut 06902
Piscataquis County Extension Agent Roger Mer­
chant has quite a musical hobby. A guitar player for 
the past 20 years, he began writing songs about 10 
years ago. In West Virginia and Kentucky, where he 
worked as a counselor after earning a Master’s of 
Social Work at West Virginia University, he picked 
up a lot of country and bluegrass music to add to 
his rock ‘n’ roll repertoire. This spring he was off to 
St. John, New Brunswick as the guest of Dick 
Stacey’s Country Jamboree. He performed an orig­
inal country rock song, entitled “Cords and Logs.” 
His seven years’ working in the woods as a land 
management forester for the Dead River Co. formed 
the foundation for this song. Roger’s performance 
was taped before a live audience and broadcast 
throughout Maine and eastern Canada. Ultimately, 
five finalists in the contest will be selected and the  
grand prize winner will be sent to Memphis and 
Nashville for some recording auditions.
Roger Merchant ’65
Richard L. Walker, who worked for IBM and 
G.E. and has his own consulting firm, is beginning a 
new venture. He and a partner have purchased 
Boothby Square Tavern, 330 Fore St., Portland. 
Perhaps some of you in the area will stop by to 
sample one of the daily specials. William D. Lucas 
has assumed the position of vice president and per­
sonal trust administrator for Northeast Bank, south­
ern Maine division, where he is responsible for the 
development of trust business. Richard T. Morrison 
of Lubec has been hired as principal of Penobscot 
Valley H.S., SAD 31. he has 14 years of teaching 
experience and attended UMO for a certificate of 
advanced study in school administration. Selected as 
a fellow of the American College of Surgeons was 
Frederick C. Blades, Red Bank, New Jersey. Sally 
Austin Archer is still with The Desert News in Salt 
Lake City, Utah, doing mostly general newspaper 
promotion. Pam Braley O’Leary wrote that she has 
sold her antique business in Orono and is going 
back to school. Husband “Chick” ’61 is still happy 
doing his thing with labor and politics (he is pres-
* X
ident of the Maine AFL-CIO).
1 forgot to mention in the last issue that I was re­
cently promoted to national accounting manager, 
Litton Industries Credit Corp., Stamford, Connect­
icut. 1 had a postcard from my college roommate, 
Caroline Fuller Hutchinson, while she and her fam­
ily were vacationing at Disney World and Florida. 
She and Bruce ’66 and their two sons have moved 
from the Bingham area to: Apt. 7A, Crestwood Dr , 
Waterville 04901. Also moving were Judy Plummer 
and Doug ’63 Sanborn when Doug received a pro­
motion with Dennison. They left Tennessee and now 
;• reside at 810 Lincoln St., Franklin, MA 02038. Judy 
is working part-time in a nursery school.
I am sorry to report the death of David Y. 
Holden, 53, of South Freeport. For the past 14 
years, he was business manager of the Portland 
School Dept. Christine D. Wilson of Kingston, 
N H was kind enough to share with us a publicity 
release concerning her husband Donald A. Wilson. 
Donald received the 1984 NSPS Surveying Excel­
lence Award which was presented at the annual 
spring meeting of the American Congress on Survey­
ing and Mapping in Washington, D.C. He is a reg­
istered land surveyor and professional forester in 
both Maine and New Hampshire. He is noted for 
his promotion of education programs on the state 
and national level and has presented seminars and 
workshops on forestry, boundary law and photo­
grammetry. Outside the profession, many civic 
groups and schools have been educated and enter­
tained by his lectures on the history of land settle­
ment in New England. The list of awards and spe­
cial recognition received by Don is a lengthy one.
66 Carole Spruce
18 Village Brook Lane
Natick, Massachusetts 01760
Robert Tardy is seeking election this fall to the 
Maine House of Representatives A resident of Pal­
myra, he also serves as a trustee for Sebasticook 
Valley Hospital. Bob is married with four children. 
He taught in the Newport school system for 14 years 
and now is employed in sales of real estate and farm 
equipment. Charles Vaughn is also into politics, 
seeking a seat as Boothbay selectman Chuck grew 
up in the Boothbay area and is a self-employed me­
chanic. he and his wife, Harriet, have two sons.
New assignments: David Lyon has been elected 
superintendent of SAD 45 in Washburn. His back­
ground includes much experience in administration 
at both high school and elementary levels. David 
received his master’s from UMO m 1973 and a cer­
tificate of advanced study in 1977. Richard Perkins 
has assumed the post of business manager for the 
Augusta sanitary district. Dick was director of the 
Maine Criminal Justice Planning and Assistance 
Agency, now defunct. Rev Richard Small has ac­
cepted a call to the ministry of the North Windham 
Union Church. He has been minister at the Milford 
Congregational Church since 1979. Jim Henneberry 
has been named district manager of the year for 
Norton Company’s abrasives marketing group. Jim 
has worked for Norton since 1968 and presently re­
sides m Madison, Connecticut. Stephen Johnson is a 
bookkeeper with Eaton, Peabody, Bradford and 
Veague, a law firm in Bangor. Brian Hanson has 
retired after 26 years in education. His most recent 
position was principal of Lawrence Junior High in 
Fairfield. Jim Jenkins is teaching a course in per­
sonal investing at UM Augusta. Jim has been an in­
vestment counselor for the last 11 years and has 
taught other courses at UMA and Midcoast Com­
munity College. Jack May was recently appointed to 
the Cary Medical Center board of directors by the 
Caribou City Council. Jack is part owner of Currier 
Furniture Co. in that city. He and his wife, Eliza­
beth, have three children Dr. Robert Ellis recently 
addressed the Houlton Christian Women’s Council 
on the subject of eye care and glasses.
Lastly, a short note from Ursula Pickart Nelmes. 
Husband Nigel has opened a new convention plan­
ning office in Newport, California. They expect to 
have relocated there by the time you read this. Their 
two children, Erika 5 and Peter 3, are looking for­
ward to life at the beach. Urs is currently a sales 
representative for a large Las Vegas printing com­
pany, a job she hopes to retain alter the move. Urs 
would like to hear from any of you going west 
I was fortunate to attend the Harvard-Maine 
Region 1 baseball playoff game Memorial Day 
weekend at UMO. I’m happy to report that the 
campus is as pretty as ever, the stands were filled, 
Maine spirit alive and well, tradition of our great 
baseball team continues. Let’s hear from a few more 
of you people out there.
67 Carol Heber Laughlin
RFD 1, Box 1625 
Brewer, Maine 04412
I’m still hopeful of passing along all your news of 
“what I did last summer.”
For those of you who’ve been wondering what 
ever happened to Mike Marino, he recently checked 
in from Winchester, Massachusetts to tell us he is 
teaching 5th and 6th grade math. John DiMeglio 
’67G is a full professor of history at Mankato State 
University in Minnesota where he has been for 16 
years. In addition to his regular history courses, his 
keen interest m sports has led him to teaching sev­
eral courses on that subject. He is contributing 22 
brief biographies of sports greats to a four volume 
reference, Biographical Dictionary of American 
Sport. Under the sponsorship of the Maine State 
Bar Assoc., Bangor lawyer, George Singal, ad­
dressed area lawyers during a noontime session on 
“How to Prepare a Malpractice Suit.”
It isn’t often that I have the opportunity to men­
tion our offspring that are currently undergraduates 
at UMO. Roland ’65 and Billie Ward Libby must be 
busting their buttons over daughter Jean Carol, by 
now of sophomore status at UMO Among her 
many and varied activities and credits, Jean was this 
year’s State Cherry Blossom Princess. Sharon Mur­
phy Hutchings teaches English at the Escuela 
Americana in San Salvador, El Salvador where her 
husband works for the Inter-American Geodetic 
Survey. Bev Hollins McCormick was chosen from 
among candidates from public and private higher 
education throughout Massachusetts to attend a 
senior-level women administrators forum. Bev is 
assistant dean of continuing education at Cape Cod 
Community College and resides in Hyannis. Peter 
Roberts is a school board member m the Bath 
system. He resides in Bath with his wife and two 
children and teaches at Edward Little H.S., Auburn.
Don A. Spence has been promoted to senior vice 
president of E C. Jordan Co. in Portland Harold 
Henderson of East Holden is the new regional com­
mercial lending officer for Maine Savings Bank. Lee 
Perry will be leaving his position as assistant director 
of the Wildlife Division of Maine Dept, of Inland 
Fisheries and Wildlife and moving to Phoenix, Ari­
zona where he will be chief of field operations for 
the Game and Fish Dept. He has been with the 
Maine department since 1967. Delia Trafford Kenny 
was appointed manager of New Vocations at the 
Aroostook Mental Health Center last winter. New 
Vocations is a self-help rehabilitation program pro­
viding mentally restored men and women with pre­
vocation work experience in Caribou. Donna De- 
Courcy Conlin is the new vice president of human 
resources at Software Arts, Inc. in Wellesley, 
Massachusetts, where she has been employed since 
1982. New responsibilities include company staffing, 
benefits, policy, employee relations, career develop­
ment and consultation to managers and staff. Prior 
experience with Computer Corp, of America and 
Polaroid will no doubt be helpful. Bob Greer of 
Contoocook, New Hampshire, has been named mu­
nicipal highways engineer for the New Hampshire 
Dept, of Public Works. He will administer state and 
federally aided bridge and road projects.
It’s with regret that 1 must report the passing of 
classmate Brenda Abrams Lyons last December.
68 Joyce L. McPherson
Rt. 1, Box 11
New Sharon, Maine 04955
Hi again, ’68ers! It’s really exciting to receive all the 
interesting information about the activities of our 
classmates! Let me share with you what’s been hap­
pening since last we shared with one another. David 
M. Fenderson, CPCU president with ISU/Fenderson 
Insurance, along with others on the staff, were pic­
tured in April news coverage receiving recognition 
for 75 years of representing Maine Bonding and 
Casualty Co. James L. Abbott has, since 1979, been 
the Dept, of Education’s consultant for the news­
paper in education program. Each year he travels 
from Kittery to Madawaska promoting the role of 
the newspaper as a teaching tool. Abbott is a former 
teacher and elementary school principal. Paul T. 
Pierson of Caribou is now a superior court judge, 
having been sworn in by Governor Brennan in Jan­
uary. Judy B. Brimigion has been named to the staff 
of the Displaced Homemakers Project as coor­
dinator of direct services in the Augusta area, work­
ing out of the Stoddard House, UM Augusta.
Jan Ulrickson Sweetser, who is married to Bill 
Sweetser and has three sons, finds time out from her 
busy schedule as teacher at Walton Jr. H.S. and Ed­
ward Little H.S., plus numerous other commit­
ments, to share recipes for Danish pastries Jan has 
held workshops at the Auburn YWCA on this sub­
ject and has also been written up in the newspaper 
concerning the art of Danish pastries! Richard 
Wyman of Framingham has been named director of 
sales of the Fafard Companies in Ashland—the 
other end of the state. Pete Norris has been ap­
pointed manager of life sales with the Averill Agen­
cy in Old Town. Harriett Adams Connors graduated 
from the UMA’s School of Nursing on May 12. 
Mark L. Dubay, M.D., has joined the medical staff 
of Matthew Thornton Health Plan in Nashua, New 
Hampshire. He is certified by the American Board 
of Obstetrics and Gynecology. Frank Wilcox is state 
administrative officer for the Soil Conservation Ser­
vice, with its office at the USDA Building at UMO. 
He is married to Cynthia Morin ’70, who is busy at 
home in Hampden caring for five-year-old Jason 
and four-year-old Katy.
Kathy McCain Dyer writes that she “keeps busy 
with gardening in the summer and during the rest of 
the year substitute teaches, teaches religious educa­
tion to 8th graders, and is involved m Girl 
Scouting.” She lives in Portsmouth, Rhode Island 
with her husband Roger and daughters Rachel 15 
and Elizabeth 13. As for me, I have added a new 
job to my schedule. I work the 11-7 shift at Franklin 
Memorial Hospital in Farmington as admitting clerk 
and as switchboard operator, working on whichever 
job is required each night. I’m still the tax collector 
and 1 fill my extra time as an Avon representative.
69 Bill and Andrea Hayes Lott
11 Bayberry Drive 
Eliot, Maine 03903
Our fifteenth reunion is over, but remember that 
Homecoming presents another opportunity to renew 
friendships. Robert Smaha has joined Casco North­
ern Bank as vice president of commercial business 
development. Gil Dionne has opened his own real 
estate office in Sanford. Pat and Dick Battles live in 
Sarasota, Florida where Dick is a respiratory thera­
pist at Sarasota Memorial. Frank Foley, licensed 
funeral director and embalmer, has purchased the 
Clark-Mitchell Funeral Home in Bangor. Duncan 
Moore, professor of optics at the University of 
Rochester, has been elected a fellow of the Optical 
Society of America. Duncan is a nationally known 
authority on gradient index optics and has been ser­
ving as a Visiting Scientist in Tokyo, Japan.
Deirdre E. Thornton has been appointed assistant 
investment officer at The Travelers Corp, in Hart­
ford, Connecticut. Charlotte Harrington, who 
received her master’s degree at the University of 
Pittsburgh, works for the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services and lives in San 
Anselmo, California. Ellen Black Hodos, a geologist 
who resides in Nevada City, California, is explora­
tion manager for St. Joe Minerals, Placer Service 
Corp. Deborah Haddow is a postmaster; she also 
finds time to raise, train, and show Whippets. Linda 
Keyser Scanlin has moved from Reykjavik, Iceland 
to Harare, Zimbabwe where her husband is a 
foreign service officer. Doris Belisle Bonneau is a 
co-ordinator of programs for the gifted and talented 
in the Auburn School System. Nancy Keene Mac- 
Bride lives in Yarmouth with her husband and two
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Jerrilyn Andrews received an M.A. in 1972 and a 
Ph.D. in 1979 and is an evaluator for the Dallas In­
dependent School District. Thomas L. Richards, a 
professor of biology at California Polytechnic State 
University, is on sabbatical leave at the University of 
Hawaii. Tom received the Distinguished Teacher 
Award at Cal Poly for 1981-82. Michael Mathieson 
of Milton Mills, New Hampshire, is a sales manager 
for Sun Research Inc. BettyAnn Coulton Haskell 
completed her master’s in special education at UMO 
and is teaching in Brewer.
From Japan, Koichi Fujiwara writes that he is a 
plant manager for Dupont Japan Limited. Van Ter­
rell, an insurance claims manager for The Travelers 
Insurance Co., lives in Hackettstown, New Jersey. 
Keith Kraft lives in Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin 
and is a Quality Control Supervisor for 3M Com­
pany. Diana Crane Plummer was a teacher’s aide in 
Laconia, New Hampshire prior to moving to North 
Ridgeville, Ohio. Carol Bassett of Middlebury, Con­
necticut is a nurse’s aide. June Ackley Biggs earned 
an M.A. at UMO in ’70 and an M.S.T. from UNH 
in ’76. She is a temporarily retired math instructor 
who lives in West Stockbridge, Massachusetts with 
her husband and two daughters.
Judy Libby Hanscom recently finished her term as 
president of the Maine Home Economics Associa­
tion. She is busy teaching part-time in the School of 
Human Development, UMO, coordinating fund- 
raising programs for nonprofit organizations on 
behalf of Hannaford Bros, and providing consulta­
tion services for two nutrition education projects. 
Linda Pellegrini, a social worker for Kennebec 
Valley Mental Health Center, is working toward her 
master’s degree through University of Connecticut. 
Charlie Martel, who lives in South Easton, 
Massachusetts, is a sales manager for AT&T. Bonnie 
Burnell of Gray has started a summer business of 
handpainted, handcrafted porcelain jewelery. She is 
a first grade teacher in the Auburn School System. 
Kent Walker is a quality control inspector for the 
Tennessee Valley Authority-Sequoyah Nuclear Plant.
70 Sudy Taylor Williams
29656 Buffalo Park Road, #206 
Evergreen, Colorado 80439
It’s such a beautiful day that I’ve decided to type 
this newsletter from my deck! News from our Class 
President—I’m glad, Gary! Gary Thorne, full-time 
attorney in Old Town and part-time sportscaster, 
will now be broadcasting all 140 Maine Guides 
games on a radio network that has Portland station 
WPOR-AM as its flag station. My love to Donna. 
Virginia Manuel has been promoted to director of 
administration and legislature affairs. Virginia’s 
duties include liaison with the legislature, tracking 
legislation and assembling testimony. Susan Bell will 
seek re-election to her third term in the Maine 
House (Buckfield, Hebron, Paris and West Paris). 
Also, State Rep. James Mitchell will seek re-election 
to a third term, running in the new District 41 
(which includes Freeport and Pownal).
Formerly assistant vice president with Depositors 
Trust in Waterville, Thomas Hunter, Jr. has been 
appointed vice president with Citicorp-Person-to- 
Person Financial Center in Bedford, New Hamp­
shire. It offers a variety of products and services 
designed to meet the needs of homebuyers and 
sellers. Tom Ross knows this market well and has 
much experience. Lee Rhodes, who holds a master’s 
degree and a doctorate in education from UMO was 
presented with the Distinguished Educator Award. 
Lee also is assistant executive director with 
Lancaster-Lebanon Intermediate Unit 13. Con­
gratulations!
Dale Goodwin is the new president and general 
manager of Bob Chambers New Presidential Motors 
in Intervale. State Editor for the Bangor Daily 
News, David Bright has received the Friend of Ex­
tension Award from the Maine Assoc, of Extension 
Agents. David is involved in various agricultural 
organizations, writes a weekly column in the Bangor 
Daily News, serves as supervisor of the Waldo 
County Soil and Water Conservation District, and is 
a member of the small and part-time Farmer Ad­
visory Committee to the Dean of College of Life
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Sciences and Agriculture at UMO.
Peter Walker, who is a fisheries pathologist with 
the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and 
Wildlife will join the Colorado Division of Wildlife 
in the same capacity. Welcome to Colorado, Peter! 
Rick Hautala, has published two horror novels: 
Moondeath and Moonbog—and is working on a 
third to be called The Menhir. Stephen King has 
done it again! Another world premier movie, Fire­
starter.
Bells are ringing for Dorinda Couglin Mazzeo of 
Rockland who is marrying Capt. Neal Farrell of 
Thomaston. Dorinda is owner of Mazzeo’s Super 
Market. Martha McFarland Williams is teaching 
English at Scarborough High School. She and hus­
band Glyn have a four-year-old daughter, Katerine.
Please write! I LOVE getting mail!
71 Carolyn Stickney Ackerman
5 Parcher St.
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
Greetings! Congratulations to brothers David and 
Jeremiah Smith and their father Clement, named 
“Dairymen of the Year” in Kennebec County. The 
Clemedow Farm of 500 acres is in Monmouth. 
Diane Henderson of Ellsworth, business education 
teacher for Deer Isle-Stonington High School, is the 
site coordinator for Husson’s “College on Satur­
day” program in Ellsworth. Don Lucy is head foot­
ball coach at his alma mater, Lee Academy. He 
taught at Mt. Everett and was chairman of the math 
department. Don, his wife and their three children 
live in Lee.
David Andrews of Norridgewock is a professional 
engineer and works for the Morrison Geotechnical 
Engineering Co. in Winslow. Malcolm Rowe works 
for Wang Laboratories in Chelmsford, Massa­
chusetts as a data base technician. Ted Reed of 
Rockland works for the State of Maine Bureau of 
Central Computer Services. Roderick and Barbara 
Skelton ’73 Bard live in Chelmsford, Massachusetts. 
Rod does bridge inspection for Fay, Spofford and 
Thorndike, and Barbara is at home with their two 
girls. Sheilya Cookson Voter lives in Burnham with 
husband Dale and two daughters. Wayne Rivers is 
supervisor in general accounting for the Great 
Northern Paper Company. He and his family live in 
Millinocket.
E. Gerry Hawkes has developed a cable logging 
system for harvesting trees with minimum damage to 
the soil and remaining trees. Called the “Vermont 
Cable Yarder,” it is cost competitive with traditional 
skidder operations and is useful in difficult terrains. 
A former Peace Corps forester in West Africa, 
Gerry lives in Vermont and has founded Woodland 
Fuels, Inc. Bill Sawtell of Brownville is working on 
a town history of Corinna and gives tours of 
Katahdin Iron Works. He recently published Coach 
and His Boys, a tribute to former Stearns coach 
George Wentworth.
73 Rachel Davenport Dutch
22 Bowker Street 
Brunswick, Maine 04011
Don and Charlene Foote ’77 Smith are back in 
Maine after seven years of medical school and 
residency. Don is with a group practice of internists 
in Augusta and they, which now includes son Billy 
as well as Don’s Labrador Retriever Amanda, live in 
West Gardiner. Judy Cummings Burton is in 
Washington, D.C. with her husband Wayne. She is 
now a systems analyst for ACACIA Mutual Life In­
surance and Wayne is an electrician with the Dept, 
of Labor. Trish Riley married Peter Schwindt (Yale) 
last October and they live in Brunswick. SueEllen 
Mink Roberts, her husband Gary (USM), and 
children Christopher and Carrie Anne are in South 
Portland. Louisa Anderson teaches grades 1 and 2 
at the Waynflete School in Portland. She will chair 
their new kindergarten in the fall.
Don McGilvery writes from Portland. He is with 
Terrien Architects. Don and Cheryl (UMF) have two 
daughters, Carrie and Abbie. Joan Cross-Miller lives 
in California with her son. Her husband, Vic, died 
suddenly last August. Roger Noyes is the technical 
manager for the Performing Arts Center at Chabot 
College, San Francisco. He will soon have his 
master’s in drama from San Francisco State. His son 
is six. Paul O’Neil has been assigned to the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife refuge programs in the northeast. 
Gail Howard is the new executive vice president of 
the Rockland Area Chamber of Commerce. Bill No­
ble, assistant biologist in the Greenville regional 
headquarters of the Maine Department of Inland 
Fisheries and Wildlife, has spent the last ten years 
working on deer management, especially winter 
habitat. Jim Reid has been serving as the interim 
head football coach at UMass. Susan Hillman 
recently received her Ph.D. in curriculum and in­
struction with a minor in law from Indiana Universi­
ty. She is living in North Adams, Massachusetts 
with her husband, Anthony Siracusa, and their 
daughter, Amy. Susan taught at North Adams State 
this summer.
Ned Berce has been named to serve on the ad­
visory board of Casco Northern Bank. Ned is presi­
dent of Berce Potato Company in St. Agatha. He 
and Carol, with Jonathan, Brandon, and Jennifer, 
live in St. Agatha. Robert Gardner has been pro­
moted to assistant vice president of Casco Northern 
Bank. He will continue to be manager of the Bangor 
office. Dale Lowe is executive director-administrator 
of the Green Valley Association for the Retarded 
and administrator of the Island Falls Group Home.
Mary Costigan (SMVTI) and John Foster are in 
South Portland. She is at Maine Medical Center and . 
John works for Maine Surgical Supply. Marilyn 
Beyea and James Thompson live in the Lakes 
Region where Marilyn works at Northern Cumber­
land Memorial Hospital and Jim is self-employed. 
Lisa Piselli and David Poulin live in North Mon­
mouth. Dave teaches and coaches at Winthrop High 
School and Lisa works for the Dept, of Mental 
Health and Mental Retardation, Medical Records 
Division in Augusta. A note from Julie Sprague 
Grindle mentions she is at home with children 
Shayna and Shawn in Hancock. Her husband, Rog­
er, a sales rep. for Weather Shield, is based in Scar­
borough.
Politics are still interesting a lot of us. Sally Bean 
is running for the school board; Bill Haynes is run­
ning for register of probate in Oxford County; John 
Cashman hopes to be re-elected to the Maine House 
from Old Town; and Tom Campbell wants to repre­
sent Cape Elizabeth in the Maine House. In the 
spring and summer Barry and Donna Monson Hob­
bins were on the news and in the papers as Barry 
runs for Congress for the first district. Good luck to 
you all.
I have a new title—Assistant Director of Public 
Relations and Publications—here at Bowdoin.
74 Janet Reid Willis i
50 Gray Road
Gorham, Maine 04038
I received a letter from Norma Fortin who is now 
the assistant health director and health planner for 
the Houlton band of Maliseet Indians. During the 
past ten years she has planned social services for 
children in Massachusetts, worked for the New Mex­
ico Health Systems Agency in Albuquerque, and 
worked in public relations and planning for Miles 
Memorial Hospital in Damariscotta. Norma would 
like to know what has happened to Lou Mavor who 
started with our class but quit half way through 
junior year to join the Air Force. Scott and Celeste 
Hayward Handville will celebrate their tenth an­
niversary in October. Their daughter, Kate, will be 
one. Celeste is a paralegal doing title searches at the 
Androscoggin County Building; Scott is assistant 
librarian at the Gardiner Public Library.
Edward and Peggy Weeks McGaffigan had a son, 
Edward Francis, born Jan. 25. Peggy has been a 
legislative assistant for Senator William Cohen. 
Edward is an aide to Senator Jeff Bingamen of New 
Mexico. They live in Arlington, Virginia. Dina 
Gabriel married George Orio last February. She is a 
child care specialist, Therapeutic Nursery at Colum­
bia Presbyterian Medical Center in New York City. 
Her husband is educational coordinator for the 
D.O.M.E. Project in New York.
Jeffrey Wright wed Melody Griffin. He is serving 
with the U.S. Navy and they are living in Newport, 
Rhode Island. A note from Paul Page informed us 
that he married Linda Letarte in 1978. Their 
daughter Kelly was born in 1983 and their second 
child is due in September. Paul is a cost change 
estimator with Bath Iron Works. Walt Whitcomb is 
a candidate for the new legislative District 110. 
Daniel Webster was promoted to assistant electrical 
superintendent at the Millinocket mill of Great 
Northern Paper. Mike Miles has been appointed 
director of personnel at the University of New 
England in Biddeford. Daniel Michaud has been 
named personnel director at Bangor Savings Bank. 
Leon Blood has been promoted to senior forestry 
technician-regeneration at Great Northern Paper’s 
Rice Farm Nursery. James Fairfield has been named 
Central Maine Power Company’s District Manager 
in Rockland. He lives in Pittston with his wife Susan 
and their son. Jeff Temple is a candidate for the 
Republican nomination for the District 92 seat in the 
Maine House. James Collins is the new codes en­
forcement officer for the town of Freeport. Neil 
Ross has been named a vice president of the Bath 
Savings Institution. He is manager of the Dam­
ariscotta branch. Bob Harkins is in charge of 
development for the U.S. ski team. He resides in 
Park City with his wife Lettie.
My own news is that 1 have retired from teaching 
English (after ten years) m order to be home with 
our son David who continues to bring great pleasure 
to our lives. 1 will continue to coach the varsity field 
hockey team at South Portland
75 Nancy Pistaki Chard
830 Washington Avenue ,
Portland, Maine 04103
I hope you all enjoyed the summer Now, on with 
the news!
Jacqueline Lyn Bernier Gordon wrote to say that 
she and her husband, Brian, an industrial engineer­
ing student, live in Worcester, Massachusetts with 
their daughter, Miranda For the past seven years, 
Lyn worked for the International Division of James­
burg Corporation for which she prepared export 
documents. Rusty and Suzanne Freeman Atwood 
live in Augusta with their two-year-old daughter, 
Christine. Sue teaches at the Carl B Lord School in 
Vassalboro and Rusty teaches history and coaches 
varsity basketball at Cony High School, Augusta. 
Brian and Lynn Campbell Nichols, who live in Dart­
mouth, Nova Scotia, have two children Christo­
pher, 4, and Catherine, 2. Living in Nashua, New 
Hampshire, Steve and Margie Ross Swana have one 
child, Kristin, 1. Margie is an education coordinator 
for medical technicians at Emerson Hospital in Con­
cord, Massachusetts. DeeDee Balzer Powers lives in 
Stoneham, Massachusetts with her husband, D J , 
and their two children: Jennifer, 4, and David, 2 
DeeDee works part-time as a visiting nurse for 
Melrose-Wakefield Hospital and D.J is a probation 
officer for the State of Massachusetts
Dan Boutin and Ann Adams ’76 announce the 
birth of their son, Elliot. Roger and Barbara Lever 
Sabin announce the birth of twin boys. Ellen Rutter 
has bought a house in Portland and has been a 
medical technician at Maine Medical Center for the 
past seven years. Donald Cote has been promoted to 
the position of senior vice president at E C Jordan 
Company in Portland. Stephen Curtis has joined 
Kimball Chase Company, Inc., a civil and en­
vironmental engineering firm in Bath, as a project 
cnginecr/managcr. Robert Fanjoy has been pro­
moted to the position of head scaler-mills in the 
woodlands department of Great Northern Paper, 
Millinocket. Rita Pullen Smith received the state of 
Virginia 1984 Recognized Young Dieticians of the 
Year Award. Since the birth of her daughter, Abby, 
Rita works part-time in the Cardiovascular Disease 
Risk Factor Reduction Clinic, which she established 
at the University of Virginia Medical Center Rita is 
married to Brian Smith.
Scott Longfellow, manager and grower for Long­
fellow’s Greenhouses in Manchester, married Sandra 
Smith, a student at UMA. I was recently elected 
president of the Greater Portland Alums of Alpha 
Omicron Pi. This past summer Debbie Garside 
Clark ’74 and 1 flew to Toronto to attend the Re­
gional Lcadeiship Conference of Alpha Omicron Pi.
Rita Pullen Smith '75
16 David N. Theoharides
5 Wilson Street
Lincoln, Maine 04457
Autumn is quickly approaching, and Maine should 
soon be wearing its finest colors of gold, red and 
orange. Those of you living far from Maine should 
try to visit your alma mater this fall The foliage 
promises to be spectacular
Wayne Hoar writes that he is working for the 
U S.D A. Soil Conservation Service as a soil conser­
vationist He and his wife Linda, along with their 
six-year-old daughter Ellen, arc living in Farming­
ton Nancy Eaton Butera writes from Wentworth, 
New Hampshire that she and her husband Nicholas 
are proud new parents Their son, Peter, was born 
in April Nancy adds that participating in the Dance 
Marathon back in 1975 was a cinch compared to 
labor and delivery Nancy is an ordained minister 
with the United Church oi Christ and is serving two 
churches in New Hampshire Larry Gardner writes 
from Fort Fairfield, where he has been a math 
teacher and, for the fourth year, hbad basketball 
coach This year his team won the Eastern Maine 
Class C Championship He would like to hear from 
any of his fraternity brothers from SAE. A short 
note from Susan Finniss Hutchinson says that she 
and her husband, Mark '77, arc living in Jay with 
their three daughters: Darcic, Elisa, and Carrie Jan 
Ellis Snitzcr has written, but we’ve misplaced her 
letter. Jan, please write me directly
David Flaherty has been elected to the Bath Me­
morial Hospital board of tiustces Stephen Couture 
has been promoted to senior environmental engineer 
for Mabbett, Capaccio & Associates, Inc., consul­
tant engineers of Cambridge, Massachusetts. Steve 
Vanidcstine has been appointed athletic director for 
Bangor H S Jill B. Goodwin has been named Cen­
tral Maine Power Company’s district manager in 
Belfast. She is living in Rockport Gary Zemrak has 
joined the senior management team at the Kennebec 
Journal as controller. Gary, his wife, Brenda, and 
two children live in Winslow James A. Robinson, 
Ill, Esq has become a new member on the board of 
trustees at James A. Taylor Osteopathic Hospital in 
Bangor. Janet L. Maspero has been promoted to 
manager of systems development at Mutual Life As­
surance Company of America. Capt. Exelenar Ford, 
a military police specialist, has been decorated with 
the second award of the Army Commendation Med­
al at Ft Eustis, Virginia. Dana W. Totman will
direct the Coastal Economic Development Corpora­
tion’s Employment Program for several southern 
Maine counties. Bill Green, recreational sports direc­
tor for the Maine Broadcasting System, has been 
named Maine Sportscaster of the Year by the Na­
tional Association of Sportscasters and Sports­
writers.
Marriages include Elizabeth Dunbar to Wayne 
Smith. They live in North Easton, Massachusetts 
where Elizabeth is a commercial artist for Brockton 
Enterprise. Karin Merrithew to Stephen Snyder. She 
is employed by Colorado Pickle Jar Inc. in Lake­
wood Peggy Ward to David Laude. David is em­
ployed by Digital Equipment Corp., of Stowe, 
Massachusetts.
’76ers have been doing well keeping in touch with 
letters to me for this column. Please keep up the 
good work! Have an enjoyable autumn.
78 Meredith Strang Burgess
12 Country Charm Road 
Cumberland Center, Maine 04021
We have all been very busy. Kent G. London has 
joined Burgess & Lenh Stockbrokers in Augusta as 
an account executive. John Carlson has been pro­
moted to marketing manager for insurance and 
banking with Wang Laboratories. He also received 
his M.B.A. from University of Hartford. John, his 
wife Nancy, and daughter Megan reside at 9 
Greybirch Road, Andover, Massachusetts 01810 
Elizabeth Butterfield Webster is moving to Hawaii. 
She and husband Russ will reside on the island of 
Oahu for three years and she has been accepted at 
University oi Hawaii in Honolulu to work on her 
M B.A.
Philip M. Coffin 111 is an attorney with Hews, 
Culley & Beals in Portland. His wife, Susan, is also 
an attorney in Portland. They have a daughter, 
Rachel, and all reside in Westbrook Sgt Valerie 
Sambrook has been accepted in the USAF Physi­
cian’s Assistant Program. David Scott married 
Debra A. Reynolds. They live in Salt Lake City 
Robert A. Young, an employee of Albert Kahn 
Associates, Inc , architects and engineers in Detroit, 
has passed his state board examinations for profes­
sional registration in Michigan. He is also working 
on his thesis for a master’s degree from The Penn­
sylvania State University. He and his wife, Deborah, 
make their home in Westland, a suburb ot Detroit 
Captain Constance A. Roy received her MBA 
from Florida Institute of Technology
Anne-Marie Davee (CO) is a registered dietician 
working for Susan Davis Associates in Rockport 
She ran in the Olympic trials in Olympia, Washing 
ton. She qualified for the trials during the Boston 
Marathon. She and husband Richard reside in Rock 
land John Bamford has joined the advertising 
department at The Times Record as a salesman He 
and his wife, Jaci, reside in Falmouth frank B 
Higgins has been promoted to the position of senior 
engineer, Roger A. Loney has been promoted to 
supervisor of costs and budgets; and Brian P. Rolfe 
(SAE) has been promoted to regeneration ? rcster, 
all at Great Northern Paper Co.
Paul R. Pellicani, basketball co ith at Maine Cen­
tral Institute, coached the all-stai team that captured 
the New England Prep School B iskctl all Cham 
pionship Jackie McAleer Stowell is with People’s 
Savings Bank in Portland She, her husband, and 
son Daniel reside at RFD #2, Box 146A, Cumber­
land Center 04021. Welcome to Cumberland' Cindy 
A. Warren (SC) married Gonzalo Pozotngo She is 
a bilingual elementary teacher in Perth Ambov, New 
Jersey. Elizabeth A. Smallidgc married Neil W 
Goodwin. She is Executive Director of Big Brother 
Big Sisters of York County They reside in Wells 
Julie E. Kent married James G Miller III She 
works at Spokane Legal Services Center They resi e 
m Spokane, Washington Karen D. Atwood (DDD) 
married Michael Cook She is a first grade teacier 
at Rockport Elementary School They resi t in ar 
ren. Richard D. Jacobson married Jenm er ic ar 
He is employed at Factory Mutual Research Corp. 
Sheila M. Higgins has been promoted to office 
manager of NP Studios in Bangor
Well, that’s all for now Hope you had an. en­
joyable, fun summer Write and eep in
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79 Kim Marchegiani
5 Allen Road #52 
Orono, Maine 04473
Happy homecoming to those ’79ers headed to 
Orono for fall festivities! Hope everybody had a 
wonderful summer.
First, career notes. Gehrig Johnson has been chosen 
as school superintendent for Union 122 (Woodland, 
Stockholm, New Sweden). Richard Davee has been 
named construction manager at Maine Coast Con­
struction in Camden. Carolyn Sturtevant is director 
of the Curriculum Division, state Dept, of Educa­
tion and Cultural Services. James Trembley is a 
member of the Bangor Symphony Brass Quintet. 
Cynthia Wilkinson is an assistant marketing officer 
for Merrill Trust. David Wyanski teaches science at 
Savannah Country Day School in Georgia. Bill 
Hughes is Camden-Rockport’s new varsity baseball 
coach. He also teaches physical education at Lin­
colnville Central School. Jeffrey Rosenblatt of Burn­
ham received a scholarship at Bowdoin for graduate 
work at UVM. Scott Semle is an engineer with 
Sprague Electric in Sanford. He, his wife Debbie, 
and son Eric have a new home in Hollis.
Rick Dempsey is living in New York and working 
on Wall Street for Merrill Lynch. Deidre Tozier is 
on the engineering staff at Morrison Geotechnical 
Engineering in Winslow. Diane Kopec is traveling 
around the state teaching units on archeology. Wal­
lace Sinclair is the publisher of a new paper, the 
Merrymeeting Standard, covering Richmond.
Politics: Gene Paradis is seeking re-election to the 
state legislature in Old Town; Dan Warren is seeking 
his first term in Augusta from Scarborough; and 
former Augusta patrolman, Frank Hackett, is a can­
didate for Kennebec County Sheriff.
Weddings: Jane Linnell to Roger Audent. She 
works at Porteous and they live in Lewiston. Patrick 
Forbes to Dorothy Hannan. He is employed by 
Coven Construction in South Windsor, Connecticut. 
Dana Daigle and Susan Stevens ’81. He works for 
Eastman Kodak in New York. Steve Harvey to San­
dra Nichols. He is with Armco Incorporated Con­
struction Products in Auburn. Bethanie Smiley to 
George Jabar II. She is employed at FBC in 
Augusta.
I was very pleased to receive notes from a number 
of classmates. Lori Shultz married John Hayes, a 
youth pastor in a central Pennsylvania church. De­
nise Chapdelaine Delano is a process development 
engineer for the Central Foundry Division of Gen­
eral Motors. She and husband Bud ’80 live in Hop­
kinton, New York. Brenda Sylvester Peabody is a 
technologist at Morristown, New Jersey Memorial 
Hospital, and husband Milton ’78 works for AT&T 
Bell Laboratories. Their children are Jonathan, born 
Sept. 1983, and Jillian, bom in 1981. Cheryl Niles 
Powers and husband Don ’78 are the parents of 
Marybeth, born Sept. 1983.
Jenny Wood Collier and husband Bruce pur­
chased a small country inn, the Red Rock Inn, in 
the Pocono Mountains. She is three credits away 
from her master’s degree in human sexuality/health 
education. She sent news of other alumni: Gail Hall 
is completing graduate work in speech pathology at 
UConn. Emily Fitts married Dean Headley and lives 
in Berkeley, California, and Nancy Duvall married 
Jim Rudder ’78 and they recently moved from Col­
orado to Connecticut.
Jenny writes she’d love to hear from old friends, 
especially her old “dancing” pals and Wells cafe­
teria buddies, perhaps for a reunion at Red Rock. 
Her address is RD 7 Box 480, East Stroudsburg, PA 
18301.
Keep those cards and letters coming!
80 Rosemary M. Hydrisko
27-D Jacqueline Road
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
Hi, Class of ’80! Hope you have had another fun- 
filled and eventful summer. A special thank you to 
all who have taken time from busy schedules and 
have written. Here’s the news.
Michael Gonyea recently received the PCO Alum­
ni Scholarship Award from the Pennsylvania College 
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of Optometry, where he is working toward his Doc­
tor of Optometry degree. Mark Green, former town 
manager in Buckfield, is the new town manager in 
Windham. Brenda Verrill is an assistant head nurse 
at the Critical Care Center, University of Washing­
ton Hospital, Seattle. Mary and Wayne Sawllvich 
are living in a condominium in Woburn, Massachu­
setts. Wayne recently assumed a new position with 
Cambridge Research Labs. Mary is employed at 
Massachusetts General Hospital. Kathleen Talbot is 
employed with an agency of New England Life and 
has recently received a CLU (Chartered Life Under­
writer) degree. John Case is a conservation officer 
with the New Jersey Division of Fish, Game & Wild­
life. Jack Beaumont, a resident of the Germantown 
section of Philadelphia, is a mental health clinician 
for a partial hospitalization program in Philadelphia.
Senior Airman Michael Webb is an air traffic con­
trol specialist at Canon AFB, New Mexico. Mark
Heather Horch LeClerc ’80 has been named 
the “Recognized Young Dietician of the 
Year” by the Maine State Chapter of the 
American Dietetic Association. Heather 
recently co-authored an article on geriatric 
nutrition published in the Journal of the 
American Dietetic Association.
Stevens has joined Lincoln Pulp and Paper Co. as a 
process engineer, and is also an assistant wrestling 
coach at Lincoln High School. Thomas Allen re­
cently received a master’s degree from UMO in com­
munity development, and is the economic develop­
ment coordinator for the Mechanic Falls Industrial 
Development Commission. Mark Buttarazzi is now 
practicing dentistry in Scarborough. Kimberly Strom 
is living in Caribou and is director of emergency ser­
vices at Aroostook Mental Health Center, Presque 
Isle. Bud Delano is a forester in the Northern Tim­
berlands Division of St. Regis. His wife, Denise ’79, 
writes that they are living in Hopkinton, New York, 
“way up North on the New York-Canadian bor­
der.” Frank Janicki has earned a master’s degree at 
the University of New Hampshire. He will be work­
ing toward a Ph.D. in ruminant nutrition at Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute. Ralph Cleale is in his second 
year of a Ph.D. program in ruminant nutrition at 
the University of Nebraska. Ralph lives in Lincoln.
Debra Zeigler Sund writes that in September 1980 
she married Michael Sund. They now have a 
beautiful daughter, Hope. The Sunds recently pur­
chased a home in Stockholm. Dorothy “Dottie” 
Foster is a drug education counselor in Auburn. 
Daniel Morin has been commissioned a second 
lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force. Robert Matthews 
has recently been presented with the Army Achieve­
ment Medal at Fort Campbell, Kentucky. Kathy Et­
ter, as women’s and girls’ director at the Attleboro 
(Massachusetts) YMCA, is teaching classes in exer­
cise and swimming. Debbie Legere Ladd writes that 
she and husband Kyle have two children. Debbie 
also finds time to teach first grade in Mars Hill. 
She’d love to hear from any ex-Eagles! Carol Struz- 
zioro Rettig and husband Bree are living in Burl­
ington, New Jersey. Carol received a master’s degree 
in exercise physiology and is working for an exercise 
consulting firm as a physiologist. Shirley Kerr is 
teaching Suzuki piano and is living in Hamilton, 
Massachusetts. Frank Hackett, Jr. has been ap­
pointed by the governor to serve on the Maine 
Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention and 
Treatment. Linda Betts has been living in Phoenix, 
Arizona for-two years and is working for GTE 
Communication Systems. Former UMO outfielder 
Kevin Buckley recently attended the Texas Rangers’ 
instructional league camp in St. Petersburg, Florida. 
Medical school students Rich Riker and Gary 
Jackson-York were recently honored with graduate 
medical scholarhsips. Congratulations! Penny Jasper > 
has been named the new treasurer for the town of 
Jay. Peter Wyman is an air traffic control opera­
tions officer at Shaw AFB, South Carolina. Steve 
Bucherati and wife Barbara have recently assumed 
new positions with GTE and have moved to 
Durham, North Carolina. C'"
As you can see, we’re still making headlines! 
Weddings next time. Please write and let us know 
what you are doing.
81 Barbara E. Brown
35 Juniper Ledge 
Yarmouth, Maine 04096
I’d like to start this column with no news from Dave 
Kinney, Pete Labbe, Kim Powell Marshall, Wendy 
Anderson, Mike Johnson, Karen Kalzman, Brad 
Peters and Andy Zelman. What’s up? Didn’t all of 
you take Eh 1?
And now the newsworthy folks. . . . Lynne Smith 
married Jerome Dobransky. She works at Geiger 
Brothers and he for International Paper; they live in 
Lewiston. Diane Libby wed Jeffrey Rose. Diane 
received her master’s degree in speech communica­
tion from Colorado State and is employed by the 
U.S. Post Office in Portland. They reside in Casco. 
Susan Wakefield Michalka and husband, Tim '82, 
dropped me a line to report the birth of their first 
child, Alexander Daniel, on March 25th. Tim re­
ceived his master’s degree from Stanford University 
and is now working on his Ph.D. in electrical 
engineering. They reside in Stanford, California.
Kathy Trenholm completed her master’s degree in 
pathobiology at the University of Connecticut and 
will enter Tufts University School of Veterinary 
Medicine this fall. Mimi Gough is a candidate for 
the Maine House of Representatives. Peter Dunn 
received an M.S. in wildlife biology from Colorado 
State and will enter the University of Alberta this 
fall to begin a Ph.D. program in zoology. Tammy 
Rourke Beaulieu is employed by the marketing 
department at Carroll Reed Ski Shops, Inc. in 
Portland, where yours trule, Barb Brown, can also 
be found. I received a promotion last April to 
associate buyer of women’s catalog sportswear. 
Robert MacMillan completed Air Force basic train­
ing and has been assigned to Keesler Air Force Base, 
Mississippi. Second Lt. Floyd Newly graduated from 
Air Force navigator training and is now serving at 
Little Rock Air Force Base, Arkansas.
Jennifer Hansen is a speech/language therapist for 
Damariscotta Area public schools. Denise McDonald 
is an engineer with Wright-Pierce Architects and 
Engineers of Topsham. Second Lt. Dudley Woods 
graduated from Air Force navigator-bombardier 
training and will remain serving at Mather Air Force 
Base, California. Tim Deveau spent two years in 
Honduras with the Peace Corps putting his 
veterinary skills to good use. Kevin Buckley is on 
the roster for Oklahoma City, the Texas Rangers’ 
top farm club. Dana Burton was promoted to senior 
contract administrator with Phoenix Leasing Incor­
poration of Mill Valley, California. Katherine Lan- 
phear received early promotion to senior airman and 
is stationed at Loring Air Force Base in Limestone. 
R. Bartley Foster and his wife, Susan, are now living 
in Augsberg, West Germany, where he is stationed 
with the U.S. Army. Bob Rode has been with the 
Peace Corps in Thailand Floyd Barker has joined 
the Naval Ship Weapon Systems Engineering Station 
in Port Hueneme, California. Dave Goyet is now an 
auditor with Ford Motor Co. in Portland I read 
that Mike Welch left his position as town manager 
of Bradley. Where did you go, Mike?
1 was pleased to see several members of our class 
at last spring’s Portland Area phone-a-thon for the 
Annual Alumni Fund Under the able leadership of 
Kathy Littlefield who works for the Alumni Associa­
tion, Dave Spellman and Laurie McCormack joined 
me in soliciting pledges. Drop Kathy a line to find 
out about fall phone-a-thons in your area'
Hope to see you at the tailgates at Homecoming 
’84. Don’t miss it'
82 Pam Turgeon
Bostwick Hall, Wake Forest University 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27109
Greetings, everyone' I have received lots of letters, 
so I have lots of news' The class of ’82 is as busy as 
ever Brian Weber and Stephen Lauritsen have been 
selected members of Beta Sigma Kappa, the inter­
national optometric honor society Both are second 
year students at The New England College of Op­
tometry John Capan married Nancy Campbell 
John is a 1st Lt in the U S Air Force and is cur­
rently stationed in West Germany Ken Albino was 
commissioned a 2nd Lt in the U S Air Force, sta­
tioned at Reese Air Force Base in Lubbock, Texas 
where he is completing jet pilot training 2nd Lt 
Theodore Ocana is a civil engineer with the 96th 
Bombardment Wing at Dyess Air Force Base, Texas 
Bill Grindall has been assigned to Keesler Air Force 
Base, Mississippi, after completing Air Force basic 
training
Still more weddings Nancy Smith married Charles 
Yustin. Karen Begin married Michael Edwards; 
Michael is a physicist at Fiber Materials, Inc , Bid­
deford. Christine Finnegan wed Frank Law ton; 
Frank is a staff engineer at Thermo Electron’s Web 
Systems Division, Auburn Denise Pelletier to Elmer 
Voisinc; he is a systems analyst for State Mutual 
Life Insurance Co Carroll Yanni to Jade Currier, 
she is working as a resource room assistant at the 
Marcia Buker School in Richmond Michelle Bru­
nelle wed Clifford Wiley, Shari Fortier wed Thomas 
Ward, and Debra Baker wed Keith Ladner. Beth 
Anne Dufford married Captain Douglas Couture, 
USAF They currently reside in Chipping Norton, 
England where Beth Anne works as a youth service 
director for the Red Cross Annie-Jo Dulac to Leon 
Ouimet; Leon is employed by the Maine State Job 
Service. Kathleen Lindsey to David Ennis; both 
Kathleen and David are employed by Union Mutual 
Tim Brown married Lisa Bagley, Tim works for the 
Caterpillar Co in Peoria, Illinois Mark Savage to 
Patty Cunningham Mark is coaching for several 
schools in the Brewer area Robert Fowler wed Janet 
Mcllwaine, he is an underwriter for Union Mutual 
in Portland Congratulations and best wishes to all 
our newlyweds
Joe Mayo is seeking re-election to the Maine 
House of Representatives for District 80 David 
Rose is seeking the Republican nomination for the 
new House District 76 Alan Danforth has trans­
ferred to the Lincoln Pulp and Paper Company 
where he is a project engineer Scott Mower is 
teaching third grade at Indian Island, Old Town 
Brian Perkins is working in the plant and soils lab at 
UMO Donna McFadden is in the finance depart­
ment at Parker Brothers, Beverly, Massachusetts 
and enrolled in the M B.A program at North­
eastern Jeff McBurnie has completed his M S in 
agricultural engineering at Texas A&M and will 
begin working on his Ph D this fall Norma Nor­
mile is working in admissions for Burdett School in 
Boston and living in Arlington with classmate Don­
na Boutin. Donna is employed by Filenes Carney 
McRae is an extension 4-H aide for Penobscot 
County Extension in Bangor.
Nancy Hunt is employed as a nutritionist in Taun­
ton, Massachusetts Karen Heal is teaching 
mathematics in Hudson, New Hampshire and work­
ing on her master’s degree at Lowell University 
Nicki Lebrun is employed by Mission Industries in
Santa Barbara, California. Nicki would like to hear 
from classmates she’s lost touch with. Her address: 
107 Vista Del Mar, Santa Barbara 93109. Chuck 
Donnely is the director of a new recreation program 
called Downeast Adventures which serves schools in 
the Blue Hill area. Janet Engle has joined the staff 
of the Soil Conservation Service in Dover-Foxcroft 
Scott O’Brien is an account executive at the Augusta 
investment firm of Burgess & Leithin
Well, folks, that’s it for this column, or as Nicki 
Lebrun referred to it—the Maine Enquirer! Your 
secretary graduated (finally) from UVM with an 
M Ed in student personnel services. I have accepted 
a position as an area coordinator at Wake Forest 
University Please note my change of address and 
keep the cards and letters coming It’s great to hear 
from y’all as they say down south
83 Brenda Downey
43 Carroll Street 
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Hi, everyone' Hope you ail enjoyed those lazy sum­
mer days Here’s what some of our classmates have 
been up to Katie Dalton writes that she married 
Robert Walters ’82 in May and moved to Atlanta, 
Georgia where she is assistant to the vice president 
for Communication Channels, Inc and he works for 
Eastern Airlines They miss Maine and look forward 
to visiting someday Sandra Harris and Chad Gilley 
were recently married and send their greetings Chad 
is working at WMGX-FM Portland and Sandra at 
WCME-FM Wiscasset Mary-Anne Stetson Beal ’85 
and Keith F. Beal had a baby girl, Meg, last July 
Keith is a power plant supervisor with Georgia 
Pacific Mary-Anne also writes that her brother 
Frank Stetson and Gail Kimball were married in 
April Frank is employed by McDonald Motors in 
Bridgton and Gail is teaching in South Pans
Linda Lewis Theriault writes that she and Bruce 
Theriault ’82 were married last June and moved to 
Manchester, New Hampshire Recently, both Bruce 
and Linda have accepted positions as programmers 
at Unionmutual and are excited about coming back 
to Maine Michelle McLain Hedrich married Peter 
Hedrich in August They were both R A s in Stew­
art Complex and send greetings to their fellow 
R.A s They live in Laurel, Maryland, but are al­
ready planning to return to Maine for Homecoming 
Peter is an engineer with Greenman Pederson, a 
consulting engineering firm Michelle is an adminis­
trative assistant at Metropolitan Psychiatric Group 
and is taking evening courses at George Washington 
University toward her master’s degree in public ad­
ministration George Ayoob 11 dropped a line to say 
that he and Margaret Anne Raymond were married 
in June George is the sales manager at Dorsey Fur­
niture Outlet in Fort Fairfield and covers sports for 
the Fort Fairfield Review Margaret recently began 
work at the Aroostook Medical Center in Presque 
Isle
You know what April showers bring besides May 
flowers9 That’s right—weddings! Best wishes for 
happiness to all our newlyweds Ricky Briggs to 
Janet Collins, Ricky is a fire fighter and Emergency 
Medical Technician with the Old Town Fire Depart­
ment and is a substitute teacher for SAD 22 Dianne 
Chappelle married Mark Paradis in March. Mark is 
a manufacturing engineer with Data General Corpo­
ration in Westbrook Mary Anne Higgins married 
Robert Young in February. Mary Anne is a first 
grade teacher in Winter Harbor and Robert is at 
MD1 Service Corp Lt Ricky Bean and Debbie Blier 
’82 were married in December They live in Lub­
bock, Texas Melody Blackwell wed Mark Dau- 
phinee Melody is a medical technologist at Eastern 
Maine Medical Center, while Mark is employed at 
Eastern Fine Paper Elaine Blood ’84 was married to 
Scott Knowlen and Karen MacDonald married 
Michael Fitzpatrick. Laurie Hennmgsen to Peter 
Hakkila, Diana Farwell to Steven Mahoney, 
Maureen O’Toole to William Mackerl and Jayne 
Hughes to Stephen Ray. Lisa Routhier and Michael 
Hoyt were married in April. Lisa is employed by 
Southworth, Inc and Michael by Fryeburg Acad­
emy Dianne Gould and Steven Travaglini were mar­
ried in February Steven is an accountant with Sher­
man, Bernson, Schneider and Gesserman of 
Newton, Massachusetts.
Thanks for the letters and all. See you at 
Homecoming
84 Pat Dunn
RFD 5A, Box 128
Gardiner, Maine 04345
Hi, everybody' And a special hello to fellow mem­
bers of the ten o’clock club. For most of us this 
marks the first time we haven’t returned to school 
It sure seems strange not packing up the car and 
heading to UMO. For some classmates, however, 
graduate school is on the horizon. Diana Douglas 
will be attending West Virginia State University, 
Rich Vannozzi—University of Vermont, Dennis 
Rivard—Northeastern University, Teresa Lutz— 
Dartmouth Medical School, Pete Carradona—Tufts 
Veterinary School. Congratulations to Jeff Andie 
who recently won a National Science Foundation 
graduate fellowship
Since graduation many weddings have taken 
place Kim Mavor married J. Rhodes Hollowell II. 
After the wedding Kim will be attending Colorado 
State University and living in Boulder. Sharon 
Swanson wed George Turnbull; Gary Croker wed 
Karen Hartfield; Elizabeth Kreigh wed William 
McNeal; and Ann Denis wed Scott Collins
Many of our classmates have been lucky enough 
to land great jobs. Sean Flathers is working for the 
Andover Corp, in Andover, Massachusetts. Mark 
Tordoff is completing an internship with an ad 
agency in Biddeford while working part-time as a 
DJ at WPIG in Portland Debby Brown is working 
for General Electric in Pittsfield, Massachusetts and 
yours truly just completed a stint at Acadia National 
Park in Bar Harbor. Congratulations to Billy Swift 
and Jeff Paul, drafted by the Seattle Mariners and 
Texas Rangers respectively, in baseball’s free agent 
draft
Travels, etc While traveling in the seedy alleys of 
London, England Sherree Dubendris ran into a cou­
ple of University Singers: Dennis Rivard and Ron 
Gabnal ’85 The question is what were Dennis and 
Ron doing in dark alleys? Sherree also said she 
mixed and mingled with a few thiefs, sailors and 
bouncers
Don’t forget Homecoming ’84, the weekend of 
October 19-21. 1 hope to see you all there and at 
many other events. Keep in touch and GO 
BANANAS'
Changing 
Your Address?
Please attach your 
present mailing label and 
print your NEW address 
on the lines below.
Name _____ _______________________
Street _____________________________
City __ __________________________
State___________________ Zip----------
Editor, Maine Alumnus 
Crossland Alumni Center 
University of Maine at Orono 
Orono, Maine 04469
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Retired game warden Dave Priest of Winn is 
depicted by the camera of Steve Maines ’66. 
Priest was also profiled by the words of 
William Warner ’56 in a book titled An 
Honest Woodsman, which was excerpted in 
the November 1983 issue of Down East 
magazine.
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know-how 
to make mo
But what if you don’t have 
the time and the know-how to make 
the most of the money you’ve 
accumulated9
Come to Maine National 
Bank We have the expertise and the 
track record that make all the differ 
ence. In fact, our Personal Bankers 
manage the finances of more Maine 
people than anybody else . people 
with big money and not-so-big 
money
We’d like to manage your per­
sonal finances, too. We know how to 
make your money work to your best
It takes ours to 
make it grow.
You work hard and you know 
what you’re doing. It’s paid off in a 
personal financial situation you can 
be proud of.
advantage . how to invest it, diver­
sity it, safeguard it. We know how to 
minimize your taxes and maximize 
your earnings.
We know as much about the 
money management business as 
you know about your business. So it 
makes a lot of sense for us to take 
care of your finances 
while you take care of 
your business.
w Let s ourknow-how together. Call
XJ0 Bob Whidden or Cass 
Gilbert at 775-1000.
Maine National Bank
We Can Help. Member FDIC
i✓
NERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
Diversity of Maine at Orono 
rossland Alumni Center
Orono, Maine 04469
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Sugarloaf/USA and UMO want you to join in the fun, so we encourage your participation in an exciting opportunity.
Sugarloaf/USA supports your contribution to the Annual Alumni Fund by offering the following sp
*
WITH A $50.00 CONTRIBUTION:
You may purchase up to 5 single adult day tickets at 
$19.00 each (regularly $24.00) or junior tickets at $12.00 
each (regularly $16.00).
OR:
WITH A $250.00 CONTRIBUTION:
Sugart:
10 Pass
WITH A $100.00 CONTRIBUTION:
You may purchase up to 10 single adult day tickets at 
$19:00 each (regularly $24.00) or junior tickets at $12.00 
each (regularly $16.00).
ks may be purchased for your family.
” k Adult: $180.00 Junior: $110.00
15 Pass Book Adult: $255.00 Junior: $150.00
' (Each Sugarbook may be used by ONE individual 
only and is non-transferable. Juniors are 14 and 
under).
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WITH A $250.00 CONTRIBUTION:
You may purchase up to 15 single adult day tickets at 
$19.00 each (regularly $24.00) or junior tickets at $12.00 
each (regularly $16.00).
Big mountain skiing. Trailside living. A unique Alpine 
Village. A down-to-earth camaraderie that seems to be 
getting lost in the shuffle at most ski areas these days.. .'it’s 
all at Sugarloaf/USA for the kind of ski vacation you 
dream about. Come join us!
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1 Sugarloaf/USA
Kingfield, Maine 04947 
207-237-2000
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